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Abstract
Forging preform design, which is a vital pre-requisite for the successful production 
of forging parts, is still performed extensively by experience-based methods or 
trial-and-error approaches with or without computer simulations. To improve 
this time-consuming task and to establish a systematic preform design method, 
a novel reverse simulation approach is proposed.
The reverse simulation starts from the finished shape with boundary areas being 
released as dies are moved backwards. The simulation is based on the upper 
bound theorem with a finite element procedure to achieve, in the first instance, 
the geometric requirement for complete die filling for two-dimensional plane strain 
forging. To determine the boundary conditions for each reversing increment, a 
measure of the material distribution is proposed to enable the setting of a target 
shape for releasing a contact region from the die surface. The proposed method 
for controlling boundary conditions ensures that the geometric complexity of the 
workpiece decreases and thus the reversed shape progresses towards a simple 
geometry. The procedure has been implemented into the program “Tetrahedral 
Element Upper Bound Analysis” (TEUBA), being developed at the University 
of Bath for rapid simulation in two and three dimensions.
Predicted preforms are compared with experimental results or assessed by for­
ward simulations performed by a validated commercial modelling package. The 
results have shown that the proposed reverse simulation approach has potential 
in preform design for the forging industry.
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Forging is a metal forming operation in which plastic deformation of metal is 
carried out primarily by compressive forces usually exerted by a hammer or 
press. The operation uses a set of dies predetermined by a desired product to 
change the shape of the workpiece without an extensive amount of metal removal 
[1 , 2]. A product forged successfully may also be manufactured economically by 
other methods, such as machining, casting or powder metallurgy. Advantages of 
forgings over castings include higher strength, higher overall quality and higher 
structural integrity without internal defects [3]. In addition, forging deformation 
controls the metal flow and hence microstructure which is important for dura­
bility and fatigue strength in the aerospace industry. In a relative sense, forging 
products have lower cost and better quality, particularly with regard to strength, 
toughness, dimensional accuracy, surface finish, and internal or external defects. 
In general, forging is especially suitable for cases in which: (1) the workpiece 
geometry is moderately complex, so that costs of machining can be reduced; and
1
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(2) the mechanical and metallurgical properties are important [4]. Applications 
of forging include automotive components, railroad wheels and jet-engine turbine 
blades.
Temperature is an important factor in the formability and properties of forged 
products. According to the workpiece pre-heat temperature, the forging process 
may be divided into three types, namely, cold forging, warm forging and hot 
forging. Cold forging is done below the recrystallisation temperature, generally 
at room temperature, and produces products with good surface finish and di­
mensional accuracy, which saves material and machining costs. Cold forging may 
provide products with higher tensile strength than the original material because 
of strain hardening. The process is applied especially to make round or near 
round parts, such as gear blanks, in large quantities by the extrusion process. 
Hot forging is however done above the recrystallisation temperature and requires 
smaller forging loads, but dimensional accuracy and surface finish are not as good 
as those of cold forging because of heavy oxidisation. For plain carbon and low 
alloy steels, a uniform temperature of about 1200°C is required for hot forging. In 
order to take advantages of both hot and cold forging, warm forging is performed 
at the intermediate temperatures. Applications that are presently manufactured 
by warm forging are strongly related to the products made by cold forging, i.e. 
round or near round parts. Warm forging can be considered as an extension of 
cold forging to materials that cannot be forged at room temperature because 
of the demand of costs and quality [5]. The temperature ranges from 200° C to 
300°C for aluminium alloys and 550°C to 750°C for steels [6 , 7].
The forging process changes the geometry of the workpiece from a simple to a 
complex shape of the desired product. The process is performed by moving tools 
to compress a workpiece located between them. The contact area determines the 
distribution of the applied force on the workpiece. This controls the material flow
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to form the desired shape. The geometry of the tools is therefore a critical design 
factor in the forging process. For a single stage forging process, the tool geometry 
is determined by the shape of the desired product. The main task in this case is to 
select the size and shape of the billet and the appropriate manufacturing process 
conditions that fulfil the requirement of costs and quality. However, in many 
cases, the finished product is too complicated to be formed by a single forging 
stage. Intermediate shapes, i.e. preforms, are therefore required to control the 
metal flow that changes the shape of workpiece to form the final product. In other 
words, an optimum preform design thus ensures complete die filling, no defects 
and minimum flash loss and, it may also enable control of the strain distribution 
and hence microstructure evolution.
One of the key roles in designing preforms is to understand the metal flow dur­
ing the forging process [9]. This is affected by many parameters including the 
geometry of dies, the thermal and mechanical properties of the forged metal and 
dies, the friction at the die-workpiece interface, the heat generation and transfer, 
and the tool velocity. However, these parameters are difficult to analyse and 
control. For example, increasing the operation temperature may have the benefit 
of lower flow stress resulting in a lower forging load, but against this may be 
the difficulty of controlling the dimensional accuracy of the product. Moreover, 
a study [1 0 ] concluded that the thermo-mechanical stress, induced by the sharp 
thermal gradient in a hot forging punch process subjected to thermal cracking, 
is as high as 75% of the total stress field in the area of surface cracking. In this 
case, the modification of the billet temperature and geometry of dies to reduce the 
thermo-mechanical stress and stress concentration respectively could be impor­
tant to prevent cracking or prolong the lifetime of dies. Furthermore, according 
to a simulation study [1 1 ] of temperature and tool velocity effects on forging of 
blades for jet engines, it has been found that the average workpiece temperature 
increases by 20 °C and the forging load decreases by 25.2% as the tool velocity
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increases from 380 to 625 mm./sec. This can be attributed to the die chilling 
effects, which are less extensive at higher tool velocity since it takes less time 
to perform the forging operation. In addition, a high ratio of contact area at 
tool-workpiece interface in forging of blades, i.e. a geometric factor, also affects 
the friction and the heat transfer, and hence the workpiece temperature. These 
interactions between process parameters including the geometry of tools cause 
the difficulties of analysing and controlling the forging deformation. It is there­
fore extremely difficult to design preforms from the infinite range of intermediate 
shapes possible in the deformation sequence of the forging process.
Conventional preform design relies on experience. Empirical guidelines and de­
sign handbooks may not suffice for complex forged products. In order to enhance 
the conventional experience-based preform design methods, computer-aided tech­
niques such as the Finite Element Method (FEM) have been used to predict the 
metal flow and the occurrence of defects in forged products. Commercial domain 
FEM simulation packages, such as FORGE2 [12], DEFORM [13] and QForm [14], 
have provided such information for the evaluation of the forging design process. 
Although the FEM is able to predict detailed information about the forging pro­
cess, it may require a high computing overhead in terms of time, equipment and 
expertise. The FEM combined with design experiences or an iterative optimisa­
tion method has been used to design preforms. However, the design procedure is 
still essentially a process of trial and error, and is still wasteful of time but bet­
ter than practical trial and error. Moreover, building a knowledge-based system, 
which captures the existing tool design expertise from industrial experiences or 
academic research work, is able to offer helpful suggestions. For example, a design 
system, BID (Blocker Initial-guess Design) [15], constructed by the knowledge- 
based approach is able to provide and record the information of preform design. 
Some other techniques such as neural networks and genetic algorithms have also 
been applied to specific preform designs in which the geometry of the forging
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can be classified or represented by parameters. More reviews and discussions on 
the limitation or drawbacks of current preform design methods are discussed in 
Chapter 2 .
Reflecting on the current solutions of preform design, there is therefore a need to 
develop a systematic method that can be used to determine directly an acceptable 
preform design. If such a procedure could be developed, which works fast, then 
this would further help to reduce lead-time for producing new forged product. As 
a result, a rapid and approximate Upper Bound Element Technique (UBET) has 
been widely studied and applied to industrial processes. The technique is based on 
the upper bound method which is a part of a limit analysis system to predict the 
minimum energy required to ensure that a material will plastically deform. The 
UBET has also been developed to run reverse simulations based on the concept 
of simply reversing the flow simulation by starting from the finished shape with 
die velocities reversed [16]. However the UBET is constrained to operate only in 
terms of simple “straight line” profiles whereas this thesis describes an alternative 
reverse simulation method which is based on the upper bound method combined 
with the finite element procedure to achieve, in the first instance, the geometric 
requirement of complete filling for two-dimensional plane strain forging. The 
proposed idea of preform design has been implemented into the “Tetrahedral 
Element Upper Bound Analysis” (TEUBA), a program being developed at the 
University of Bath for rapid simulation of the forging process in two and three 
dimensions.
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1.2 Previous Work of TEUBA
A project entitled “Development of modelling tools for the forging industry” [17] 
was carried out at the University of Bath to initiate, improve and enhance the 
application of modelling techniques in the forging industry. One of the objectives 
of the project was to extend UBET from an axi-symmetric modelling technique to 
a three-dimensional analysis system which was being developed as TEUBA. The 
approach based on the upper bound theorem was aimed at maintaining a speed 
advantage over the finite element method. A brief history of the development of 
the upper bound theorem for the simulation of forging can be referred to in an 
article entitled “From Kudo to TEUBA” written by Professor Alan N. Bramley 
[18].
Before the research presented in this thesis started in September 1996, Dr Joe M. 
Pitt-Francis had implemented the finite element formulation of the upper bound 
theorem into TEUBA which was mainly developed for the forward simulation 
starting from a billet to the finished shape. A basic Graphic User Interface 
(GUI) with a render area had also been established to load the FE models, set 
parameters and view the deforming workpiece during the simulation of forging.
1.3 Aim  of Study
The aim of this research is to develop a method for preform design using reverse 
simulation based on the upper bound method combined with the finite element 
procedure. The study aims to show how a proposed concept of controlling ma­
terial distribution implemented into the reverse simulation for determining the 
boundary conditions can be developed to predict preforms for two-dimensional
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plane strain forging applications. The research work also attem pts to investigate 
and to improve the numerical treatment in TEUBA. The presentation can be 
divided into three groups:
(I) Recent Trends of Preform Design
The existing conventional industrial techniques for preform design are outlined 
first, followed by a survey of the theoretical and experimental methods that have 
been proposed to design preforms for forging problems.
(II) Upper Bound M ethod with Finite Element Procedure
The plane strain formulation of the upper bound method with the finite element 
procedure is summarised and presented. The treatment of the incompressibility 
of material and the modelling of friction effect are described. Low velocity fields 
which may cause numerical ill-conditioning are also discussed. Numerical exper­
iments of plane strain compression are carried out to investigate the usability of 
the modelling of the forging process in TEUBA.
(III) Reverse Simulation with Control of Boundary Conditions
A preform design approach based on the concept of controlling material distri­
bution is proposed. A measure of the material distribution using the second 
moment of area is presented to deal with the boundary conditions and to eval­
uate the complexity of the deforming workpiece for reverse simulations in two- 
dimensional plane strain. The approach aims to ensure that the reverse shape 
assumes a simple geometry, and provides preforms which achieve, in the first 
instance, the geometric requirement of complete die fill. The proposed design 
approach using reverse simulation is then applied to one-stage forging for pre­
dicting the billet size, and is also compared with results, especially in terms 
of deformation trends, from experiments and numerical simulations carried out 
using commercial software F0RGE2. The design method is also applied to multi­
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stage forging to predict preforms, followed by verifying the predicted preforms 
using FORGE2. These results including experiments and numerical simulations 
show that the proposed design concept for predicting the approximate geometry 
of a preform has considerable potential for preform design in the forging industry.
1.4 Structure of Thesis
Chapter 2, “Preform Design”, presents the experiential design rules of preforms 
from industry and handbooks, and the current research works on preform design. 
The task is to review the current development of preform design techniques and 
hence to understand the limitation of the methods and to point out the difficulties 
of using computer-aided methods, especially in the reverse simulation approach.
Chapter 3, “Upper Bound Theorem and Forging Modelling” , describes the upper 
bound method for modelling the forging process. The method is part of a limit 
analysis, and predicts the minimum energy for a large plastic deformation prob­
lem at each time increment during the simulation. This sequential limit analysis 
is then used to model the forging process.
Chapter 4, “Finite Element Implementation”, presents the finite element formu­
lation of the upper bound method for two-dimensional plane strain cases. The 
velocity field is distributed at nodes of the finite element domain to represent 
the minimum energy of the plastic deformation including the dissipation energy 
resulting from friction effects.
Chapter 5, “Numerical Treatment and Structure of Computer Code”, describes 
the numerical treatment for solving the system equations. The task also includes 
the treatment of the ill-conditioning which may be caused by a low velocity field
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in the deformation during the calculation.
Chapter 6 , “Preform Design Using Reverse Simulation”, proposes the new pre­
form design approach using the reverse simulation with a concept of controlling 
the material distribution. Methods for evaluating the material distribution and 
for determining the boundary conditions are used to demonstrate the proposed 
design concept. The method is then implemented into TEUBA to predict pre­
forms.
Chapter 7, “Evaluation of Reverse Simulation for Preform Design”, presents and 
discusses numerical and practical experiments to investigate the proposed design 
approach. The experiments include the prediction of the billet for one-stage 
forging and preforms for multi-stage forging.
Chapter 8 , “Conclusions” , makes conclusions on this study and points out some 





To remain competitive, high quality, low costs and short lead-times are always 
the main concern in industry as new products are being developed. For the 
forging industry, the quality is measured in terms of the geometric complexity, 
dimensional accuracy, surface finish, mechanical and metallurgical properties. 
To achieve the desired quality of forging, potential candidates for material and 
the appropriate operations must be studied. In the meantime, costs including 
material, tooling and operation costs are also analysed. However, it is not an 
easy task to find the optimum solution in a very short time because of the many 
design variables involved in a forging process.
A forging system comprises many variables including; the geometry and material 
of both workpiece and tools, the interface conditions between the tools and the 
workpiece, the mechanics of plastic deformation, the characteristics of the final 
product, the equipment and the operation environment [4]. The effects of these
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variables on different operations may vary. For instance, temperature may have 
a more significant effect on forging load in a hydraulic press process than in a 
drop hammer process because of operation time and heat transfer. The strain 
hardening behaviour of the workpiece may be more important for the quality of 
products in cold forging than in hot forging because of the flow behaviour and 
lack of recrystallisation. Therefore, understanding the effects of the variables on 
metal flow is important to make a successful forging process with high quality 
and low costs.
According to design experience and handbooks or a knowledge-based selection 
system [19], it is possible to select an appropriate material and an operation with 
suitable process conditions for a new product. For example, the recommended 
forging temperature for aluminum alloy AA 1100 (AA: Aluminum Association) 
is in the range 315-404 °C [20]. The suggested lubricant for aluminum alloy is 
graphite [21]. The die material could be AISI H13 (AISI: American Iron and 
Steel Institute) [22], and manufacturing method for the dies can also be based on 
existing techniques, such as electro-discharge machining (EDM). The remaining 
task in developing a new product is therefore to select the billet size and to design 
the geometry of the dies.
For the final stage of forging, the geometry of dies is highly dependent on the 
product shape and the design of dies can be helped by the suggestions from hand­
books or experience. Preforms, i.e. intermediate shapes, are however extremely 
difficult to design because of the complex interactions between variables in forging 
system make metal flow very difficult to predict. Experience of preform design 
may provide some useful suggestions but it could fail, especially for a new type of 
product. Computer simulations can provide details of metal flow for examining 
the quality of products but the tool geometry needs to be determined first but 
may be modified according to the simulation results. The combination of the
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experience and the computer simulation aided approach is however still essen­
tially a process of trial and error and may require a high overhead in terms of 
computing time, equipment and expertise. An automatic preform design system 
would therefore be greatly desirable in the forging industry in order to increase 
quality, minimise costs and to reduce the lead-times.
2.2 Industrial Forging Preform D esign
Knowledge of preform design is a key requirement in producing good products and 
remaining competitive. It is acquired from long experience and is generally kept 
within the forging company as private property. Moreover, current methods of 
preform design axe too complex to enable systematic rules for general application 
to be established. This section is therefore only focused on the main principle 
of the preform design procedure. For designing final stage dies, it is possible 
to record and systematize the design rules because the die geometry is highly 
dependent on the desired shape of the product. Therefore, some important factors 
for designing final stage dies are also presented.
A design procedure starts from discussing the technical specification of the forging 
component to determine the optimal condition for the manufacturing process. 
The specification is the basis of the die design, the main design procedure of 
forging dies is outlined in the following sequence [23, 24]:
1. Prepare ideal forging shape drawing.
2. Design final stage dies.
3. Design preform.
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4. Design further preforms if it is necessary.
5. Design associated auxiliary tools.
2.2.1 Ideal Forging Shape
An ideal forging shape is determined by adding some dimensional allowances in­
cluding machining and die wear to the desired dimensions of the component. Most 
forging components require machining processes before they are used. It is there­
fore necessary to consider the magnitude and the application of the tolerances 
required on a forging to determine the machining allowances on the machined sur­
face. The allowances should be provided at flanges, holes and mating surfaces. 
To prolong the life of dies, die wear allowances are added to allow for the dimen­
sions of the die being increased after wear. Thermal expansion allowances may 
also be included because the hot and warm forging processes lead to shrinkage 
after cooling of the workpiece.
2.2.2 Final Stage Dies
Empirical rules have evolved from experience to aid the design of final dies. These 
rules suggest appropriate geometric features of dies to control metal flow from a 
preform to the final shape. The terminology for forging dies is shown in Figure 
2.1, and is discussed as follows [25, 26, 27, 28, 29]:
Parting line
During the forging process, metal flows towards cavities and the parting line which 
is on the plane of separation between the top and bottom dies. The position of
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Figure 2.1: Terminology for various features of a typical forging die [28].
the parting line therefore affects the flow pa tte rn  and hence can affect forging 
properties. For most forgings, the parting line is usually placed at the largest 
cross section of the part. The line may be straight a t the  centre of the part 
for simple sym m etric shapes or may be irregular and not on a single plane for 
complex shapes. Moreover, the design of the parting line should also consider the 
balance of the m aterial flow to  avoid an unbalanced horizontal force which will 
cause a problem  of die alignment.
Flash, g u tte r  and  land
Some excess flow, i.e. the flash m aterial, should be allowed to  flow into a gu tter to 
avoid increasing the  forging load unnecessarily. The flash is also designed to allow 
for ex tra  volume (about 2% to 5%), which gives a tolerance to  an inaccurate billet 
volume, for filling the die impression. This excess volume assures th a t m aterial 
will flow across the  flash land and thus develop the necessary pressure to assure 
com plete filling of the cavity in detail. The flash clearance between dies is about 
3% of the m axim um  thickness of the forging part. The length of the flash land 
is about 2 to 5 tim es the flash clearance.
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The gutter is the area in which flash is collected and flow pressure is vented. The 
gutter must be large enough in width and depth to avoid unnecessary forging 
load arising from the flash contacting the surface of the gutter.
Draft angles
Draft angles are necessary in forging dies in order to enable removal of the work­
piece from the dies. Due to the shrinkage that occurs during cooling in non- 
isothermal processes, internal draft angles are made larger than external ones. 
External angles are about 3° to 5° and internal angles are about 7° to 10°.
Fillets and corners
The fillets and corners, which connect surfaces, play an important role in ensuring 
the smooth flow of the metal in die cavities. Large radii are generally desired 
to obtain satisfactory metal flows and prevent stress concentrations that would 
reduce die life. Thus radii should be as large as possible within the constraints 
of the part features.
2.2.3 Interm ediate Operations
A complex shape cannot necessarily be forged without defects and excessive die 
wear in one operation from the initial billet to the final part. In order to control 
metal flow, intermediate operations, i.e. preforming stages, become necessary. 
An important rule in preform design is that the material of the workpiece flows 
in the direction of the least resistance. Thus, in practical design, the material is 
generally distributed so that it can completely fill the die cavities [28]. The main 
design considerations in this stage include [23, 24]:
1. Determination of the number of preform stages
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• Stable workpiece location: During the forging process, the deformed 
workpiece is removed and located into different die cavities. It is nec­
essary to avoid an unstable location for the workpiece which can cause 
non-uniform die filling.
• Die wear: Friction effects, resulting from the metal flow contacting 
with the die surface, cause die wear. A preform may reduce the flow 
over the die surface and thus decrease die wear.
• Internal properties: The internal properties are mainly determined by 
the flow of the material which is principally affected by the strain rate, 
temperature and the amount of the deformation. The rate of the de­
formation may cause the internal temperature of the workpiece to rise 
beyond a critical value and thus affect the grain size. An appropriate 
number of preforms is important to control the rate and amount of 
the deformation and thereby produce the desired internal properties.
•  Billet and die fracture: The sufficient clashing area of the die profiles 
to deal with the impact force is necessary to avoid the die fracture, 
especially in hammer forging. Sometimes, the rate of the deforma­
tion controlled by the stroke speed must also be considered to prevent 
workpiece fracture.
2. Forging volume and stock size
The workpiece volume is constant throughout the forging process. This is 
an important consideration for preform design. The volume is calculated 
from the full forging envelope including the flash draft and radii from the 
ideal forging shape. CAD systems may help die designers to calculate this 
quantity. To determine the dimensions of the billet, the controlling param­
eters are stock size standards and stable location of the billet. The ratio of 
diameter and stock length may also need to be taken into account to avoid 
buckling effects.
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Conventional industrial design procedures based on experience cannot provide an 
accurate analysis for a forging process although an experienced die designer will 
be able to judge die filling. However, it is clear from the difficulty of predicting 
metal flow that there are some limitations in establishing design guidelines for new 
materials and new product shapes by using experiential skills alone. Modelling 
can be of great help. An approach combining experience with physical modelling 
or computer simulation may be appropriate.
2.3 Physical M odelling
Metal flow can be simulated by physical modelling which uses a real material to 
do an experiment for measuring the quality of the design. This approach can be 
used to obtain the information about the forging process, and hence to verify or 
modify preforms which might otherwise be designed using empirical rules.
Physical modelling may use a substitute material with similar properties to the 
desired material to reduce costs or the complexity of the experiment. For example, 
Cho et al. [30] used the theory of similarity to obtain a model of a hammer and 
a strain rate sensitive model of a material, using Plasticine, at 21°C. These two 
models were then used to represent the actual hammer and the actual material 
AISI 4130 steel at 1200 °C respectively. Ring compression tests with Plasticine 
were also carried out to model friction effects with a friction factor of 0.3 in which 
tissue paper was used as a lubricant. This physical modelling method was then 
applied to verify preforms for a dome-shaped forging product in terms of the 
capacity of the forging hammer.
Physical modelling can be expensive if a substitute material cannot be found for
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modelling the actual forging process, especially where the detailed information 
is critical; nevertheless, this approach provides a direct method for verifying the 
design of preforms.
2.4 Num erical Simulation
Numerical simulation considers all the important process variables needed to 
model real forging processes starting from a billet to the desired product. Simu­
lations using the FEM are able to predict detailed information about metal flow 
and hence to indicate defects. A computer with the simulation program can there­
fore be treated as a virtual forging machine for engineers to test preform design 
before a practical tooling trial is carried out. For instance, Lee et al. [31] used the 
FEM with thermo-mechanical conditions to investigate four proposed preforms 
in the bicycle industry. The optimum design, which had a smaller forging load, 
lower local strain distribution and more uniform tem perature distribution, was 
then selected according to the simulation results. Ward et al. [32] used a com­
mercial FE package, DEFORM, to investigate the multi-stage forge of a railway 
wheel to establish whether alternative preform configurations of material and die 
velocities could result in a final component with a low probability of lap defects. 
It showed that the simulation can provide useful information for a designer in 
determining optimal tool geometry. The study also considered thermal effects by 
performing both isothermal and non-isothermal analysis of identical operations, 
and concluded that thermal effects have a major influence on the results of the 
simulation of this process. Clearly non-isothermal analysis can be important in 
hot forging. Other applications of the numerical simulation approach include the 
comparison of preform shapes of aerofoil sections including circular and elliptical 
sections [33], and the effect of die deflection on precision forging of aerofoil sec­
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tions [34]. These studies have shown that numerical simulation can be used to 
investigate forging process parameters and hence to help design preforms.
Numerical simulation may offer another approach to verify the preform design 
but it also requires a trial preform design and the ability to modify the trial 
preform from the results of the simulation.
2.5 Knowledge-based System s
A knowledge-based system, i.e. an expert system, can be defined as an intelligent 
computer program which has the capability to solve problems by using a knowl­
edge base and inference procedures. In general, the system has three principal 
components: the interface between users and the system, the representation of 
knowledge and the inference engine [35, 36]. The interface captures user input 
into the system, and concludes and explains the answer or the suggestion to the 
user in text or graphical form. The interface may also include an editor to add 
new information into or change the knowledge of the system. The representation 
of knowledge stores information in the form of rules in the computer database. 
The inference engine, which is a computer program and may be constructed on 
the IF-THEN rules, searches the knowledge database to make conclusions on user 
inquiry. If the correctness and completeness of the knowledge database can be 
established, the system with an appropriate inference engine should be able to 
provide useful information to help the preform design.
Capturing existing tool design expertise from industrial experience or academic 
research works is the way to build a knowledge-based system. Bakhshi-Jooybari 
et al. [37] established an intelligent knowledge-based system (IKBS) for the de­
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sign of dies and forging processes in this way. The system is able to compare 
new forging parts with those previously encountered by the system according to 
the weighting effects of process and geometrical parameters that influence signif­
icantly the success of the forging. An experimental method has been developed 
to obtain the weighting effects for closed-die upsetting and forward extrusion.
Vemuri et al. [15] developed an automatic preform design system, BID (Blocker 
Initial-guess Design, “Blocker” also means “preform”), using the knowledge-based 
systems approach. A set of design guidelines gathered from the literature, forging 
companies and designers were used to construct the system. However, the actual 
design guidelines were not presented in the article.
Lee et al. [31, 38] developed a computer integrated manufacturing system for 
cold forging. This knowledge-based system combined with experiential design 
guidelines and numerical simulations to provide the solution for the die design. A 
strategy for cold forging process planning was also implemented into the system 
to assist manufacturing so that all design tasks from product design to actual 
production could be considered simultaneously.
A knowledge-based system may be suitable for preform design in which the ge­
ometry of the desired products can be classified, such as cold forging with ax- 
isymmetric shapes. However, for general use, the correctness and completeness of 
the preform design knowledge is difficult to establish because of the complexity 
of the forging process in which many design variables are involved.
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2.6 Neural Networks
The human brain learns from experience to create internal representations that 
are used to interpret information from the environment. Scientists and engineers 
have been studying the function of the learning process and attempting to mimic 
it by creating artificial neural networks. Neural networks are typically composed 
of inter-connected units which serve as models of real neurons. Figure 2.2 shows 
an example of an artificial neural network which is constructed from artificial 
neuron units as shown in Figure 2.3. A modifiable weight associated with each 
connection represents the influence between the units. Each unit multiplies each 
input by the weight on the connection and adds together all these weighted inputs 
to obtain a total input. The unit then uses an activation function to transfer the 
total input into an output which becomes an input for each connected unit. 
Therefore, the behaviour of a neural network depends on both the weights of the 
connection between units and the input-output activation function. In order to 
make a neural network that performs some specific task, it is necessary to set the 
weights on the connections appropriately. This is achieved through a learning 
process by using an algorithm, such as the back-propagation algorithm, which 
is designed to compute the weights for minimising the difference between the 
actual output and desired output. Therefore, the weights represent and store the 
knowledge of performing the specific task [39].
Training neural networks to predict preforms requires some known design knowl­
edge. Roy et al. [40] used existing knowledge captured from FEM simulations and 
physical modelling experimental results to train a neural network system with the 
back-propagation algorithm. The system is able to interpolate within the fam­
ily of plane strain symmetrical H-shaped components to predict preforms. The 
components are classified by the ratio of dimensions including inner and outer
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Figure 2.3: Schem atic representation of an artificial neuron, 
height and width.
Kim  et al. [41] proposed a neural network model for function approxim ation 
between trials of the initial billet and desired shapes. The selected examples 
include a plane strain  rib-web product in cold forging and an axisym m etric rib- 
web product in hot forging. The unfilled volume of the  FE  sim ulation of the 
trials was used to tra in  the neural networks system  which was constructed by 
one input neuron for the aspect ratio  of the billet, and one o u tpu t neuron for the 
unfilled volume. Ten neurons were used for the hidden layer in the study. The
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study showed that the neural networks approximate function predicts the unfilled 
volume differs by about 10% from what was expected from the FE simulation of 
a new billet size.
Hsu et al. [42] developed a cold forging process design system based on existing 
knowledge that was acquired by using a finite-element-based program, DEFORM, 
to simulate pre-defined process condition parameters and tooling geometry. A 
neural networks model was constructed, in which the multi-layer network and 
the back-propagation algorithm were used to learn the training examples from 
the simulation results. The input parameters of the system include workpiece 
geometry and process conditions, and the output predicts the preform for the 
axisymmetric cold forging process.
It is apparent from the above that to apply neural networks to the forging preform 
design, the following elements are essential:
1. A set of parameters to represent the design variables for the inputs to neural 
networks: The design variables may include geometric parameters such as 
the size of workpiece or tools, and process conditions.
2. An existing knowledge of preform design to train neural networks: Ex­
periential design rules, experiments or computer simulation results of the 
forging process help achieve this requirement.
3. An appropriate algorithm to find the weights on the connections of neurons.
Neural networks may provide useful design information for a specific task, in 
which the shape of products can be classified, e.g. axisymmetric cold forging. 
For complicated forging shapes, it is however difficult to use few variables to 
describe the geometry. The existing design knowledge may be limited on a specific
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material, a type of shape or a specific forging process. Moreover, using too many 
layers of neural networks could fail in some cases although it may enforce the 
system to be memorized and give more accurate answer to the problems related 
to the original training [43]. These are major drawbacks of neural networks, and 
should be considered carefully before they are applied to general purpose preform 
design in forging.
2.7 Genetic Algorithms
The mechanisms that drive natural evolution are not fully understood, but some 
of their features are known. One of the keys to natural evolution are chromosomes 
which are organic devices for encoding the structure of living beings. Chromo­
somes are composed of genes which define the characteristics of chromosomes. In 
the early 1970’s, John Holland and his co-workers were interested in the features 
of natural evolution, and believed that appropriately incorporated in a computer 
algorithm, the features of natural evolution might be a technique for solving 
problems in the way that nature has done — through evolution by means of two 
primary processes: natural selection and sexual reproduction. Holland and his 
co-workers began work on algorithms that manipulated strings of binary digits 
which were called “chromosomes”. Owing to its origins in the study of genetics, 
the field of the study was named genetic algorithms [44, 45].
For preform design approaches based on genetic algorithms, the design variables 
are first represented by chromosomes. Genetic algorithms then solve the problem 
of finding good chromosomes by manipulating the material in the chromosomes 
without knowing about the type of forging process. An evaluation of each chro­
mosome is used to select the produced chromosomes so that those with the best
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evaluations trend to reproduce more often than those with bad evaluations. Fi­
nally, fit chromosomes can be found after many generations, and thus the preform 
design is solved.
Roy et al. [46] described a method using a genetic algorithm to predict preforms 
for isothermal multi-stage metal forming processes. The selected examples were 
multi-pass cold wire drawing, cold drawing of a tubular profile, and cold forging 
of an axisymmetric automotive component. The design parameters included the 
die geometry and the number of preforms. The objective functions include the 
total deformation energy and the difference between maximum and minimum 
effective plastic strains in the final product, which determines the uniformity of 
distribution of mechanical properties. The concept of micro genetic algorithms, 
which uses smaller population sizes, was used in the study to reduce the cost of 
objective function evaluations using a large deformation FE analysis program. 
The study demonstrated that genetic algorithms to be a useful technique in the 
preform design for multi-stage cold forging processes.
Chung and Hwang [47] used a design approach based on genetic algorithms to 
determine an optimal preform for an axisymmetric product with an H-shaped 
cross section in a two-stage non-isothermal forging process. The preform geome­
try was represented by a B-spline curve constructed by 5 design variables which 
were used to form “chromosomes”. The study showed that the approach was 
able to predict the preform in which the objective function is the measure of 
non-uniformity of the temperature distribution in the product. The computing 
time was however high because the number of generations was about 250, and 
except for the process conditions, the variation of the initial billet size was not 
taken into account in the study.
In summary, to apply genetic algorithms to the forging preform design, the fol­
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lowing components are required:
1. A method to transfer design variables into “chromosomes”: A binary string 
of l ’s and 0’s could be one of the forms of chromosomes to represent design 
variables. The design variables may include the preform dimensions and 
the number of forging stages.
2. A function, i.e. the fitness function, to evaluate the quality of “chromo­
somes”: The total energy consumption, the die filling and the difference 
between minimum and maximum effective plastic strain in the products 
could be taken into account to construct the function.
3. A method to produce new “chromosomes”: A probability function may 
be used to generate new chromosomes. Micro genetic algorithms could be 
applied to control the population size and thus to reduce the computing 
cost.
For complicated forging shapes, the problem of defining preform geometry by 
parameters is the same as that encountered in the design approach based on 
neural networks. Reducing computing cost would also be desirable because the 
evaluation of genetic strings requires a lot of FE analysis.
2.8 Forward Simulation with O ptim isation
The forging process is not only affected by tool profiles, but also by the shape 
of the initial billet and other process parameters including temperature and fric­
tion. The modification of these parameters to obtain the optimal preform design 
requires a great deal of information about the forming process. To obtain the
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information is very expensive and time-consuming when it is done by practical 
trial and error. A forward simulation of the forging process starting from the bil­
let to the desired shape, which serves as a virtual press, can be combined with an 
iterative optimisation subject to a special requirement, such as a uniform strain 
distribution to search for the best preform design.
2.8.1 Achievem ent o f Complete Filling
Complete die filling without folds is a basic requirement for preform design. This 
requirement can be set as an objective function for an optimisation design ap­
proach with the finite element simulation. Fourment et al. [48, 49] introduced a 
shape optimisation method in which the distance between the simulated shape 
and the final product shape is set as an objective function to be minimised. The 
tool profiles are described by spline functions and the design variables are the 
displacements of the selected characteristic points on the spline in the normal di­
rection. Another optimisation method similar to Fourment and Chenot’s method 
but minimising the difference in area (not distance) between the simulated shape 
and the desired shape was proposed by Zhao et al. [50, 51, 52]. These two design 
approaches show that optimisation combined with the FE simulation can predict 
preforms in which complete die filling is achieved.
2.8.2 Consideration o f Quality
The quality of a preform design can be assessed from the mechanical properties 
which can be affected by strain distribution or homogeneity of the microstructure. 
Improving die life, such as reducing the stress concentration on the contact surface 
of dies to avoid cracks, and saving dissipation energy may also be taken into
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account for an overall consideration of the quality of a preform design. Kusiak 
[53] presented an optimisation technique combined with a commercial forging 
simulation package, F0RGE2, to find a tool profile described by a polynomial 
which gave the most uniform recrystallized grain sizes for an axisymmetric hot 
forging, in which the grain size was defined as a function of temperature and 
strain.
Lapovok and Thomson [54] developed a technique to define a possible profile for a 
preform in which the difference in area between the desired forging shape and the 
preform was minimised after the main shape parameters were assigned. In this 
study, the spline function was used to construct the profile of a preform for a plane 
strain H-shaped forging. The different values of the main shape parameters were 
chosen according to known constraints in order to define possible preforms. Each 
preform with a different friction factor was simulated by a finite element package 
to calculate the ratio of the maximum and minimum equivalent strain used to 
estimate the degree of homogeneity of strain distribution. After all simulations 
were performed and the results were analysed, the optimal parameters to describe 
the preform and the most appropriate friction factor were obtained.
Based on a design similar to the previous one, Lapovok [55] searched for a pre­
form which improved die life by the minimisation of damage accumulation. The 
damage was described by a function of the plastic strain of die. Six geometric 
parameters were used to construct forty-seven trial preforms for an H-shape ax­
isymmetric hot forging process performed in three stages. For each trial preform 
design, the preforming and final stages except the upsetting stage, were simulated 
by a commercial package, DEFORM. A corner of the die surface in which a high 
stress appeared was chosen to calculate the damage accumulation for each sim­
ulation. Finally the optimal preform was obtained, and the study showed that 
the die life could be prolonged since the maximum equivalent stress was reduced
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from 924 to 597 MPa in the H13 tool steel which was investigated.
2.8.3 Summary on FE Simulation w ith  O ptim isation
The optimisation technique with FE Simulation has been used to design preforms 
subject to such requirements as complete die filling or uniform strain distribu­
tion. This approach requires iterative calculations of the FE simulation, and the 
high computing time is therefore the main obstacle to applying this approach to 
practical preform design. For cases in which all possible preforms are pre-defined, 
the optimal preform could be derived from analysing all simulation results. The 
design procedure with iterative optimisation is briefly summarised as follows:
1. Select main parameters to define the geometry of preform or die profile.
2. Define an objective function for evaluating the optimisation.
3. Determine a trial preform according to known constraints or simulation 
results. An algorithm is required to ensure that the new trial preform 
migrates towards the optimum.
4. Use a numerical program, such as an FE package, to simulate forging pro­
cess.
5. Evaluate the optimisation to determine if a new trial is required.
6. If a new trial is needed, repeat procedure 3 to 5 until the required quality 
is satisfied.
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2.9 Reverse Simulation
The reverse simulation has arisen from the concept of simply reversing the flow 
simulation by starting from the finished shape with die velocities reversed. With 
boundary contact areas being released as the die is moved backwards, the simu­
lation predicts an initial billet or a preform when the product cannot be forged 
in a single forging process.
According to the behaviour of the workpiece, the forging process is a load path 
dependent process, i.e. the deformation depends on the previous loading history. 
This means that the forging process is not strictly reversible. An appropriate 
treatm ent for modelling a reverse process, which is close to a real forging deforma­
tion, is therefore important for using the reverse simulation to predict preforms. 
This design concept has been investigated by several researchers using different 
approaches.
2.9.1 Backwards Tracing Scheme
Park, Rebelo and Kobayashi [56] proposed the backwards tracing scheme which 
was implemented with the finite element method for the determination of pre­
forms in shell nosing. The backwards tracing scheme is an approach for determin­
ing the geometry of the workpiece at individual backward increments from the 
final product shape. A searching algorithm with experiential design rules is used 
to determine a new trial preform for each backward increment. The trial preform 
is then repeatedly simulated by a finite element program until the similarity of the 
current shape and one resulting from the trial preform is satisfied. The scheme 
is able to predict preforms or its starting geometry, i.e. the billet, if the bound­
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ary conditions can be specified at each time increment in the backward tracing 
procedure. This design approach has also been used for different applications 
including eliminating crop loss of end shape in a plane strain rolling operation 
[57], predicting a preform for an aerofoil section blade [58], determining a preform 
for a net-shape shell nosing component without machining after formation [59], 
and designing a preform to produce a flat front edge after extrusion [60]. An 
extension of the backwards tracing scheme to a three dimensional deformation 
of upsetting a rectangular block was investigated by Kang et al. [61]. These 
studies have shown that the backwards tracing scheme is a viable preform design 
approach. The future research directions need to address the following issues: (1) 
to reduce the computing time because of the many iterative FE simulations at 
each backward increment; (2) to establish an algorithm for determining boundary 
conditions for each backward increment.
2.9.2 M inimisation o f Variation in Effective Strain Rate
The purpose of this method is to make the deformation of the workpiece as 
uniform as possible by using reverse simulation. Han et al. [62] developed an 
optimisation technique for the design of preforms for H-shaped plane strain and 
axisymmetric forging operations. The technique uses the minimisation of the 
variation in effective strain rate within the workpiece to determine the sequence 
of contact nodes to be released from the die in the reverse simulation. The 
FE node with the smallest velocity is regarded as having the least influence on 
the deformation and is detached from the die during each reverse increment. 
Another similar study was given by Srinivasan et al. [63] in an application of 
axisymmetric components. These simulation results showed that complete die 
filling was obtained and the variation in accumulation plastic strain was reduced 
by using the proposed technique. Since the backwards tracing scheme and the
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design sensitivity analysis which illustrates the priority of releasing a node were 
involved in the technique, reducing computing time and increasing numerical 
accuracy should be handled carefully.
2.9.3 Fuzzy Logic Making Decision
Fuzzy logic is a technique for representing and manipulating uncertain informa­
tion. The early work in fuzzy logic was contributed by Lotfi A. Zadeh in the 
mid-1960s [35, 64]. In traditional logic, a fact, such as “the train will be on 
time” , must be true or false. Much information however involves some degree of 
uncertainty, such as “young”, “tall” and “famous” for describing a person. Fuzzy 
logic measures the degree of correctness of a statement in relation to the uncer­
tain information provided by membership functions. The functions are based on 
parameters which represent uncertain information. For instance, a simple mem­
bership function based on the height h of the person in centimeter to measure 
the degree of tallness could be as follows:
0.0
Degree o f  Tallness(h) = <
1.0
h < 120 
120 <  h <  180 
h > 180
Other information, such as the age, may also be taken into account to construct 
another membership function for measuring the degree of youth. An appropriate 
rule, i.e. a fuzzy rule, constructed by these two membership functions is then 
used to evaluate input data (height and age in this example) for measuring the 
degree of correctness for a statement such as “the person is tall for his age” in 
fuzzy logic. Normally the membership functions and the fuzzy rule are defined 
by knowledge and observations from experimental work.
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Biglari et al. [65] used fuzzy logic to predict preforms for an axisymmetric disk 
forging. The study was also based on the reverse simulation with the backwards 
tracing scheme. Three geometrical parameters and effective strain deviation of 
the workpiece were used to construct membership functions, and computer sim­
ulations were carried out to define fuzzy rules. The rules were then used to 
measure the node releasing priority to specify new boundary conditions for each 
backward increment in the reverse simulation. The study predicted an interme­
diate shape which ensured complete die filling and decreased the deviation of the 
plastic strain by 20 % compared with a previous design.
Fuzzy logic provides an alternative technique different to the traditional true or 
false logic to measure the degree of the correctness for a statement. To apply 
the technique to preform deign requires a method for representing the workpiece 
geometry by parameters to describe a complex forging shape. Furthermore, the 
definition of appropriate fuzzy rules based on reliable knowledge is also important. 
Solving these problems will be the direction of future studies in applying the fuzzy 
logic technique to reverse simulation.
2.9.4 Inversion and M odification o f Contact Tim e Sequence
During the forward forging simulation, the boundary condition is identified by 
when a particular area of the die makes contact with the workpiece. The record 
of the contact time could be modified for a reverse simulation in order to improve 
or achieve the preform design. Zhao et al. [66, 67] developed guidelines based 
on the material flow characteristics and the state of die filling for modifying the 
boundary condition sequence from a forward simulation of a trial preform. The 
modified sequence was then used to determine the boundary conditions for the 
reverse simulation. A trial preform design is needed in this procedure, and it is
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also necessary to develop a mathematical approach for modifying the boundary 
condition sequence.
2.9.5 Reducing Geometric Com plexity
One of the objectives of preform design is to achieve the geometric requirement,
i.e. to avoid the under-filling problem at the end of the forging process. The ge­
ometric complexity factor of the workpiece, which defines a relationship between 
the initial billet and the desired shape, increases after the deformation in most 
practical forging processes. This factor must be reduced or minimised during 
reverse simulations. Zhao et al. [68] used the FE simulation with the backwards 
tracing scheme to predict a preform for an axisymmetric forging. A shape factor 
is used to define the complexity of the workpiece in which the simplest shape is a 
cylinder, and the value of the factor increases during the forward forging process. 
The zero-one programming technique was employed to search for the lowest com­
plexity resulting from the optimisation of contact conditions in which one of the 
FE nodes was released during the reverse simulation. The study showed that the 
preforms designed for an axisymmetric component achieved complete die filling, 
and positive benefits in forging load and deformation uniformity were realised. 
This design approach has potential in reverse simulation since a technique to deal 
with new boundary conditions has been proposed. However, reducing computing 
time is again of great concern for practical applications.
2.9.6 U B E T Based Reverse Simulation
In 1974, McDermott and Bramley [69] proposed the upper bound elemental tech­
nique (UBET). The technique obtains upper bound solutions by dividing a work­
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piece into elementary simple regions for plane strain and axisymmetric forging 
problems. This technique provides a fast simulation to predict an approximate 
metal flow and required forging loads. A reverse simulation with UBET was also 
proposed by Bramley [16] to predict preforms for axisymmetric forging problems. 
The preform was obtained by reversing the direction of the velocity field which 
gave a minimum value for the overall rate of energy dissipation and was opti­
mised by the current boundary contact conditions. However, in the study, no 
attem pt was made to control the boundary conditions which are important to 
the solution of the reverse simulation. To define the boundary conditions for the 
UBET reverse simulation, Kim et al. [70] used prescribed rules for controlling 
contact regions. The simulation also used the backwards tracing scheme to trace 
the loading path at each reverse increment. The predicted preforms, which were 
verified by FE simulations and experiments with lead, illustrated the viability of 
the design procedure for a connecting rod forging.
The UBET-based reverse simulation can be used to predict preforms in an early 
design stage due to its fast and approximate characteristics. The predicted pre­
forms can then be evaluated by an FE forward simulation to examine the validity 
of the design. The FE result is analysed to assign new boundary conditions for 
a new trial UBET-based reverse simulation. The procedure is repeated until the 
required shape is achieved. This design approach was applied to determine an 
optimum billet for an axisymmetric gear blank in which the minimisation of flash 
was the objective of the design [71].
By using the upper bound method with the finite element technique, Pitt-Francis 
et al. [87] used a simple comparison factor to evaluate the complexity of deformed 
shapes resulting from different boundary conditions by releasing a contact FE 
node in each test through all contact nodes. The simplest shape, i.e. the shape 
with the smallest complexity factor, was then chosen as the deformed shape for
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the next increment in the reverse simulation. The new FE formulation distributes 
the velocity field at nodes, and is different from UBET which considers the veloc­
ity field on the element boundaries. This FE-based reverse simulation approach 
may require high computing times since the number of the contact nodes is large.
The UBET-based reverse simulation is able to predict an approximate and rapid 
preform design. The predicted preform may be examined by the FE simulation 
and be modified according to the results. An alternative design method using 
the upper bound method with the FE formulation is able to deal with complex 
geometry and may possibly reduce computing times. However, as with other 
reverse simulation design approaches described in previous sections, a mechanism 
to control the boundary conditions is the main issue on future studies.
2.9.7 Summary o f Reverse Simulation Techniques
In a forward simulation or a real forging process, the deformation occurs after 
dies contact the workpiece and the dies move forward. The boundary conditions 
for the simulation are determined according to the geometry of the workpiece 
and the position of the dies. This situation however does not exist during reverse 
simulations. Therefore, one of the main research objectives of reverse simulation is 
to establish an algorithm for defining a target shape aiming for a simple geometry. 
The algorithm should be able to specify when and where the workpiece will be 
detached from the die, and thus suitable boundary conditions can be controlled in 
the reverse simulation. The algorithm could be a trial and error or an optimisation 
approach but it may require high computing times. Thus, to develop a preform 
design system using reverse simulation, the following requirements should be 
fulfilled:
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1. Reverse modelling of forging process — One of the methods is to use an 
iterative optimisation to modify the reversed shape which results in the 
forward deformation is the same as or very close to the current deformation.
2. Capability for dealing with complex geometry — This capability enables 
the reverse simulation for general use.
3. Determination of target shape — The target shape controls the deformation 
in terms of design requirements, e.g. a simple shape of the preform or billet.
4. Control of boundary conditions — A strategy defines new boundary condi­
tions for each reverse increment during the simulation.
2.10 Summary of Literature Review
Conventional industrial preform design is based on the existing design experi­
ence and relevant knowledge in the forging industry. This approach might be 
time consuming or fail when a new type of design is encountered for which there 
is no existing design knowledge. A knowledge-based system capturing the ex­
isting industrial experience is able to provide an aid for designers to judge or 
design preforms and processing conditions. These systems are especially useful 
for forged products which can be classified by geometric features. In order to 
validate an existing empirical design, FE forward simulation can be employed to 
predict the deformation process from the initial billet to the final shape. The 
simulation results also provide guidelines for the modification of the current de­
sign if the demanding quality is not satisfied. This is obviously an expensive 
trial and error procedure but better than a practical one. To search for the op­
timal preform subject to a particular requirement, such as the uniform strain 
distribution, an optimisation technique can be combined with FE simulation to
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establish a systematic design system. The technique modifies the trial design 
in terms of iterations. Furthermore, techniques from biological science, such as 
genetic algorithms and neural networks, have also been combined with the FE 
simulation and applied to preform design. There is no doubt about the validity 
using these forward simulation approaches to design acceptable or the optimal 
tools or preforms in terms of complete die filling or quality. Nevertheless, high 
computing costs or the lack of a technique for presenting geometric features are 
the main obstacles in applying such FE based design approaches in the forging 
industry.
Preform design may use a method of reverse simulation which starts from the 
final product shape and ends with an initial billet or a preform. This provides an 
alternative design route without the need for a trial initial workpiece and preform 
geometry. In other words, the reverse simulation can reduce the cost of forging 
design if an appropriate modelling technique can be established. Simulation has 
been developed using different techniques such as the backwards tracing scheme 
with FE simulation, UBET, and fuzzy logic for controlling the boundary condi­
tions. These techniques, although still needing improvement, provide potential 
approaches to establishing an automatic preform design system.
According to the literature review in previous sections, many design methods are 
based on FE simulations, which may be time-consuming but are able to provide 
detailed information about the deformation of the forging process. FE simulation 
is also capable of dealing with complex geometry of the workpiece which is the 
main drawback of the UBET used for the rapid simulation in forward mode as 
well as in reverse. A combination of these two techniques could therefore be 
adopted to improve current upper bound based methods of preform design.
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2.11 Project Objectives
As noted in previous sections, one of the objectives of forging preform design is to 
fill the die cavity efficiently and completely with a minimum amount of dissipation 
energy (or forging load) in a manner which will prevent the occurrence of forging 
defect such as folds or overlaps. This is an essential requirement for preform 
design. Furthermore, reverse simulation predicts preforms without a trial initial 
geometry of the workpiece and could be an efficient design approach. The aim of 
this thesis is therefore focused on establishing a preform design approach using 
the reverse simulation subject to the complete filling of the die cavity.
The objectives of this thesis are els follows:
1. To model forging process in reverse for complex geometry — The upper 
bound theorem with the FE formulation is used for this purpose. This 
work is continued by extending the development of TEUBA.
2 . To establish an algorithm for determining a target shape — A concept of 
material distribution to control the target shape is proposed to fulfil the 
requirement of complete die filling.
3. To establish a technique for defining the boundary conditions — The tech­
nique identifies a possible region to be released according to the target shape 
and the deformed workpiece.
4. To evaluate the proposed preform design by performing one-stage and multi­
stage forging processes.
Chapter 3
Upper Bound Theorem  and 
Forging M odelling
3.1 Introduction
Limit analysis theorems, which deal with the determination of the loading ca­
pacity of structures made of perfectly plastic materials, were introduced in 1951 
by Drucker, Greenberg and Prager. These theorems were deduced from part of 
work principles published in 1950 by Hill [72]. It however appears that the ear­
liest reference to the theorems of limit analysis was probably due to Gvozdev 
whose paper in 1936 was translated in 1960 by Haythornthwaite [73, 74, 75].
Limit analysis involves two principles which lead to both the lower bound and 
upper bound methods. The lower bound method predicts a load which is less 
than or equal to the exact limit load needed to enable the plastic flow of met­
als. The solution of the method must satisfy equilibrium equations, a suitable 
yield criterion, and static boundary conditions. On the other hand, the upper
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bound method provides a load which is at least equal to or greater than the ex­
act limit load, and obtains a kinematically admissible velocity field which must 
satisfy kinematic boundary conditions. Since the upper bound method provides 
an estimate for the forging load which ensures that the metal forming operation 
can be performed, it is therefore useful for analysing metal forming process.
In 1960, Kudo [76, 77] proposed a method using the concept of unit triangular 
and rectangular deforming regions to obtain upper bound solutions for plane 
strain forging, axisymmetric forging and extrusion problems. The technique was 
later improved by Kobayashi [78, 79] who incorporated curved boundaries for the 
regions to improve the solution of axisymmetric problems. In 1974, Kudo’s ideas 
were then elucidated in practical applications by McDermott and Bramley [69] 
who demonstrated an upper bound elemental technique (UBET) by which quite 
complicated forging shapes could be divided into elements of simple triangular, 
rectangular or curved regions. Each of the elements is then treated by the rule of 
the upper bound theorem, and the whole solution is assembled within a computer 
program to establish the forging load. With the improvement of the precision 
by an optimising procedure, UBET has been successfully used to analyse the 
axisymmetric [80] and plane strain forging problems [81]. Flow prediction and the 
effect of flash dimensions on forging have been studied by using UBET to analyse 
and optimise forging parameters in axisymmetric cases [82]. The different types 
of the elements have also been formulated for solving three-dimensional metal 
forming problems [38, 83, 84, 85] to predict the forging load and the velocity 
field. A brief list of the types of the UBET elements is reviewed by Lee et al.
[85]-
The UBET assumes that the flow pattern is a single velocity field in each of 
the elements. This assumption makes the technique difficult to obtain more re­
alistic flow patterns and deal with more complex forging shapes, although the
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incompressibility can easily be achieved by an appropriate formulation for dif­
ferent types of the element. A finite element formulation could be a method to 
overcome this difficulty.
Recently, Liu et al. [8 6 ] proposed a numerical procedure based on the upper 
bound method with the finite element formulation to investigate the limit analysis 
of cylindrical shells under internal pressure, and the numerical results showed the 
applicability of the proposed procedure. Pitt-Francis et al. [87] and Hwan [8 8 , 89] 
formulated the upper bound theorem using linear tetrahedral elements in three 
dimension and linear quadrilateral elements in plane strain respectively with finite 
element procedures to solve forging problems. These formulations distribute a 
kinematically admissible velocity field at the nodes of the finite elements to form a 
limit analysis problem. According to the obtained velocity field, a new deforming 
shape can be updated for a small time step. A subsequent limit problem is then 
solved for the new deformed shape. The updating process is repeated to form 
a sequence leading to the solution of a forging problem and is referred to as 
sequential limit analysis which is the basis of the modelling technique developed 
in this thesis.
3.2 Forging M odelling
Forging modelling, in general, predicts (1) metal flows which provide information 
including the strain and the stress distribution in the workpiece; and (2 ) the force 
and energy required to perform a forging operation [90]. These results can then 
be used to adjust variables of forging system to obtain the desired shape and 
properties, or to examine whether defects exist on or inside the product after the 
operation.
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To model a complicated forging process, it may be necessary to make some simpli­
fying assumptions that have less effect on required information about the evalua­
tion of the design; or may ignore some variables which are not significant factors 
in analysing the forging process from experimental observations or experiences. 
The simplification of the forging process should consider (1) forging conditions 
including strain, strain rate, friction and temperature; and (2 ) material behaviour 
under the assumed process conditions.
3.2.1 Assum ption o f Forging Conditions
The forging operation is designed to achieve the desired process conditions which 
control the material behaviour of workpiece. The process variables include the 
geometry of both workpiece and tools, the speed of tools, the lubrication condi­
tions between the workpiece and tools, and the tem perature of both workpiece 
and tools. In order to make appropriate assumptions for modelling a forging 
process, it is important to understand which variables are critical.
Tool Velocity —  Strain Rate, Operating Tim e and Heat Transfer
A forging operation under different strain rate conditions, which may result from 
using different forging machines, may require different forging loads and energies. 
For example, the maximum load in a drop hammer process, which is a high strain 
rate process, may be lower than that of a hydraulic press. The phenomenon 
is different from the result of material test which shows that a higher load is 
required in a higher strain rate condition. The reason is different heat transfer 
conditions in these two cases. In the hydraulic press operation the flash area 
cools more obviously, however the temperature remains nearly the same as the 
initial temperature in the drop hammer process because the operation time is 
short [1, 90]. Moreover, in the drop hammer forging process, the contact time is
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short. Thus, after the deformed workpiece has been removed from the dies, the 
tool temperature can decrease for a considerable period of time until the next 
operation is performed.
Temperature —  Operating Temperature and Generated Heat
The initial temperatures of the workpiece and tools may be determined accord­
ing to the design. However, plastic deformation generates heat which remains in 
the deformed material or flows into dies, atmosphere or un-deformed material. 
The temperature may increase several hundred degrees in some forming opera­
tions, such as drawing and extrusion, performed at high speed. This generated 
temperature modifies the constitutive relation for the workpiece and is thus a 
significant factor in determining the maximum deformation speed that can be 
used to produce good products without excessive tool damage. It also affects 
the lubrication condition and hence tool life [90]. The main factors influencing 
the magnitude and distribution of the temperature include the initial material 
and tool temperatures, the heat generation due to the plastic deformation, the 
friction and the heat transfer between the workpiece, tools and environment.
Lubrication —  Friction Effects
In forging process, the applied force is transm itted from the dies to the deform­
ing workpiece. Therefore, the frictional conditions at the die-workpiece interface 
influence the formation of surface stresses acting on the interface and thus metal 
flow. Moreover, friction generates heat which changes tem perature distributions, 
and hence affects the material behaviour and forging load and energy. To control 
the frictional conditions requires use of appropriate lubricants for particular ap­
plications. The lubricant may be applied simply to prevent sticking and reduce 
the sliding friction and thus increase the life of dies.
It is apparent from above that appropriate assumptions about the forging con­
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ditions axe important and should be taken into account according to the charac­
teristics of the forging process. In this thesis, the assumptions are as follows:
1. Isothermal forging process — The temperature effects are not taken into 
account. This isothermal assumption may be applied to a forging operation 
in which the temperature is well controlled or its effects are small.
2. Constant velocity of tools — This assumption can be applied to some forg­
ing processes, such as forging in hydraulic press.
3. Rigid tools — The deformation of tools compared with that of workpiece 
is negligible. This is reasonable for most forging operations, especially in 
cases where further machining of the forged product is needed.
4. Friction exists at tool-workpiece interface.
3.2.2 Flow Formulation for M odelling M aterial Behaviour
Large plastic deformation problems involving metals, such as forging processes, 
can generally be solved by two kinds of formulation, known as solid formulation 
and flow formulation [90]. Solid formulation [91, 92] considers the behaviour of 
the material as a classical elastic-plastic solid. The formulation can predict a com­
plete stress-strain history which is thus useful for the analysis of residual stress. 
However, this formulation has the limitation to the magnitude of strain and rota­
tion increments, which may make the method rather expensive in computation. 
In the analysis of hot metal forming process, elastic strain of a deformed metal 
may be neglected since it is usually very small as compared to plastic strain. By 
neglecting elastic strains a deforming metal can be treated as a fluid to simplify 
the formulation. It is then possible to relate the stress a to the strain rate e in
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the following general form
a = C't (3.1)
where the quantity C may be dependent on the effective strain e, the strain rate 
e and temperature T, i.e.
C =  C(e, e, T)  (3.2)
The formulation based on this simplification is known as a flow formulation [93]. 
It can provide useful information with lower computing costs than a solid formu­
lation. However, the stress distribution of flow formulation is only determined
by current strain rate distribution. The solution is not affected by the previous
stress state. Therefore, it cannot predict the complete stress-strain history for 
the analysis of residual stress. Nevertheless, some improvements have been made 
to flow formulation to deal with residual stress [94] whereas the solid formulation 
has also been improved so that it can deal with large strain increments [92].
Defining Plastic Deformation
Plastic deformation can be defined as follows:
1. Constitutive equations — These equations describe the relationship be­
tween stress and strain during plastic deformation.
2. Yield criterion — The criterion, a function of the stress tensor, predicts a 
stress state required for plastic deformation.
3. Equilibrium equations — The upper bound theorem used in this thesis 
disregards these requirements.
4. Compatibility equations — These equations, which are relationships be­
tween displacements and strains, maintain the continuum requirement with­
out fracture or crack formation.
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5. Boundary conditions — Surface tractions, displacements (or velocities) and 
temperature distribution are the main boundary conditions in the forging 
process. In this thesis, isothermal conditions are assumed and the equilib­
rium equations are neglected, and thus the velocity is the only type of the 
boundary conditions.
In flow formulation, the relationship between stress and strain (or strain rate) 
is represented by a flow rule which is associated with a yield criterion. These 
definitions and the virtual work principle are used to construct the weak form 
formulation, which describes the system in terms of energy, for modelling the 
forging process. One of the above definitions may be disregarded to simplify 
the complexity of the modelling. This thesis employs the upper bound theorem, 
which neglects equilibrium equations, with flow formulation to model the forging 
process.
3.3 Flow Rule Associated with von M ises Yield  
Criterion
To analyse the forging process, it is necessary to develop a yield criterion and 
a flow rule. The yield criterion in terms of mathematical relationships predicts 
when the plastic deformation, i.e. yield, occurs. The flow rule, a relationship 
of stress and strain during plastic deformation, describes how and where the 
material will flow.
von Mises Yield Criterion
Two criteria that are most generally used to predict the yielding are (1) Tresca 
(maximum shear stress) criterion, and (2) von Mises criterion. In flow formu­
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lation, it is assumed that the normality principle is fulfilled. Some singularity 
points may be encountered by using Tresca criterion, and hence require special 
treatm ent in any generalised formulation. On the other hand, von Mises criterion 
can be easily applied to the analysis and predicts yielding for most engineering 
metals with sufficient accuracy [75]. Therefore, the von Mises criterion is com­
monly used in flow formulation for modelling the forging process.
von Mises (1913) proposed a yield criterion, which states that plastic deforma­
tion begins when shear strain energy reaches a critical value k dependent upon 
the characteristics of the material. From the experimental observations, the hy­
drostatic pressure does not cause yield in a continuous solid [9]. Therefore, von 
Mises yield criterion in terms of the deviatoric stress is written in the form
J2 - k 2 = 0 (3.3)
where J2 is the second invariant of the deviatoric stress, and
1
— <T,j _ hij&kk (3-4)
where is the Kronecker delta. By comparison of behaviour in simple compres­
sion and tension tests it may be shown that
Y 2
k = Y  (3-6)
where Y  is the yield stress in simple compression test.
Flow Rule
The flow rule is a kinematic assumption postulated for plastic deformation or 
plastic flow. It gives the ratio or relative magnitude of the components of the
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plastic strain increment tensor deij. An alternative expression of plastic strain 
increment is in terms of strain rates k{j. The increment e,j may be represented
by a vector with nine components in a strain space. The flow rule therefore also
defines the direction of the plastic strain increment vector in the strain space. 
The plastic flow equations representing increments of strain related to stress can 
be written in the form
• _ \ 9G . .
eij ~  (3*7)do~ij
where
G = G(aij,eij) (3.8)
is a plastic potential function and A is a positive scalar factor of proportionality, 
which is nonzero only when plastic deformations occur. The simplest case of
defining the plastic potential function assumes that the plastic potential and the
yield function F  coincide, i.e. G =  F. Thus,
in = A | ^  (3.9)
UO'ij
Equation (3.9) is called the associated flow rule because the plastic flow is con­
nected or associated with the yield criterion.
Flow Rule Associated with von Mises Yield Criterion
For an isotropic material, the yield function F  in equation (3.9) may be defined 
by von Mises yield criterion.
F  = J2 - k 2 (3.10)
Evaluating the derivative in equation (3.9) gives
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Using equation (3.9) and (3.11), the flow rule may be written as
iij = Xsij (3.12)
For a von Mises material model, the effective stress a  can be shown to be
17 — y3«/2 — Y 2  (3.13)
and the effective strain rate e may be expressed as
Using equation (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14) obtains the scalar A
2 a
Therefore,
A =  (3.15)
tij — 9 -=5*i (3.16)z a
or
•a = I j i v  (3-17)
which is the Levy-Mises equation.
For a rigid-perfectly plastic material, the effective stress is expressed in the form
a = Y  = constant (3.18)
The flow rule associated with von Mises yield criterion defines the relationship be­
tween the deviatoric stress and strain rate for the rigid-perfectly plastic material




3.4 Upper Bound Theorem
3.4.1 A ssum ptions
Three basic relations, which are the equilibrium equations, the compatibility 
equations, and the constitutive equations, should be satisfied for a valid solution 
for any problem in mechanics of solids. The compatibility equations ensure that 
the displacements are single-valued and continuous, i.e. a crack formation does 
not exist during the deformation. The constitutive equations, i.e. the relationship 
between stress and strain, describe the behaviour of the material after applying 
a force. Once the constitutive relations for a material are established, i.e. when 
the equilibrium equations and the compatibility equations are linked, the gen­
eral formulation for the solution of a solid mechanics problem can be completed. 
However, as has been noted in the previous discussions, a complete forging pro­
cess analysis is generally quite complicated. Therefore, the development of more 
efficient methods that can be used to obtain information, such as the collapse 
load of a structural problem or the load of a metal forming problem, is of great 
value to engineers despite the fact that the information obtained is only a part 
of the total solution. Limit analysis theorems, the upper bound and lower bound 
theorems, were developed to provide an estimate of the collapse load of a struc­
ture in an approximate and efficient manner. In general, only the equilibrium 
equations and yield criterion need to be satisfied for a lower bound solution, and 
only compatibility equations and the flow rule associated with a yield criterion 
need to be fulfilled for an upper bound solution [95].
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In this thesis, the upper bound theorem with the following assumptions for ma­
terial behaviour is used to model the forging process.
1. The material is isotropic, homogeneous and incompressible.
2. The material is rigid-perfectly plastic without strain hardening or softening.
3. The material has a convex yield surface and obeys normality.
4. The deformation is small and negligible at the limit load.
3.4.2 Theorem
The upper bound theorem considers a kinematically admissible velocity (or dis­
placement) field which satisfies;
1 . the velocity boundary conditions,
2 . the compatibility conditions, and
3. a material flow rule
to describe the deformation of the material and to estimate the collapse load 
which induces the plastic deformation. No attem pt is made to satisfy the stress 
(or force) equilibrium conditions at any point in the material [95, 96].
Consider that a proposed displacement field corresponding to strain field 
fulfils a prescribed displacement boundary conditions in a body of volume V  with 
the boundary surface S. According to the principle of virtual work,
j  afjdefjdV =  J  T fd u fd S (3.20)
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where erf- and T/ 4 are the actual equilibrium stress and the actual traction field 
respectively during collapse, i.e. plastic deformation, and the compatibility equa­
tions must be satisfied as well. Furthermore, the material is rigid-perfectly plastic, 
obeys convexity and normality, and thus the principle of maximum plastic work 
holds that
> 0 (3.21)
Jy o§d% dV > j v o$d% dV  (3.22)
where aV is produced stress field after increment strain field de- was applied. It 
is clear when equation (3.20) and (3.22) are combined that
J  cYjde^dV > j  T fd u Y d S  (3.23)
It is important to note that the equilibrium equations are not satisfied generally,
in such a case cr-j ^  0 , although the proposed e- is a compatible strain field.
The stress distribution is not necessary in equilibrium, and is only defined in the 
deforming region because the material is assumed as rigid-perfectly plastic. The 
upper bound theorem is defined by setting the external plastic work increment 
equal to the internal work increment, i.e. energy equilibrium,
J  T fd u Y d S  = Jv vYjdeYjdV (3.24)
From equation (3.23) and (3.24), the following equation can be obtained.
f  T?duYdS > f  T fd u Y d S  (3.25)
J  S  J  s
Equation (3.24) and (3.25) written in the time rate form are:
jTfuYdS  =  Jv *Y%dV (3.26)
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J  T?uVdS > J  TtAu"dS  (3.27)
Therefore, this concludes that [75]
uThe rate of work done by the actual surface traction with prescribed 
velocities is less than or equal to the rate of work done by the surface 
traction corresponding to any other kinematically admissible velocity 
field.”
The upper bound theorem predicts a load which is at least equal to or greater than 
the exact actual load needed to deform the material plastically. Therefore, the 
minimisation of the work done by the external traction to satisfy the prescribed 
boundary conditions will provide the best upper bound analysis. In terms of the 
upper bound theorem, the problem of modelling plastic deformation is described 
by minimising the plastic deformation power equation (3.26) as follows (Note 
that the superscript U is ignored for convenience.):
m inim ise j  aijkijdV (3.28)
subject to incompressibility
velocity boundary conditions
3.4.3 Upper Bound Theorem  with Flow Rule
The workpiece is assumed to be a rigid-perfectly plastic material, i.e. there is no 
elasticity and no work hardening or softening. This is a reasonable approximation 
for most formable materials at high temperatures [97]. In terms of the deviatoric
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stress Sij, the plastic deformation power in equation (3.28) is written as
j  (sij +  Sij(jkk)eijdV (3.29)
and due to the incompressibility ett =  0 ,
hijO'kk i^j — Gkk^ -i t =  9 (3.30)
Using the flow rule associated with von Mises yield criterion, i.e. equation (3.19),
_ 2 Y .
Sij  -  3  j  f i j
the plastic deformation power for rigid-perfectly plastic material becomes
Jv —r ii j i i jd V  (3.31)
Substituting the effective strain rate, equation (3.14),
into the plastic deformation power gives
J ii j i i jd V  (3.32)
Let Y u = J \ Y ,  the equation becomes
j  Y u -JiijiijdV  (3.33)
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Therefore, the problem of modelling plastic deformation (3.28) is written as fol­
lows:





A kinematically admissible velocity field that satisfies the compatibility equations 
should also meet the incompressibility requirement, i.e. the volume strain rate 
equals zero, e** =  0. This requirement has been added into the upper bound 
problem (3.34) as a constraint which ensures that the minimum energy dissipation 
is only dependent on internal shear deformation if friction effects are not taken 
into account. Two methods, the Lagrange multiplier and the penalty method, are 
most frequently used to deal with the incompressibility constraint in minimisation 
problems.
3.5.1 Lagrange M ultiplier M ethod
Consider a function f ( x )dx  that is to be minimised subject to a constraint 
condition, g(x)  =  0, which is differential in domain Q. The Lagrange multiplier 
method defines a function M  to be M(x)  = fn( f (x)  +  gg(x))dx,  where g is a 
new variable called the Lagrange multiplier. The variables, x  and 77, are then 
solved by equations, ^  =  0 and ^  =  0, to find the minimum value. It can be 
seen that the total number of unknowns has increased when using the Lagrange
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multiplier method [93, 98].
3.5.2 Penalty M ethod
Consider the same minimisation problem f ( x )dx  and the constraint g(x)  =  0. 
The penalty method [93, 99] defines a function I (x)  = fn( f ( x)  +  ot[g(x)]2)dx , 
where a  is a large positive real number. In order to minimise the function I(x),  
it is necessary to ensure Sn\g(x)Ydx is close to zero as a  is a large positive number. 
This can only be true if g(x) is close to zero everywhere in the domain D, this 
almost satisfies the constraint g(x)  =  0. However, if a  is small, the constraint 
can not be satisfied. On the other hand, if cl is too large, numerical errors may 
increase. Therefore, it is necessary to use an appropriate a  value. The value is 
determined by experience.
Due to the drawback of increasing unknown variables by using the Lagrange mul­
tiplier method, the penalty method is employed to deal with the incompressibility 
requirement in this thesis. The upper bound problem (3.34) using the penalty 
method is then transferred into
minim ise Jv  Y Uy J ^ j  dV  +  J  a{ i kkf  dV  (3.35)
subject to velocity boundary conditions
where the penalty constant a  may be interpreted as a constant to the bulk mod­
ulus [90] because the mean stress crm is related to the volumetric strain rate ev
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3.6 Frictional Boundary Conditions
Friction between the workpiece and dies greatly influences the metal flow, the 
product surface and internal defects, pressure applied on the dies, and the load 
and energy requirements. It is therefore necessary to take the friction effects 
into consideration in the analysis model in terms of a quantitative friction factor. 
Work done by friction may then be expressed by a rate form
/  r /u 'd S  (3.36)
JSf
where ttj is the relative velocity vector used to reflect that the friction stress r{  
should be in the opposite direction to the relative motion between the workpiece 
and dies.
The most common form of friction law is known as Coulomb’s law, Fj = fiFn 
where Fj is the friction force and Fn is the normal force. The form may be 
expressed in a stress field by f a = fian in which f s and <7n are friction stress 
and the normal stress respectively. // is called the friction coefficient. This law 
is usually found applicable at low contact pressures relative to material strength 
before there is a great deal of deformation. However, in the forging process 
contact pressures are generally high. Coulomb’s law drastically overestimates 
friction [96]. Due to the yielding process, the tangential stress required to induce 
slip which causes deformations is dependent on the shear strength of the material. 
Moreover, the friction at the interface can not exceed the shear strength and 
velocities are the variables used to model plastic deformation in the upper bound 
theorem. A model, Tresca friction model [90], in terms of the yield shear stress 
k and the relative velocity vector ur{ is used to reflect the friction stress r /  in the
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form
t (  =  m k - U%— (3.37)
\U;
where m  is a friction factor between 0 and 1 to represent a fraction of the yield 
shear stress, and k equals ^  since Tresca yield stress is involved. In order to 
obtain the friction factor m, the ring compression test described in section 7.3.4 
is widely used.
Considering friction effects, the external work in equation (3.26) should also in­
clude the work done by the friction stress. The frictional term  is therefore added 
into equation (3.26) as
f  T f u f d S  = (  cYji'ijdV +  f  r / u]dS (3.38)
J S JV J Sf
Finally, an upper bound problem (3.35) involving friction effects can therefore be 
stated as
m inim ise L  Y Uy/ekiekidV  +  a ( ikk)2 dV  +  r / it^dS (3.39)
subject to velocity boundary conditions
sliding contact friction constraints
where sliding contact friction constraints enforce the relative velocity vector uj 
in the tangential direction at the frictional interfaces.
3.7 Summary o f Forging M odelling
A modelling method based on the upper bound theorem has been developed to 
solve the large deformation problem of the forging process. The method assumes
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that the forging operation is an isothermal process with the conditions of con­
stant die velocity and rigid dies. The friction effects at the interface between 
the workpiece and dies are also taken into account. Moreover, the workpiece is 
isotropic and homogeneous, and follows a rigid-perfectly plastic behaviour under 
an incompressibility constraint which enforces that the hydraulic pressure does 
not affect the plastic deformation. Finally, in terms of the minimisation of plastic 
work, a kinematically admissible velocity field which satisfies the velocity bound­
ary conditions and the compatibility equations can be predicted. The geometry of 
the workpiece is updated by multiplying the predicted velocity field with a small 
time increment to provide a corresponding displacement. A subsequent upper 
bound problem is then solved for the new geometry. Repeating this procedure 
finally forms a sequence of limit analysis resulting in the solution of a forging 
deformation problem.
Since the equilibrium equations are released, stresses do not appear in this upper 
bound formulation. As a result, complicated stress updating is not needed in 
this upper bound analysis. The effect of material nonlinearity is incorporated in 
the analysis by using a flow rule associated with von Mises yield criterion. The 
analysis incrementally deals with deformation history. Using such an increment 
analysis of the forging process, it is also possible to solve strain hardening or 
softening material.
Like most flow formulations, the developed upper bound formulation cannot pre­
dict certain information, such as elastic strain and residual stress, which can only 
be obtained by an elasto-plastic incremental analysis. However, the upper bound 
formulation can provide most important information including forging load and 
deformation with reasonable computing cost.
Chapter 4
F inite Elem ent Im plem entation
4.1 Introduction
The upper bound theory considers the kinematical velocity field in a continuous 
domain in which most forging problems are difficult or even impossible to be 
solved. The discretisation of the velocity field is therefore required. The finite 
element procedure is applied for this purpose.
The velocity field in the workpiece is distributed within each finite element in 
terms of the values at nodal points using interpolation functions, i.e. shape 
functions. The functions can be linear or non-linear and depend upon the type 
of element. For reduced computing time, three-noded triangular elements are 
used to model the forging problem in a discrete domain. The components of 
the velocity at each node become variables to define a forging problem with the 
boundary conditions.
By minimising the dissipation energy for plastic deformation, a set of non-linear
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equations is obtained. Since the equations are solved by the Newton-Raphson 
method described in Chapter 5, the formulations of the first and second deriva­
tives with respect to each velocity component are thus required. These formula­
tions which are based on a finite element procedure are described in this chapter.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, Section 1.2 “Previous Work of TEUBA”, Dr. Joe 
M. Pitt-Francis had implemented the finite element formulation of the upper 
bound theorem into TEUBA before this study started. This chapter therefore 
summarises the formulation referring to Pitt-Francis’s paper [87], report [130], 
and the computer code of TEUBA. Since the intermediate formulations were not 
given in these references relating to the TEUBA code, this chapter makes a clear 
and complete presentation of the finite element formulation for the upper bound 
theorem.
4.2 M odelling in D iscrete Domain
4.2.1 D iscretisation o f Velocity Field
The velocity field of the workpiece tit is assumed to be a linear form for two- 
dimensional plane strain
U {  =  a to  +  +  & i2 x 2
2
=  aio +  ^  aj jXj  (4*1)
i=i
for each i (1 <  i <  2). By using the finite element method, the entire velocity
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Workpiece
Element e
Figure 4.1: Three-noded triangle elem ents for the d iscretisation of the velocity 
field in the  workpiece and nodal velocities in elem ent e.
field of the mesh can be represented as
Gin +  1 ah x i in elem ent e
u, =  { 1 '3 1 (4.2)
0 elsewhere
T he velocities m atch at the boundaries of neighbouring elem ents, and are repre­
sented by a piecewise linear shape function <^(x) which has value 1 at the node 
j  and is zero a t other nodes. Thus,
Ui = f t  (x )vi (4-3)
j=i
where v\ is the com ponent of the velocity in the direction i a t the  j - th  node, and 
N  is the  to ta l num ber of nodes.
4 .2 .2  D iscretisa tion  o f  R ela tive Sliding V elocity  at C on­
tact Interface
The relative velocity vector u\  can be approxim ated in term s of nodal values v[ 
using shape functions, of two-noded line elem ents, which contact w ith the die





Figure 4.2: Two-noded line element for modelling friction effects and relative 
sliding velocities in elem ent h.
v-i =
j=i
=  i r ( v j - v f e) (4.4)
j=i
where is a  linear shape function which has value 1 a t the  node j ,  and is zero 
a t the other node. and v\  are the relative velocity and th e  nodal velocity at 
the  node j ,  respectively, and v f te is the velocity of the die.
4 .2 .3  E nforcem ent o f  Sliding Friction B oundary C ondi­
tions
T he sliding contact conditions take place at the interface between the workpiece 
and die surfaces. To enforce the contacting finite elem ent nodes on the sliding 
surfaces, the constraint equations m ethod [106] is employed. The procedure is 
im plem ented w ith a penalty m ethod which is sim ilar to  th a t dealing with the 
incom pressibility condition.
During the forging process, a  contacting node j , Figure 4.3, is sliding on a die 
surface w ith the norm al n\ .  Therefore, the  relative velocity vector v \3 in the
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Die surface
Workpiece surface
Figure 4.3: Node j  in contact with a die surface and sliding on the surface w ith 
a norm al direction n\ .
norm al n\  d irection of the die surface m ust be zero, i.e. =  0. This provides
constraint equations to impose the sliding contact condition. By using constraint 
equations v ^ n j  =  0 w ith a penalty factor /?, the sliding contact friction con­
strain ts in equation (3.39) can be replaced by a penalty  term
n s =  / ? X K X ) 2 (4.5)
3 =1
where H  represents the num ber of the nodes in contact w ith die surfaces.
4 .2 .4  U p p er B ound T heory w ith  F in ite  E lem ent P ro ce­
dure
The upper bound theory  is form ulated in a discrete dom ain using three-noded 
triangle elem ents for the  workpiece and two-noded line elem ents for modelling 
friction effects. T he sliding contact friction constraints are also trea ted  by a 
penalty m ethod sim ilar to  the m ethod dealing w ith the  incompressibility. There­
fore, the upper bound problem , i.e. equation (3.39), is transferred into a finite 
elem ent dom ain as follows:
m i n i m i s e  U p -f II7 +  fIF +  II5 (4.6)
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subject to velocity boundary conditions
np  =  f  Y u ^ I ~ j d A  =  Y u J 2  I^ c_1
n r = f  a {e u f dA = ^2  f  a(e;,)2 dA
^  g—1
,  i/ ,
n F =  /  t /u "  dS = V  r /u j  <f.S
Js, ^ J lu
ns = / j f > [ X ) 2
j=l
where P  is the number of elements and Ae is the part of the domain A occupied 
by the element e, and H  is the total number of the elements in contact with 
die surfaces and Lh is the length of the two-noded line element. The letters 
P , / ,  F  and S  written in superscript after II represent “Plastic deformation”, 
“Incompressibility” , “Friction” and “Sliding contact” respectively.
4.3 P lastic Deformation Energy Term
By using the finite element procedure, the first derivative of the velocity field in 
a triangular element e can be represented as
^ ±  =  Y i v ^ —  (4.7)
dxj S  ' dxj  y ’
The strain rate tensor
1 /  dv{ d v j \
“ ' - s t e + f c j  ( 4 ' 8 )
is thus expressed in terms of the shape functions by
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The calculation of the derivatives of the shape functions is given in appendix (A- 
1). Therefore, the plastic deformation energy term IIP for a plane strain upper 
bound problem can be expressed as
nF =
E
y U T , JA V*





e = l L
* * • (  ks p ,  kd p \ *  . .  
E E E ( % -  +  ^ J  dA
t'=l j = 1 fc=l
\ r U  E
*  e = l
» » ® /  ^  t t y \
E E E K ^  + ”* ^ - )
i = l j = l k = l  \  U X 3 U X ' /
(4.10)
It should be noted that the first derivative of the linear shape function </>k is a 
constant, and the integration in equation (4.10) can thus be easily calculated.
To find the minimum plastic deformation energy IIP, it is necessary to calculate 
its derivative with respect to each velocity component vj for 1 <  a <  2 and 
6 =  1,2, ...N.
From
°dvi -  \ h ' ^ dA
=  Y V i X ^ k ^ A ( ii i i i i )  d A
d ( diii d A  kd<f,k
dvba \d x j
3
T v *
# va jfe ' 9xj
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U A  /  k W
2dvi S I"' dxi +  »>; d<j>kdxi
= E E K ^ r  + W
/ = i  fc=i dx\ dxa)  dxi
(4.13)
Hence, equation (4.11) becomes
dvb £ S r - f c +”'s :J dx\
dA (4.14)
The expression yJt-ijUj depends on the values {u/}. An iterative calculation pro­
cedure starting with a guess value for each element is used to obtain the solution. 
For an element e, the calculated yjtijiij, i.e. the plastic energy terms without the 





t = i  j = l  k = l
kd<t>k
dxj + J d x j (4.15)
Thus, the first derivative of the plastic deformation energy n p for a velocity 
component vba is obtained by
d u p
dvb
=  Y u
L /= l  k = l
dA
kd t k\  W
dxi
(4.16)
The second derivative of n p with respect to a velocity component vf  in the 
direction c at the d-th node can be calculated by















do* Q v b \ € ' 3 e ' 3 )
d_
d v i d x a )  dx i
d<i>d d<t>b ’  * d<t>k
d x a d x c d x t
Thus, the second derivative with respect to the velocity component vd is
d  I  d U p E ( - 1
d v d \  d v ha
r 2 3
E E  I".
. /= !  fc= l






d<i>k . k d <f>k \  d(t>b
+ v d x c )  dx i
dxi
  d(j>d d</>{
2W e I d x a d x t
+ V
L/=l k = l  \
I / XAd XAb
d x a )  d x i
4 , i O )




The incompressibility conditions are treated by the penalty method. The first 
derivative of the incompressibility term II7 in equation (4.6), with respect to the 
velocity component uj is expressed by
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From
£i i  —
_d_.









d W  ®  ^ 3
TT-r = > /  2 a >  > dA
d v i  i A  te l d x i  dx„
kd<j>k d<t>h
=  h ^ ± ± v i
t= l  k= 1 * ae = l
(4.22)
Similarly, the second derivative of the incompressibility term with respect to the 
velocity component vd has the form
d ( d llr















The Tresca friction model is used to express the magnitude of the frictional stress 
in terms of the relative sliding velocity and the yield shear stress k. The frictional 
stress is then given by
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The frictional energy term is obtained by
IT  = f  t (  u] dS




= ^ 2  m ^ll^ill dS
»  ^ JLh
m k .. . l ..id dS  
A = l-^  IKII
H
(4.26)
From equation (4.4), equation (4.25) becomes
2 2
£ ( I (4.27)
1=1 j=1
Since the shape function is involved in the root square, it is not convenient to 
integrate equation (4.27). An approximation without the shape function in the 





£ W j )2
*'=1
(4.28)
Since the values of relative velocities are very close to the values of adjacent 
nodes, the approximate equation (4.28) is thus reasonable. The friction energy 
term becomes
n F = Y ,  [
h=l JLh j=l >
£(v,ri)2 d s (4.29)
1=1
The first derivative of IIF with respect to a nodal velocity component v£ is thus 
expressed by
d u F
dvha E ( « D 2 ) d si=l
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=  V  [  mki/>b—f= Va. =







which is the relative speed of the node b. The integration of the shape function 
i/>b in equation (4.30) uses
L
$ h d s  = t £
lJ  2
(4.31)
Similarly, the second derivative of IIF with respect to a nodal velocity component 
vjf is written by
d ( d n F' mkLh d ,rb
8 v t  \  d»a J  f l  2 9 v i  VI/ELI)1'"'’)2
_  ^  mkLh
~  2-~! oh=l
d .rb




  y  m k L h  ( bacbbd Va
h=l V b rd
(4.32)
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4.6 Sliding Contact Constraints Term
The sliding contact constraints are treated by the penalty term II5, i.e. equation
(4.5). Its first derivative with respect to a velocity component vha is expressed by
%  -  £  ( # ' " » ■ )
= (4.33)
The second derivative with respect to a velocity component is obtained by
3 ( S )  =  2/Jnfnt (4.34)dvj* dv%
4.7 Summary
The upper bound theory is formulated in a discrete domain by using three-noded 
triangle elements for the workpiece and two-noded line elements for modelling 
friction effects. These formulations have the benefit of reducing the complexity 
of the integration before they are implemented into a computer code for the 
forging simulation. The energy dissipation power of the forging process II and its 
derivative with respect to a velocity component vj in the direction a at the node 
6 can be expressed as follows.
(4.35)
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To solve a set of non-linear equations,
dU
« = °  <4 36)
resulting from the minimisation of the energy, the Newton-Raphson method with 
a line search approach is used to determine the optimum velocity field in the 
deformed workpiece. The method and other numerical treatm ent are described 
in the next chapter.
Chapter 5
Num erical Treatment and 
Structure o f Com puter Code
5.1 Introduction
The Newton-Raphson method with a line search technique had been used in 
TEUBA for solving the system equations before this study started. Therefore, 
to improve the initial estimate of velocity for each new increment, a time step 
reduction technique has been proposed and implemented into the program. Some 
regions of a deforming workpiece with low velocity or even without deformation, 
causing numerical problems, have been explored. The value for the penalty factors 
and the effect of the friction factor on forging load are investigated by different 
mesh densities and the number of increments. Flow charts of TEUBA are also 
presented in this chapter to make a clear structure of the simulation.
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5.2 Newton-Raphson M ethod w ith Line Search 
Technique
The upper bound theory with the finite element technique models the forging 
problem in a discrete domain using a set of non-linear equations (4.36) of the 
form
F(v) =  0 (5.1)
or
Fi(vi,v2 ,v 3 , . . . ,vw) = 0 i = 1,2, ...,w. (5.2)
where v  denotes the entire vector of velocities V{ and F  denotes the entire vector of 
functions F{ containing the derivatives of the energy with respect to each velocity 
component in vector v. w is the number of variables, i.e. the number of unknown 
velocity components. These equations are non-linear and a multidimensional 
root-finding scheme is thus required. The Newton-Raphson method of solving 
non-linear equations from an initial guess is commonly used for metal forming 
problems due to its large convergence range and relatively fast convergence rate 
[90, 98, 108, 109].
In the neighbourhood of v, i.e. v  is increased by a small increment 6v, each of 
the functions Fi can be expanded in a Taylor series
w 8 F
Fi(v +  6 v) = Fi(v) +  Y ,  ^ ~ ± S v 3 +  0 {6 v2) (5.3)
j = 1 ° V3
where O is the Big Oh notation. The matrix of partial derivatives in equation
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Equation (5.3) in matrix notation becomes
F (v  +  6 v)  =  F (v) +  J • 6 v  +  0 (8 v 2) (5.4)
By neglecting terms of order Sv2 and higher and setting F (v  +  Sv) =  0, a set of 
linear equations for the Sv that move each function Fj closer to zero is obtained
by
J Sv =  - F  (5.5)
Matrix equation (5.5) can then be solved by a linear equation solver, such as LU 
decomposition [103, 104], and thus
Sv =  - J 1 • F  (5.6)
Sv is called the Newton step. The LU decomposition factorises a matrix to be 
the product of LU of a lower triangular matrix L in which the leading diagonal 
elements are unity and upper triangular matrix U. The application of Newton- 
Raphson method to equation (5.1) leads to an iterative procedure with respect 
to v
V.-+1 =  V t- -I- AS v i
where A is called the step length. The value of the step length A may be deter­
mined by a strategy which requires that the step decreases |F |2 ( |F |2 =  F  • F). 
This is the same requirement for minimising
/  =  I f  • f  
3 2
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Note that the Newton step, i.e. Sv, is a descent direction for / :
V /  • Sv =  (F • J )  • (—J_1F) = - F  F < 0 (5.7)
However, a full Newton step, i.e. A = 1, may not reduce / .  A check is carried out 
at each iteration to ensure that the proposed step reduces / .  If the step is too 
large, the value of A is reduced by backtracking along the Newton direction until 
an acceptable value is found. A line search technique [104, 107] which determines 
the minimum point on a given line may be used to find an approximate value of 
A. The technique described as follows.
The new value of /  may be defined by a function g with the variable A:
9 W  =  /(v.'+i) =  /(Vi +  Aiv)
so that
gf(\ )  = V f - 6 v
If the backtrack is needed, the A is chosen by minimising the function g with the 
most current information. If the first step which always starts the full Newton 
step (A =  1 ) is not acceptable, three values, #(0), </^ (0) and #(1), are available to 
model g(A) as a quadratic curve. The curve can then be used to find a minimum 
of A. On the second and subsequent backtracks, the function #(A) is modeled as 
a cubic curve and thus a new minimum of A can be determined for the current 
information. This technique for choosing the step length is called line search.
The Newton step is a descent direction for /  as shown in equation (5.7), and it is 
thus guaranteed by using line search to find an acceptable step length. Finally, the 
Newton-Raphson method with the line search technique minimises /  by taking
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Newton steps designed to bring F to zero, i.e. to solve velocity v  for F.
The iteration is terminated when
|| F(v,-, A) ||< ee
where ee is set to 5  x 1 0 -6 .
5.3 Time Step Reduction Technique
The Newton-Raphson method for solving non-linear equations requires an esti­
mate of the nodal velocities for the first iteration. A linear interpolation scheme 
which assigns a velocity to each node in terms of its distance from the die surface 
is used to guess the initial velocities. Equation (5.1) is then solved by a direct 
method which uses a linear equation solver, LU decomposition in TEUBA’s case, 
to reduce numerical errors before the Newton-Raphson method with the line 
search technique takes over to solve the following iterations until convergence 
has been reached. In some cases, the Jacobian m atrix J  is not positive definite 
in a Newton-Raphson iteration. This condition causes a numerical problem for 
the matrix inversion in equation (5.6) and the Newton step <!>v cannot be found. 
For such cases, the direct method is used in that iteration and Newton-Raphson 
method is applied again for the rest of iterations. If both methods fail to solve 
the problem, a warning message is given and a reducing time step technique 
developed in this research is applied. The technique is described as follows.
The change of the velocity field in a deforming workpiece is continuous. This fact 
induces an idea for overcoming the difficulty of finding a convergent velocity field 
during the simulation in which the forging process is a sequential quasi-static
5.8
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limit analysis and updates the deformation in a small time step.
The difference of the velocity between two increments should be very small in 
most cases. Figure 5.1 shows the velocity at point 1, Vi, is close to that at point 
2, V2 ; i.e. the difference of two vectors, V21 , is small. Therefore, V\ could be a 
good guess of the initial velocity to calculate the velocity at point 2. However, 
the velocity may have a siginificant change after a time step, e.g. at the following 
point 3, V3 , in Figure 5.1. V2 may not be a good guess of the initial velocity for 
the calculation of V3 . If the solver fails to solve the velocity for the new increment, 
the time step is reduced; i.e. the point 3' is a new deformed position instead of 
the point 3. The deformation of the workpiece is smaller and closer to that in a 
normal case; i.e. at point 3. This time step reduction technique thus provides a 
better guess of the initial velocity for the following new increment. The technique 
has been implemented into TEUBA to overcome numerical problems which may 
be caused by a poor initial guess of velocity from the previous increment.
A technique combined with a function, such as a polynomial, to model the varia­
tion of the velocity during the deformation could also be used to guess the initial 
velocity for a new increment. This may be of interest in future studies.
5.4 Treatment o f Low Velocity Zone
In the upper bound theory with the finite element procedure, the entire workpiece 
is assumed to deform plastically. However, some regions with low velocity or even 
without deformation may exist. This situation will cause numerical problems 
with infinite terms since the term We =  i.e. equation (4.15), in the
denominator of the system equations obtained by differentiating the functional,







Figure 5.1: Reducing tim e step technique.
is close to  zero. This num erical problem is solved by assigning a small value to 
the effect strain  ra te  which may be two orders of m agnitude less than  the average 
effective strain  ra te  [110, 111]. In this thesis, the term  W e is set as 1 x 10-4 to avoid 
the ill-conditioned num erical problem for the element w ith the  low velocities.
5.5 Structure o f Sim ulation
5.5.1 Flowchart of Data Transport
The transport of d a ta  and files is presented by a flowchart in Figure 5.2. The 
geom etry of the desired forging shape and tool surfaces is constructed by a com­
m ercial modeller, CADfix [112], (former FAM— Field Analysis Modeller) which 
is also able to  mesh the  geom etry of models. A T c l/T k  script [113] CAD-
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fix2T E U B A  has been written and implemented in CADfix in order to execute 
the meshing and to export FE data in ASCII format, including the information 
about the coordinates of nodes and the connectivity of elements. The data is then 
read by TEUBA to run the simulation of forging process in forward or reverse 
mode. The re-meshing procedure may be implemented in TEUBA’s solver in a 
commercial package of the FE simulation. However, the re-meshing engine has 
not been developed, and thus the decision of the re-mesh is made by checking 
the quality of elements or alternatively a visual evaluation. If such re-meshing 
procedure is needed, the boundary of the deformed workpiece is then exported 
by a function of TEUBA to an ASCII file which can be read by a Tcl/Tk script 
LoadB SH  into CADfix and re-meshed by another T cl/T k script R e-M esh . 
However, the distance between nodes constructing the boundary of the deformed 
workpiece may be too small which results in a numerous number of elements 
after the re-meshing task is carried out. In such cases, the geometry of the work­
piece is constructed manually according to the exported information. The above 
procedure is repeated until the simulation for this forging stage is finished.
5.5.2 Flowchart o f T E U BA
The flowchart of the simulation procedure is shown in Figure 5.3. After the FE 
models of the workpiece and dies are read into TEUBA, it may be necessary to 
set the yield stress, the friction factor and the simulation mode, i.e. the reverse 
or forward mode, to run the simulation. An initial velocity field is guessed by the 
linear interpolation scheme described in Section 5.3. The deforming workpiece 
and dies are updated in a small time step according to the solved velocity field 
until the required target distance is reached. The results of the simulation may 
be recorded if this is needed.
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A Graphic User Interface (GUI) based on Motif [114] has been developed on the 
X Window System to operate the transport of data and to set the parameters 
of the simulation. A render scene showing the FE models is also integrated with 
the GUI using Open Inventor [115, 116] which is a library of objects that can be 
used, modified and extended to meet new needs. The details of using TEUBA 
can refer to TEUBA: User and Developer Documentation [100, 101].
5.5.3 Flowchart o f Solver
The plastic deformation energy is calculated by the direct solver for the first 
iteration in each increment. The following iterations are solved by the Newton- 
Raphson solver until the velocity field converges. The compressibility of the 
volume is checked in each iteration. If the incompressibility is not held, the 
value of the incompressibility penalty, a , will be increased. To avoid instability 
in the calculations in which the value is too high after several adjustments, the 
maximum value is set to 1 x 10-6 . A similar procedure is also carried out for 
the value of the normal penalty, /?, which controls the penetration of the node 
into the die. Table 5.1 shows default numerical parameters for the simulation of 
TEUBA.
The Newton-Raphson solver may encounter a numerical problem because of ill- 
conditions. In such cases, the direct solver is used to continue the calculation and 
swap back to the Newton-Raphson solver for following iterations. The number of 
failures of the Newton-Raphson solver will be reset to zero if the solver successfully 
continues calculation. If the number of failures exceeds the maximum number 
of failures, the technique of reducing time step as described in Section 5.3 is 
then performed. To avoid large computation times, the maximum number of 
time step reductions and the maximum number of iterations for this increment
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are constrained. Thus, an approximate (i.e. non-con verged) velocity may be 
accepted in some cases and a warning is received from the solver. Finally, the 
solved velocity field is used to update the FE models for next increment.
Table 5.1: Numerical parameters
Parameter Value
Incompressibility penalty factor a
Initial 1 x 104
Maximum 1 x 106
Normal penalty factor /?
Initial 1 x 104
Maximum 1 x 106
Incompressibility convergence factor 5 x lO"4
Energy convergence factor 5 x 1(T6
Max. number of Newton’s failures 6
Max. number of time step reductions 4
Max. number of iterations 50
5.6 Penalty Factor
The penalty factor is used to hold the incompressibility of the plastic deformation. 
A very large value of the factor is numerically able to keep a constant volume 
of the workpiece. However, a roundoff error may occur when the penalty factor 
is too large. To investigate the change of the volume, different penalty factors 
were used to run simulations of a simple upsetting forging modelled by different 
numbers of elements and iterations. The results listed in Table 5.2 show the value 
of the penalty factor may be located between 1 x 104 and 5 x 105. Interestingly, 
the volume loss significantly decreases as the number of increments increases. 
This may be because the workpiece geometry changes between increments are 
smaller in cases with larger number of increments than those with smaller number 
of increments. The numerical error of updating the mesh of the workpiece is
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Figure 5.2: Flowchart of data transport.
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therefore reduced as the num ber of increm ents is increased. In the test, the 
volume loss is smaller than  0.18 % in cases w ith 50 increm ents. Moreover, from 
Table 5.2 it also reveals th a t the effect of the num ber of elem ents is not as 
significant as the num ber of increm ents on the volume loss.






1 x 103 1 x 104
Penalty factor











10 0.734 0.668 0.663 0.659s 0.66110
190 25 0.388 0.303 0.296 0.29411 0.29425
50 0.254 0.162 0.154 0.15327 E
10 0.777 0.707 0.698 0.6981 E
412 25 0.407 0.320 0.310 0.309° E
50 0.263 0.171 0.161 0.1602 E
10 0.748 0.687 0.685 0.686° E
678 25 0.394 0.311 0.305 0.304° E
50 0.257 0.167 0.158 0.157° E
Note:
1. The tests simulate two flat dies compress a rectangular billet with size 10 mm by 
10 mm by 25% reduction of the height.
2. The number written in superscript after the value of the volume loss is the number 
of increments beyond the maximum number of iterations of the calculation. The 
maximum number is 50 in these tests.
3. E written in the table denotes that the calculation encountered a roundoff error.
5.7 Friction Factor
A constant factor used in the Tresca friction model gives the  degree of friction. 
The factor can be m easured by the ring compression test [8, 117, 118]. Its value 
is between 0.1 and 0.3 for hot forging w ith lubricant. This section investigates
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whether the Tresca friction model can approximate the variation of forging load 
and deformation as friction factor is varied. An accurate modelling of friction 
however requires a more complex modelling technique. An investigation of accu­
racy is not the intention of this approximate modelling approach.
Numerical tests with different friction factors were carried out for a plane strain 
simple upsetting case which was constructed of 412 elements. Figure 5.5 shows 
that the barrelling effect becomes more significant as the friction factor increases. 
Forging load, shown in Figure 5.6, also increases as the friction factor increases 
from 0.1 to 0.7. The rise of the forging load is however not significant in the cases 
with the factor 0.9. This phenomenon could result from the fact that the velocity 
in contacting interfaces is lower in the cases with higher friction.
This simple upsetting forging was also constructed with different numbers of 
elements to investigate the effect on the modelling of friction. The forging loads 
induced by friction in these cases are shown in Figure 5.7, 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10. As 
the number of elements increases, the variation of forging load decreases. The 
figures also show that a larger friction factor results in a clearer difference of 
forging load in comparison with the number of elements. This implies that care 
should be taken when using a large friction factor in TEUBA.
5.8 Summary of Numerical Treatment
The forging process has been modelled by the upper bound method with a fi­
nite element formulation. The technique uses linear elements to interpolate the 
velocity field of deformation. A set of non-linear equations resulting from the 
minimisation of the dissipation power of the deformation is then obtained and
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solved by the Newton-Raphson method with a line search technique.
The performance of the TEUBA was evaluated by Joe Pitt-Frances [105] who 
compared the computing time of TEUBA’s cases with that required by a commer­
cial package, FORGE2. The investigation into the penalty factor for incompress­
ibility and friction factor were carried out in this thesis. These results show that 
the current formulation can be a rapid approximate approach for modelling forg­
ing processes. However, a re-meshing engine has not been developed in TEUBA 
and the problem of node penetration into dies has not been solved. These two 
problems reduce the usability of TEUBA and could be future development topics.
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(a) Undeformed billet
(d) m=0.5 (e) m=0.7 (f) m=0.9
Figure 5.5: Deformation resulting from different friction factors in cases with 412 
elements.
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Figure 5.6: Forging load resulting from different friction factors in cases w ith 412 
elements.
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Figure 5.7: Forging load resulting from different friction factors, 0.1 and 0.3, in 
comparison w ith num ber of elements.
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Figure 5.8: Forging load resulting from friction factor 0.5 in com parison with 
num ber of elements.
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Figure 5.9: Forging load resulting from friction factor 0.7 in com parison with 
num ber of elements.
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Figure 5.10: Forging load resulting from friction factor 0.9 in com parison with 
num ber of elements.
Chapter 6
Preform Design Using Reverse 
Sim ulation
6.1 Introduction
Reverse simulation has arisen from the concept of simply reversing the flow sim­
ulation by starting from the finished shape with the die velocities reversed. With 
boundary contact areas being released as the die is moved backwards, the simu­
lation predicts an initial billet or a preform when the product cannot be forged 
in a single forging process. The concept of the reverse simulation for preform 
design is illustrated in Figure 6.1. According to the behaviour of the workpiece, 
the forging process is load path dependent, i.e. the deformation depends on 
the previous loading history. This means that the forging process is not strictly 
reversible. However, it is possible to model a reversible process which is close 
to a real forging deformation by making some assumptions. The upper bound 




F i r s t  S t a g e  R e v e r s e  S i m u l a t i o n
The product shape in (a) is used to design die profiles, and a preform 
in (b) is predicted after two dies nearly separate from the workpiece.
(d)(c)
S e c o n d  S t a g e  R e v e r s e  S i m u l a t i o n
The predicted prefrom in (b) is used to design new die profiles, and a 





















Figure 6.1: Concept and flowchart of using reverse simulation to design preforms.
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In forward simulation, the contact conditions used to define the boundary condi­
tions are constantly varying according to the deforming workpiece and the profile 
of the tools which construct the target shape of the forging process. However, 
this situation does not exist in reverse simulation. A mechanism of defining the 
target shape for reverse simulation is therefore needed and then the boundary 
conditions can be determined. In this thesis, reflecting on the requirement of 
reducing the geometric complexity of the workpiece during reverse simulation, a 
concept of using a measure of material distribution is proposed to set a target 
shape and to calculate the complexity of the workpiece. The target shape is used 
to identify a contact region which will be released from a die surface and thus 
the boundary conditions can be established.
To investigate and demonstrate the proposed concept of preform design, the 
second moment of area is employed to estimate the material distribution in two- 
dimensional plane strain cases. A rectangle with the closest distribution to the 
workpiece is set as a target shape of the reverse simulation for the next increment. 
Possible boundary conditions are then determined by releasing a contact region, 
which is a finite element node in this thesis, from the die surface according to the 
target rectangle. The procedure is repeated until all contact regions are released 
from die surfaces. If the shape so determined is very close to a rectangle, the 
billet size can readily be established. However, the reversed shape may still be 
complex. In this case, a preform is needed and the determined shape is taken as 
the finished product to run another reverse simulation until a simple shape close 
to a rectangle is found.
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6.2 Reversibility —  Backwards Tracing Scheme
Loading history determines material properties and varying contact conditions 
control material flow to construct the deformation of the forging process. These 
two factors may interact, and are unknown before the desired product is forged. 
Modelling the forging process in reverse therefore requires such assumptions that 
treat the process as a loading independent path. The upper bound theorem 
sequential limit analysis and the backwards tracing scheme could be the basis of 
such a solution.
U p p e r B ound  S equen tia l L im it A nalysis
The upper bound sequential limit analysis technique employs the rigid-perfectly 
plastic model for the workpiece material. Strain hardening or softening is ne­
glected in the model and all deformed regions of the workpiece have the same 
stress value which is a constant. The solution is not affected by the magnitude 
of the yield stress. Thus, the process is independent of stress and strain status 
which defines loading history.
Although the upper bound solution only considers the current deforming status, 
the geometric configuration of the workpiece and the contact conditions are vary­
ing during the forging process. As a result, the process is still path dependent. 
The backwards tracing scheme [56, 59] could be used to solve this problem.
B ackw ards T racing  Schem e
The backwards tracing scheme was proposed in the early 1980s by Kobayashi et. 
al. [56, 59]. The concept of the scheme is illustrated in Figure 6.2 and 6.3 At 
time (increment) to, the geometrical configuration Xo of a deforming workpiece is 
represented by a point Q. During the forward simulation, the point Q is obtained













Figure 6.2: Concept of the backwards tracing scheme [56, 59].
by moving from the point P  whose configuration is X o-i a t tim e t o - 1 according 
to the velocity field v0_i during a tim e increm ent A t  = to — to-i» and thus
Xo = Xo-i + Vo-iAf (6-1)
Therefore, the problem of the reverse sim ulation is to determ ine the velocity field 
Vo_i based on the known inform ation X 0.
The backwards tracing scheme takes the solution of the forward sim ulation at 
point Q. A first estim ate of P (1) can be m ade according to
P (1) =  X 0 -  v0A* (6.2)
i.e. reversing the configuration of Q by using the velocity field v0. Next, the
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Figure 6.3: A reverse increm ent using the backwards tracing scheme [56, 59] with 
known boundary conditions.
velocity filed v ^ i  can be solved by the forward sim ulation based on the  P^1) and 
used to form by
Q ( ')  =  p < » )  +  t (6.3)
If th e  Q (1) is not sufficiently close to th e  Q, then  P*2* can be estim ated by 
p ( 2 ) =  Xo — Vq!_\ A t ,  and the second estim ate of the point Q*21 can be obtained 
by Q l2l =  P*21 +  t .The iteration is carried ou t until
Q<"> =  P (n) +  Vo"\A( (6.4)
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becomes sufficiently close to Q. The criterion for te rm inating  the iteration can 
be m ade by
||X 0 - X j ,n)| | < e  (6.5)
where e is the lim it of the difference and is set to 5 x 10-3 , and X q"* represents the 
geom etrical configuration of Q^71'. Finally, the reverse deforming configuration 
can be defined by the point P (n). It should be noted th a t the  boundary conditions 
affect the solution of the velocity field Vq”\  and hence the  point P (n). There 
are infinite num bers of deforming paths from the point P  to Q , which broadly 
represents a forging process from a billet to  a desired shape respectively. Figure 
6.4 shows two different contact conditions may achieve com plete die filling to  form 
the  same desired shape. Therefore, the m ethod for determ ining the boundary 
conditions is im portan t to control a backward deform ation which aims towards a 
sim ple geom etric configuration of the workpiece in th e  reverse sim ulation.
(b) A contact region in top cavity.(a) A free region in top cavity.
(c) Two different contact conditions 
may result in the same shape.
Figure 6.4: Two possible contact conditions resulting from the  sam e geom etry of 
th e  workpiece.
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In this thesis, the formulation for the energy minimisation of the upper bound the­
orem depends solely on the current geometry and the boundary conditions. The 
effect of material properties such as strain hardening, strain rate and temperature 
effects are not taken into account. With the implementation of the backwards 
tracing scheme, it is possible to predict a deforming path of the workpiece in a 
reverse direction if the boundary conditions are known.
During forward simulation, the position of the dies and the geometric configu­
ration of the workpiece are used to determine the boundary conditions, i.e. the 
profiles of the dies construct a target shape for bounding the material flow to 
form a desired shape. This gives the basis for setting a target shape in the re­
verse simulation to determine the boundary conditions and thus to control the 
material flow in reverse to form a simple shape which is a billet or a preform.
6.3 Target Shape and Boundary Conditions
The target shape is defined as the final destination of the deformation in both for­
ward and reverse simulations. The geometric configuration of the desired product, 
which is the target shape for the forward simulation, is used to examine whether 
a selected billet and/or a designed preform achieves the requirement for complete 
die filling. In contrast the reverse simulation starts from a complete die filling 
condition to search for preforms and a billet without knowing the target shape. 
It therefore requires the development of a technique for defining the target shape 
in the reverse simulation. Recognising that preforms including the billet have the 
common geometric characteristic of simple material distribution compared to the 
desired shape, a target shape could be defined based on reducing the complexity 
of the material distribution.
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To define a target shape for the reverse simulation, one could for example start 
from a study of a forging process shown in Figure 6.5(a). In the figure, shape C 
is a preform for shape D, and also represents a reversed deformation. Comparing 
the two shapes in Figure 6.5(b) shows that some contact regions of shape D 
locate on the outside of the profile of shape C. If the outside regions of shape D, 
i.e. regions a , /? and 7 , are released to determine new boundary conditions for 
a reverse increment of the simulation, it could result in a shape which is close 
to shape C. Thus, the reverse simulation aims towards a simple shape. On the 
other hand, releasing inside regions, which tends to increase the complexity of 
shape D, is unlikely to predict a shape close to the reversed shape C.
Next, the location of the target shape, which is the profile of shape C in this 
example, should be defined because it determines outside contact regions. Figure 
6.5(c) shows different outside contact regions are determined by different locations 
of shape C.
Moreover, from the material distribution point of view, a “simplest” billet shape 
A is changed into the “most complex” desired shape D after the forging process. 
Shape C is one of the intermediate “complex” shapes between shape A and D 
in the deforming process. Therefore, the development of defining an unknown 
shape C, representing the target shape in reverse simulation, can be based on 
reducing the complexity of the desired shape D.
Furthermore, it is necessary to determine when and which contact region or 
regions will be released. Figure 6 .6  shows that different reversed shapes result 
from releasing different contact regions.
An optimal contact condition for reducing the shape complexity may be achieved 
by searching for all possible combinations. However, this would be time consum­
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ing, especially for a complex shape using a finite element based simulation. For 
a relatively large time increment, several nodes may need to be released in order 
to reduce the complexity of the workpiece after a reverse step. By using a small 
time increment and releasing only one node per increment, the same nodes may 
be released within the same time. The exact time at which the node should be 
released is unknown and the releasing node procedure is not necessarily required 
for each small increment. This situation has been taken into account as described 
in later text. Due to the small time increment required in the simulation, the dif­
ference between the shapes resulting from the optimal combination for a big time 
increment and that following one-region-released condition in a small increment 
could be small and acceptable. Therefore, a more practical solution is to assume 
that only one region is released at each reverse increment. The identification of 
the region with the potential to reduce the complexity of the shape depends on 
the target shape.
The contact region furthest from the boundary of the target shape is regarded as 
the most complex region. This region should be released in order to reduce the 
shape complexity, i.e. the reversed shape will then become closer to the target 
shape. Moreover, in most forging processes, the bulk of material flows towards 
the cavities of dies. The amount of the contact region increases along the cavities 
and the material eventually reaches the deepest area. This contacting sequence 
is inverted in the reverse simulation, i.e. the contact regions are detached along 
the cavities from the deepest area. According to the above concepts, the contact 
region with the furthest distance to the boundary side of the target shape is
released to form a new boundary condition and then to obtain a new reversed
shape. Figure 6.7 shows target shapes identifying different contact regions with 
the furthest distance to the target profile in each case.
For the case in which all contact regions are inside the target shape, the releasing
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A C D
(a) Forging process A -B -C -D .
R e le a s i n g  o u t s i d e  c o n t a c t  
r e g i o n s  c o u l d  r e d u c e  th e  
c o m p l e x i t y  o f  th e  s h a p e .
R e l e a s i n g  i n s i d e  c o n t a c t  
r e g i o n s  i s  u n l i k e l y  t o  r e d u c e  
th e  c o m p l e x i t y  o f  th e  s h a p e .
Profile of shape C —  target Shape D
shape for reverse simulation.
(b) Comparison of two deforming shapes, C and D, shows that releasing outside 
contact regions of profile C in shape D could reduce the complexity after a 
reverse increment.
(c) Different locations o f profile of shape C define different outside contact regions.
Figure 6.5: Target shape for reverse simulation.











Figure 6.6: Different reversed shapes resulting from different contact conditions.
(a) (b)
Profile of target shape for reverse simulation 
Contact region with furthest distance to target shape
Figure 6.7: Furthest contact regions identified by different target shapes.
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(a) (b)
Profile of target shape for reverse simulation 
Outside region
Figure 6.8: Complexity m easured by the area of outside regions.
procedure is not carried out. If such an assum ption is m ade, there are only two 
possible contact conditions, one-region-released and no-region-released. The no- 
region-released condition is taken into account since the tim e to  release a region 
is unknown. A measure of the com plexity of the shape is therefore needed and 
used to  select a simple reversed shape for next increm ent.
The target shape is an ideal m aterial d istribution shape. The difference between 
the target shape and the deformed workpiece is one of the m ethods used to 
m easure the com plexity of the shape. It should be noted th a t two different 
boundary conditions result in two different shapes and thus the target shapes for 
the next increm ent are different in both  cases. Each target shape is also different 
from the one in the previous increm ent. Figure 6.8 shows the area of outside 
regions used to calculate the complexity.
It is apparent from the above th a t to develop the reverse sim ulation based on the 
proposed concept of controlling boundary conditions, the following tasks need to 
be dealt with:
• To develop a m ethod for defining the target shape — The development of
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the method could be based on reducing the complexity of shape according 
to the material distribution.
• To locate the defined target shape — The method could be based on the 
minimum value of the complexity, i.e. the location provides the minimum 
difference between the target shape and a deforming (reversing) shape.
• To select two reversed shapes after two trial reverse increments — This 
requires a measure of the complexity of the shape.
If techniques to deal with the above tasks can be established, the target shape will 
be defined and thus the boundary conditions can be determined for the reverse 
simulation. The flowchart of a reverse increment is shown in Figure 6.9.
The proposed concept is for general use and should therefore be applicable to 
three dimensional forging problems of preform design. The following sections 
describe a method based on the second moment of area to achieve the requirement 
of using the proposed concept in reverse simulation for two dimensional forging 
problems.
6.4 M aterial D istribution
The material distribution of the workpiece varies during the forging process. In 
most cases, the initial shape of the workpiece needs to be a simple geometry, such 
as a rectangular or circular section for two dimensional plane strain applications. 
The reverse simulation should be able to find a deformation path, which always 
leads towards a simple distribution, from the finished product geometry to an 
initial billet. In order to satisfy this requirement, it is necessary to set a target
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(the same as previous 
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Complexity A Complexity B
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Figure 6.9: A reverse increm ent using the backwards tracing scheme with the 
control of boundary conditions.
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shape with a simple material distribution to determine the boundary conditions 
for the reverse simulation. A rectangular section is supposed to be the billet 
section, i.e. the target shape, in this research for two dimensional plane strain 
applications.
In statistics, the variance
(6-6)
describes a figure for the average variability of the scores, X , about the mean, 
m, expressed as squared deviations, where N  is the number of scores. Due to the 
fact that the workpiece is composed of many particles, the deformation means 
that the position of the particles is changed. From a statistical view of the 
deformation of the workpiece, X  is the position of the particle, m  is the centre of 
gravity, and N  is the number of particles. In order to evaluate the variance in a 
continuous domain, an integration form may be necessary. In this thesis, a similar 
concept based on the variance is proposed to evaluate the material distribution 
by calculating the second moment of area for plane strain cases .
Definition of the second moment of area
The second moment of area about the x-axis, Ix, and the y-axis, 7y, at the centre 
of the gravity (:rc, yc) are defined as
h  = J ( y ~  Vcf dA  (6.7)
I y = j  (x — x c)2dA (6.8)
where A  is the bounded area. The value Ix and Iy of a shape can be obtained by 
means of Gaussian quadrature from a finite element model.
By comparing equation 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8, it can be noted that using the second 
moment of area to evaluate the distribution of the deformation is similar to
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estimating the variance of the particle distribution. From a statistical point of 
view, the second moment of area about the x-axis, Ix, and the y-axis, Jy, measure 
how the material spreads over the orthogonal axes of the shape from its centroid. 
To satisfy the requirement of the “simplest” shape for the reverse simulation, 
it is necessary to reduce the variance of the particle distribution on the x-axis 
and y-axis at the same time during the simulation. Therefore, an appropriate 
combination of Ix and Iy could be used to search for the target shape, a rectangle, 
based on the consideration of the simple material distribution.
Rectangular Target Shape
The reverse simulation aims to an ideal rectangle with the second moment of 
area and JJ about the x-axis and y-axis, respectively. To ensure the minimum
difference of material spreading over both x-axis and y-axis between the ideal and
deforming shapes, requires minimising the value D
D  =  y / f t  -  - y 2 +  ( n  -  I y ) 2 (6-9)
For a rectangle, the value TJ/f is a function of area. That is
b*h* A 4
=  w  =  i s  ( u o )
I  =  —
12
r  =  —  
y 12
where h and 6 are the height and the width of a rectangle respectively, and A = bh 
is the area. This equation constructs all possible ideal rectangles for the target 
shape with the same area as the deforming workpiece. By using equation (6.9) 
and (6.10), an ideal target shape can be defined based on reducing the second 
moment of area to represent the material distribution. In Figure 6.10, the point
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Figure 6.10: Curve I* — /J  for rectangular shapes w ith the same area A.
P ( / x, I y) representing the m aterial d istribution of the deformed workpiece has 
the closest point Q on the I* — /J  curve, i.e. equation 6.9 has the m inim um  value. 
The target shape is then defined by the /£ and I* a t point Q.
Location  of T arget Shape and W orkpiece
To reduce the com plexity of the shape requires a m inim isation of the second 
m om ent of area. The m inim um  m om ent is at the centroid of the shape. There­
fore, the centroid can be used to locate the workpiece and the target shape for 
specifying the outside contact regions.
B oundary  C onditions and C om plexity
In section 6.3, new boundary conditions were determ ined by releasing a contact 
area which is furthest from the target shape (see Figure 6.7). For a finite element 
model, the contact area is released by detaching the node from the die surface. 
Thus, two boundary conditions are obtained and two reversed shapes are pre­
dicted. The selection of these two predicted shapes for next increm ent requires 
an evaluation of the complexity of the shape. The com plexity can be estim ated
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by the magnitude of the area outside the target shape as described in Figure 
6.8(b). The shape with small area outside the target shape is then selected for 
next reverse increment.
The proposed method based on the second moment of area is used to set the 
target shape for controlling the material distribution. The method minimises 
the moment about the x-axis and y-axis and thus reduces the complexity of the 
workpiece during the reverse simulation.
6.5 Summary of Reverse Simulation
The proposed preform design approach uses the reverse simulation to predict a re­
versed path of the deformation. This approach employs a concept of the material 
distribution to determine a target shape which is a simple geometry, a rectangle 
for plane strain applications in this thesis. According to the target shape, new 
boundary conditions for a backward increment can thus be determined. Since 
the time to release the contact area is unknown, the no-area-released condition is 
also taken into account. Thus, two deformed shapes are obtained in each reverse 
increment. An estimate of the complexity is then used to select the simpler of the 
two shapes. By repeating the above procedure until all nodes are separated from 
the dies, a reverse shape with a simple material distribution can be predicted. If 
a non-rectangular reversed shape, i.e. a preform requirement, is found after the 
simulation, then another backward simulation needs to be carried out. The tool 
profile of the secondary reverse simulation is determined by the reversed shape 
which is found in the previous simulation. The procedure is repeated until a 
simple geometry is obtained.
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The approach adopted for reverse simulation in preform design provides a con­
venient procedure for the control of the boundary conditions because using the 
distribution of material (the second moment of area for plane strain cases) as a 
control criterion depends only on the coordinates of the shape. The method looks 
for a reverse path which achieves the reduction of the complexity of the shape 
from the final product shape according to the selection of the material distribu­
tion close to a simple geometry at each increment. The approach finally finds an 
initial billet or, in cases in which preforming is required, a preform shape.
Chapter 7
Evaluation of Reverse Sim ulation  
for Preform Design
7.1 Introduction
Complete filling of die cavities is the main aim of the reverse simulation system, 
developed in this thesis. The system developed predicts preforms for plane strain 
forging processes. A comparison between predicted deformations and experimen­
tal results was therefore of major concern. Moreover, the forging load which 
provides a figure of the dissipation of energy was also investigated. The assess­
ment was carried out using three experiments including one practical experiment 
for the one-stage forging process and two numerical experiments for multi-stage 
forging processes.
In the one-stage forging experiment, a billet predicted by reverse simulation from 
a finished product was forged in a practical experiment. The predicted billet was 
also used to run the forward simulation with a commercial package, F0RGE2.
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These results were analysed in order to understand the difference between the real 
process and the simulations including reverse and forward cases. The analysis 
was also used to evaluate the possibility of using the commercial software as a 
virtual forging press for doing experiments of the multi-stage forging instead of 
using a real forging machine.
In the multi-stage forging experiment, reverse simulations were carried out to 
predict preforms until a simple geometry, a billet, had been found. The forg­
ing machine was replaced by the commercial package F0RGE2 to evaluate the 
preforms predicted by TEUBA.
7.2 M aterial M odel for Commercial Package —  
FORGE2
F0RGE2 is a commercial two-dimensional finite element package designed to 
simulate axisymmetric and plane strain forging processes. The package was de­
veloped by CEMEF (Centre de Mise en Forme des Materiaux) in France and is 
sold and supported by Transvalor S.A. [12]. F0RGE2 uses the finite element 
analysis to model the mechanics of metal flow as well as thermal effects. The 
package provides a pre-processor for constructing the workpiece geometry and 
the die geometry, defining the process conditions, and outputting this informa­
tion in the format required by the solver. A post-processor is supplied to visualise 
and analyse the result of the simulation. F0RGE2 also incorporates automatic 
re-meshing which avoids excessive element distortion when analysing large defor­
mations.
The description of the material behaviour in F0RGE2 is based on the Norton-
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Hoff law as follows,
Sij  =  2K(V3i)'>-1t ,1 (7.1)
where K  is called “consistency”, q is the sensitivity to the strain rate and e is
the effective strain rate. The consistency K  depends on the thermo-mechanical
conditions which are of various types. For example, the consistency can be de­
fined by the strain-hardening power law combined with Arrhenius law for the 
tem perature T  as in the following formula:
K(T,Z) = K 0(e + e0)ne$ (7.2)
This formula requires the definition of the constant term K q, the sensitivity to 
strain hardening n and the temperature term /?. The effective strain e may tend 
to zero in the first increment of the calculation or in the non-deformed regions. 
This situation results in both the consistency K  and the deviatoric stress sfj 
tending to zero. The strain-hardening regulation to is therefore used to avoid 
this numerical problem when e tends to zero. The strain hardening regulation 
is chosen for numerical reasons only, and does not reflect the actual behaviour. 
The default value for eo is 1 x 10-4 in F0RGE2.
A material obeying the von Mises criterion is described as in the following form:
ay =  -  (7.3)
or expressed in terms of the effective strain rate e as
r°f <7-4>
The relation between the yield stress, ao, and the consistency, i f ,  is then given
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by
Therefore, q — 0 can be considered as a limiting case of Norton-Hoff law for a 
material obeying the von Mises criterion with a yield stress <To =  y/3K.
In this thesis, an aluminium alloy BS6063F is selected for the experiments and 
simulations. The flow stress can be described by the strain-hardening law with 
the material strength C  and the strain hardening n as
a  =  c r  (7.6)
For simulations with isothermal conditions, the f$ is set to zero. The consistency 
K  is therefore expressed as
K  = K 0(e +  £„)" =  ^= (e  +  e0)n (7.7)
F0RGE2 also models friction on the contact interface between the workpiece 
and die surfaces. The Tresca friction law, as described in Chapter 3 (Equation 
3.37) and also used in the modelling of the reverse simulation, is selected for the 
forward simulations of F0RGE2 to reflect the friction effects in forging process.
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7.3 Case Study 1: One-cavity Forging
7.3.1 Introduction
A desired forging product with simple geometry could be made by one-stage 
forging with appropriate process conditions if the size of the billet is carefully 
selected or properly increased. It is also sometimes possible to forge products with 
complex geometry in one stage by increasing the volume of the billet without the 
consideration of the wastage of the material and the energy, the maximum forging 
load and the quality. This case study concentrates on predicting the billet for a 
one-stage forging and understanding differences between the theoretical reverse 
and forward simulations and the practical work. The experiment may be regarded 
as a forging produced with a minimal flash by determining a suitable billet size to 
forge the product although in practice flash may be required to permit variations 
in billet volume.
A rigid-perfectly plastic model with a constant flow stress is valid for hot forging. 
Due to the complexity of controlling the temperature, the experiments were per­
formed using a soft material, aluminium alloy BS 6063F, at room temperature. 
The simple compression test was used to obtain the flow stress for the rigid- 
perfectly plastic and the strain-hardening model. Moreover, ring compression 
tests were also carried out to determine the friction factor.
According to the designed profiles of both product and tools, the finite element 
mesh models were constructed using the geometric modeller, CADfix [112], and 
were exported into TEUBA to run the reverse simulation for predicting a billet 
with a rectangular section. The section was then used to do the practical exper­
iment. A numerical forward simulation using a commercial software F0RGE2
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was also performed for this case. Finally, the results of the simulations were 
compared with the experiments in terms of deformation trend and forging load.
7.3.2 Forging Press and D ata Acquisition System
A CNC hydraulic forging press and a data acquisition system were used for the 
experiments. The press is capable of a forging force of 100 tonnes and a constant 
ram speed of 21 mm per second [119]. A load cell was fixed between the ram 
and the top die, and connected to a computer with an interface to record the 
forging load. The displacement of the top die was measured by a displacement 
transducer during the process. The main components of the forging press and 
the recording device are illustrated in Figure 7.1. Figure 7.2 shows the hydraulic 
forging press and the computer which were used to carry out the experiments in 
this research work.
7.3.3 Flow Stress —  Simple Compression Test
Simple compression tests were carried out to determine flow stress under a con­
stant tool velocity of 21 mm per second at temperature around 17 °C for alu­
minium alloy BS 6063F. The specimens were made with a diameter to height 
ratio of 1.5 according to the recommendation of ASTM [120]. A typical specimen 
is shown in Figure 7.3(a). To reduce the barrelling effect of the specimen profile 
caused by friction, a bearing grease lubricant, ROCOL MTS 1000 [121], was ap­
plied on the contact surface. The experimental results in Figure 7.3(c) show that 
the barrelling effect was not significant up to a true strain of 1.26.
Neglecting friction, the true compressive stress a required to producing yielding








Figure 7.1: Main components of forging press and recording device.
Figure 7.2: Hydraulic forging press and com puter for recording data, 
during the  compression tests is
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where Fc is the uniaxial compressive force, A  is the area of cylinder section, D  is 
the diameter of the cylinder. According to the law of constancy of volume,
D20h0 =  D 2h (7.9)
where Do and ho are the initial diameter and height of the cylinder respectively. 
The compressive stress is
4Fch
* tD lho  ( ' *
The experimental data of flow stress against the true strain is plotted in Figure 
7.4, in which the true strain e is given by
t  — In^  (7-11)
h
To model the flow stress curve, a data analysis package SPSS [122] was employed. 
For the rigid-perfectly plastic material model, the yield stress was Y  =  176.92 
MPa, and the strain-hardening model was a  =  194.33c0,183 MPa. The results are 
shown in Figure 7.4, and were used to run the reverse and forward simulations.
7.3.4 Friction Factor —  Ring Compression Test
The ring compression test, developed by Male and Cockcroft [117], is probably the 
most commonly used method for determining friction factors in metal forming. 
The test involves the compression of a hollow ring, and the determination of the 
variation of the internal diameter with the height reduction. The method involves 
measuring the variation of diameter with height which depends on the friction 
between the ring and the die surface, and provides a sensitive response to friction 
effects [118]. When using the ring compression test to determine the friction
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factor for a particu lar set of experim ental data, a set of calibration curves are 
required. T he curves determ ined by Hawkyard and Johnson [118] assume th a t 
the m aterial follows a rigid-perfectly plastic model w ithout barrelling so th a t the 
deform ation is com pletely homogeneous w ith uniform states of stress and strain. 
These curves are used in th is thesis as the calibration curves for the alum inium  
specimens.
(a) Specimen size (b) True strain (c) True strain 
= 025x37.5 mm. = 0.38  =1 .26
Figure 7.3: Specimen and experim ental results from the  simple compression test.
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o Experimental data
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Figure 7.4: E xperim ental d a ta  and predicted flow stress curves for alum inium  
alloy BS 6063F.
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The ring specimens were made of alum inium  alloy BS6063F in ratio 6:3:2 of 
outer d iam eter, internal diam eter and thickness respectively. Three tests with 
five increm ental steps for each condition, dry or w ithout lubrication, were carried 
out up to about 50 per cent of reduction in height at room tem peratu re  (The 
actual tem perature was around 15 °C). In the cases w ith lubrication, applied 
lubricant is graphite-based bearing grease m ade by ROCOL com pany [121].
Figure 7.5 shows the original specimen and the deformed rings. Friction factors 
are then  obtained by the interpolation of the recorded d a ta  into the calibration 
curves shown in Figure 7.6. The factor is determ ined as 0.725 for the  case w ithout 
lubrication, and 0.085 for the case of applied lubricant.
(a) Specimen (b) 53 % reduction (c) 50 % reduction
Size (ID:OD:H) with lubrication. without lubrication.
= 12.5: 25: 8.33 mm.
Figure 7.5: Specimen and experim ental results from the ring compression test.
7.3 .5  F inished P roduct and Tools
The finished product shown in Figure 7.7 was designed for bo th  experim ents and 
sim ulations. The designed radii, draft angles and fillets were determ ined by the 
available sizes and shapes of milling cutters in order to  easily m achine the profiles 
of tools. The selected m aterial for the product was alum inium  alloy BS 6063F. 
According to the profile of the finished product, tools for the  experim ent were 
designed as shown in Figure 7.8. The dimensions of dies are given in Figures
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Figure 7.6: M easured friction factors and theoretical curves after Hawkyard and 
Johnson [118]
A .l, A .2 and A .3 in appendix. The flash land and the  gu tte r were trea ted  as a 
straight line for both  bottom  and top die in view of reducing the cost of machining. 
The die m aterial was AISI H13 Steel, a  5% chrom ium  ultrah igh-strength  steel 
[123]. The dies were also heat trea ted  and ground to provide appropria te m aterial 
properties and surface finish.




Figure 7.7: Finished product for the one-stage forging experim ent.
Figure 7.8: Forging dies for experim ents.
7.3 .6  M ateria l M odels and P rocess C ond itions for Sim u­
lations
M aterial models and process conditions for both reverse and forward simulations 
are sum m arised in Table 7.1. For the reverse sim ulation using TEU BA , the  mag­
nitude of the die velocity does not affect the  upper bound solution of forging load. 
The die velocity was set as a constant value of 1 m m  per second. In the forward 
sim ulation using FO RG E2, a die velocity of 21 m m  per second corresponding to 
the  ram  speed of the press was used.
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Table 7.1: M aterial models and process conditions for the reverse and forward 
sim ulations of Case Study 1
Simulation Workpiece Flow stress Tresca friction Die velocity
type m aterial (M Pa) factor (m m /sec)






7 .3 .7  D eform ation  Trend
T he reverse sim ulation s ta rts  from the finished shape as shown in 7.10(a). As the 
top die moves upwards, the  m aterial gradually flows into the ta rge t shape which 
is determ ined by the m aterial d istribution m easured by the second m om ent of 
area. During the reverse deform ation, the target shape varied according to  the 
reversed shape. The com plexity of the workpiece shown in Figure 7.9 is being 
reduced, i.e. the  reversed shape progresses towards a simple geometry. Finally, 
the sim ulation predicted a shape close to  a rectangle as shown in Figure 7.10(f). 
This was then regarded as the billet for this one-stage forging. The size of the 
predicted billet was 10.66 m m  by 11.69 mm.
The predicted billet in Figure 7.10(f) was used to run a forward sim ulation by 
using commercial package FORGE2. The trend of the deform ation as shown 
in Figure 7.11 is generally sim ilar to th a t predicted by the reverse sim ulation. 
Nevertheless, there are two features of Figure 7.11(f) th a t are different from 
Figure 7.10(a): (1) a small unfilled area occurred in the cavity; (2) a different 
flash shape formed in the  lower right corner.
Figure 7.12 shows experim ental results from the billet to the finished shape. In 
com parison w ith the  experim ental results shown in Figures 7.13, 7.14 and 7.15, 
the predicted profiles from the forward sim ulation are generally similar. For those
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predicted by th e  reverse sim ulation, the deform ation located in the bottom -right 
areas is different from the  experim ental results. T he predicted velocity field, 
which represents the m inim um  energy dissipation for the  deform ation, was based 
on the rigid-perfectly plastic model. This approxim ation of no strain  hardening 
would be expected to have m ost effect where strain  is high such as the bottom  
right-hand region in Figure 7.13. By comparing w ith reverse sim ulation, the 
profile predicted by the forward sim ulation using the strain-hardening model is 
closer to the experim ental results, especially in Figures 7.14 and 7.15 in which 
strain  variation is higher in the bottom -right corner. Moreover, different surface 
finish may exist in the different dies between the ring compression test and this 
experim ent. T he m easured friction factor may be slightly lower than  th a t of this 
experim ent because sim ulations predicted more deform ation in the  bottom -right 
location. Furtherm ore, the  forward simulation using six-noded triangle elements 
m ay predict a m ore flexible profile than  th a t predicted by reverse sim ulation using 
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Figure 7.9: Com plexity of workpiece during the reverse sim ulation of Case Study 
1.
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element type is in section 7.3.10.
7.3.8 Velocity Field
The velocity field is able to show whether material flows are in balance which is 
important for reducing forging load and producing good quality forgings. The 
velocity field also provides the information about where the material flow, in 
contact with die surfaces, is at a high speed, and hence indicates areas in which 
potentially high die wear could occur.
The velocity field, Figure 7.16, predicted by the the reverse simulation, shows that 
material flows reversing from the bottom right corner are faster than those from 
the top cavity. The die wear on the surface of the top die may be more serious 
than that of the bottom die because of a higher velocity field on the contact 
surface. Moreover, Figure 7.16(f) corresponding to an early stage of deformation 
has a small velocity at the bottom left corner, indicating that a dead zone could 
exist during the early stage of deformation. These results are generally in accord 
with those predicted by the forward simulation as shown in Figure 7.17 although 
the scale of velocity is different. The predicted velocity fields in both reverse and 
forward simulations are also similar to those of the experimental results which 
can be seen from macrostructure photographs shown in Figures 7.13, 7.14 and 
7.15 although the reverse simulation predicts different velocity distributions with 
a higher value in the bottom-right areas.
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7.3.9 Forging Load
Forging loads predicted by simulations and acquired from experiments are rep­
resented by the corresponding flash height as shown in Figure 7.18. The exper­
imental curve was obtained from three incremental forging processes because of 
the need to apply lubricant.
The experimental error on the displacement measurement could be caused by the 
elasticity of the press. By measuring near the centre of the press bed and the 
position of the height gauge, the displacement difference at the load of 37 tonnes, 
which is about 10 tonnes higher than the maximum load in this experiment, 
was recorded at 0.145 mm. The maximum error of the height gauge was in a 
range of 0.147 mm according to the variation of the recorded data. Therefore, 
the experimental error caused by the elastic displacement of the press and the 
variation of the height gauge is 0.292 mm. The effect of this error may affect the 
measurement of flash height, and thus the recorded load curve. The curve shifted 
by this error is shown in Figure 7.19.
The maximum response error of the load cell was estimated as 1.528 tonnes after 
repeating the calibration procedure. This value corresponding to this plane strain 
experiment was 0.299 kN/mm which was divided by the length of the specimen 
of 50 mm. In comparison with the maximum recorded forging load, the error is 
about 6 per cent.
The forging load increases as the flash height decreases. This phenomenon results 
from the increase of the required energy for deformation which can also be ex­
plained by Figures 7.16 and 7.17 in which the velocity of material flows is higher 
at the end of the process. The forging load predicted by the reverse simulation is 
higher than that predicted by the forward simulation and the experiments. This
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can be expected when using the upper bound theory. Furtherm ore, the forward 
sim ulation also predicts higher forging loads except at the early stage of deforma­
tion. The difference in forging loads between the sim ulations and the experim ents 
could result from the approxim ate modelling of forging process, especially from 
th e  modelling of plastic deform ation since the friction effect is small in this case. 
T he la tte r is illustrated in Figure 7.20 which shows th a t m ost of the forging load 
is caused by plastic deform ation and not by friction.
7.3 .10  D iscussion  o f Effect o f  M esh  D en sity  and E lem ent 
T yp e
T he effect of mesh density and elem ent type was investigated in term s of different 
construction of meshes executed in reverse and forward sim ulations. The num ber 
of elem ents and nodes, and the com putational tim e which is discussed in the next 
section, are listed in Table 7.2.







N um ber of 
nodes
N um ber of 
elem ents
CPU tim e 
(seconds)
Reverse three-noded 1R1 310 539 551
triangle lR 2 f 464 826 1434
1R3 751 1396 5696
Forward six-noded 1F1 285 122 3208
triangle lF 2 f 351 154 9212
1F3 967 444 25067
fThe cases were compared with the practical experiments.
In reverse sim ulation using three-noded elements, the deform ation trend  shown in 
Figure 7.21 is similar in the three cases using different mesh densities. However, 
some local regions in the final results, Figures 7.21(c), (f) and (i) are slightly 
different. By increasing the num ber of elem ents, more m aterial rem ained in the
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bottom-right corner and the top cavity of the predicted preforms. A further 
investigation for complete die fill was carried out using a forward simulation 
which started from the predicted preform of Figure 7.21 (i). The simulation result, 
Figure 7.22, shows that a complete die fill can be achieved. Potential folds may 
exist in two regions with concave curves. This could be caused by the jagged 
boundaries in the predicted preform. However, the shape of flash was close to a 
straight line which was demanded in the original design of the final product shape. 
This result shows that reverse simulation has the potential in industrial preform 
design to achieve a complete die fill. The boundary of the workpiece predicted by 
the forward simulation using six-noded elements is smoother and more flexible, 
as shown in Figure 7.23. Moreover, the difference of deformation trend between 
cases is very small. Therefore, the effect of mesh density on deformation in the 
forward simulation is smaller than that in reverse simulation.
The velocity fields, shown in Figure 7.24 predicted by reverse simulation, are 
generally similar in the early reverse stage. As the flash gap increases, the mesh 
density has more influence on the predicted velocity fields, especially in Figure 
7.24(c) which used coarser meshes. However, the effect of mesh density on the 
velocity fields has less influence on the forward simulations shown in Figure 7.25. 
The same situation was also reflected on the forging load that the results predicted 
by the six-noded element model, shown in Figure 7.27, were not affected by the 
mesh density and was better than those predicted by the three-noded element 
model, shown in Figure 7.26.
In terms of the comparison of the deformation trends, the velocity fields and the 
forging loads calculated by using different mesh densities, it can be concluded 
that the six-noded triangle element may provide a better prediction than the 
three-noded triangle element. However, the simulation using six-noded elements 
may require more computational time which is discussed in the next section.
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7.3.11 Com putational Time
The type of elements and the number of nodes and elements are different be­
tween the reverse simulations and the forward simulations. This causes difficul­
ties in comparing the central processing unit (CPU) time to run the simulations. 
Other factors, such as the re-meshing procedure, will also affect the computa­
tional speed. Therefore, this section provides an approximation of CPU time in 
both reverse and forward simulations. The re-meshing procedure in the reverse 
simulation was carried out using a geometric modeller, CADfix [112], and the time 
for performing the procedure was not taken into account. Table 7.2 shows that 
the reverse simulation is faster than the forward simulation. One of the reasons 
could be the fact that the numerical integration is not needed by the three-noded 
element formulation used in the reverse simulation while the integration proce­
dure is performed in each iterative calculation of the forward simulation using 
six-noded elements. Moreover, the reverse simulation directly predicts a preform, 
a billet in this one-stage forging case, that might otherwise need to be obtained 
by multiple trial-and-error runs using the forward simulation. This could be a 
significant gain of reducing lead-time by using the proposed method, i.e. the 
reverse simulation approach, for preform design in the forging industry.
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Target shape
(a) h = 3.00 (b) h = 4.00
• \
u
(d) h = 6.00
Predicted billet.
Size (width x height) 
= 10.66 x 11.69 mm.
(e) h = 8.00 (f) h = 9.20
Figure 7.10: Reverse simulation and target shapes of Case Study 1.
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(c) h = 6.39 (d) h = 5.05
m m  s e a m . m m \m w
(e) h = 4.12 (f) h = 3.00
Figure 7.11: Forward simulation of Case Study 1.
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(a) h= 11.69 (b) h= 6.87 (c) h= 4.60 (d) h= 3.05 
Billet size(w x h) = 10.66 x 11.69 mm.
Figure 7.12: Experim ental results of Case Study 1.
Macrostructure, h = 6.87 
—  Reverse simulation, h = 6.80 
 Forward simulation, h = 6.50
0 1 mm
Figure 7.13: M acrostructure and predicted profiles from the reverse and forward 
sim ulations of Case Study 1 —  (I).
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Macrostructure, h = 4.60
Reverse simulation, h = 4.60 
  Forward simulation, h = 4.50
0 1 mm
Figure 7.14: M acrostructure and predicted profiles from the reverse and forward 
sim ulations of Case Study 1 — (II).
Macrostructure, h = 3.05 
—  Reverse simulation, h = 3.00 
  Forward simulation, h = 3.00
0 1 mm
Figure 7.15: M acrostructure and predicted profiles from the reverse and forward 
sim ulations of Case Study 1 — (HI).
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: Vo
(b) h = 4.00(a) h = 3.00
1 mm/sec : —
(d) h = 6.00(c) h = 5.00
(f) h = 9.20(e) h = 8.00
Figure 7.16: Velocity fields in the reverse simulation of Case Study 1.
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24 mm/sec :
(a) h=  10.51 
23 mm/sec :
v^vvvvvvvvvvvvvv^w
(c) h = 6.39 
25 mm/sec
b m v v m m v T
(d) h = 5.05 
25 mm/sec
km m m m
55 mm/sec :
(e) h = 4.12 
32 mm/sec
ure 7.17: Velocity fields in the forward simulation of Case Study 1.
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  Reverse simulation
—  Forward simulation 
— Experiment
~o . co 4
O)
c0)3
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Flash height h (mm)
Figure 7.18: Load comparison between the sim ulations and experim ent for Case 
Study 1.
  Recorded cun/e
Flash height shifted by +0.292mm 
 Flash height shifted by -0.292mm
2 3 8 9 10 11 124 5 6 7
Flash height h (mm)
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8
  Total forging load
Load caused by plastic deformation 







2 123 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Flash height h (mm)
Figure 7.20: Load predictions for the reverse sim ulation of Case Study 1.
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Predicted billet.
Size (width x height) 
= 10.94x 11.35 mm.
Target shape
C a s e  1R1 (a)h = 3.00 (b)h = 5.00 (c)h = 8.60
C a s e  1R2 (d) h = 3.00 (e) h = 5.00 (f)h  = 9.20
Figure 7.21: Reverse simulations and target shapes resulting from different mesh
densities in Case Study 1.
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(e) h = 3.67 (f) h = 3.00
Figure 7.22: Forward simulation using the predicted preform for Case Study 1.
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Case 1F1 (a) h=  10.51 (c) h = 3.00
Case 1F2 (d) h = 10.51 (e) h = 5.05 (f) h = 3.00
Case 1F3 (g) h = 10.51 (h) h = 4.98 (i) h = 3.00
Figure 7.23: Forward simulations resulting from different mesh densities in Case
Study 1.
(b) h = 5.21
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(c) h = 8.60Case 1 R 1  (a) h = 3.00
1 mm/sec : —
(b) h = 5.00
(f) h = 9.20Case 1 R 2  (d) h = 3.00
1 mm/sec : —
(e) h = 5.00
Case 1 R 3  (g) h = 3.00
1 mm/sec : —
(i) h = 9.00(h) h = 5.00
Figure 7.24: Velocity fields resulting from different mesh densities in the reverse 
sim ulation of Case Study 1.
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(c) h = 3.00 
59 mm/sec
mmmv'
Case 1 F 1  (a) h=  10.51 
x^ v 25 mm/sec
(b) h = 5.21 
26 mm/sec
(f) h = 3.00 
55 mm/sec
Case 1 F 2  (d )h=  10.51 
imss- 25 mm/sec
(e) h = 5.05 
25 mm/sec
(h) h = 4.98 
—  25 mm/sec : -------
(i) h = 3.00 
61 mm/sec
Case 1 F 3  (g) h = 10.51 
25 mm/sec
Figure 7.25: Velocity fields resulting from different mesh density in the forward
simulation of Case Study 1.
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Case 1R1: 539 elements
 Case 1R2: 826 elements





Flash height h (mm)
Figure 7.26: Reverse sim ulation load comparison between different num ber of 
elem ents for Case Study 1.
Case 1F1:122 elements
 Case 1F2: 154 elements
  Case 1F3: 444 elements
Note: The curves are very close.
CO 4
Flash height h (mm)
Figure 7.27: Forward sim ulation load comparison between different num ber of 
elem ents for Case Study 1.
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7.4 Case Study 2: Tw o-cavity Forging
7.4.1 Finished Product Dimensions and Data for Simula­
tions
The second case study considers the two-cavity forging shown in Figure 7.28. 
N umerical experim ents of reverse and forward sim ulations were carried out to 
evaluate the proposed preform design approach. The m aterial models, alum inium  
alloy BS 6063F, were the same as th a t used in Case Study 1. Table 7.3 provides 
the details of m aterial models and process conditions for both  reverse and for­
ward simulations. Dies were assumed to be rigid in both  reverse and forward 
simulations.
Table 7.3: M aterial models and process conditions for th e  reverse and forward 
sim ulations of Case Study 2
Sim ulation Workpiece Flow stress Tresca friction Die velocity
type m aterial (M Pa) factor (m m /sec)







The m aterial gradually flows into the target shape from the finished shape, Figure 
7.30(a), until the bottom  die nearly separates from the workpiece to  a preform, 
Figure 7.30(c). After the reverse sim ulation finished in the first stage, the second






2.65 9.02 10.99 9.02 2.65
(3 4 .34 )
Figure 7.28: Dimensions of Case Study 2.
reverse sim ulation was needed because the predicted shape was still complex. 
The adjustm ent for the jagged boundary was carried out m anually using CAD 
software, AutoCAD [124], to keep the same area as the finished product. The 
sm oothed preform, Figure 7.30(d), was then used to  design a new set of dies for 
the second stage reverse simulation shown in Figure 7.31. Finally, the simulation 
predicted a simple shape close to a rectangle regarded as the billet when the top 
die nearly separated from the workpiece. Figure 7.29 shows th a t the complexity 
of the  workpiece decreased in reverse simulations, and thus also provides the 
evidence th a t m aterial flows progressively into the target shape. There is a kink 
in the first stage a t the flash height of 4 mm. The kink could be caused by the 
re-meshing process which may slightly change the profile of the  workpiece.
In both  first and second stage reverse simulations, the predicted  shapes have 
jagged boundaries. It seems difficult to use the finite elem ent procedure for 
producing deformed shapes with smooth boundaries. One of the  reasons could 
be th a t the  3-noded element form ulation for the rigid-perfectly plastic m aterial 
makes the deform ation “rigid” , not very flexible. This problem  may be solved
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0.35
 First stage reverse simulation
  Second stage reverse simulation
0.25
CD Outside area 
^ T arget shape
p  0.15
E 0.05
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Top die position h (mm)
Figure 7.29: Complexity of workpiece during the reverse sim ulation of Case Study
by using non-linear elements sim ilar to  those used in the commercial package 
FORGE2.
The first stage forward sim ulation s ta rted  from the predicted billet, Figure 7.32(a), 
to  a preform, Figure 7.32(d), which was then taken to run the second stage sim­
ulation. Figure 7.32(d) shows th a t there is an unfilled area in the  top cavity at 
the end of the preforming stage. The flash also forms in the gap between dies. 
A lthough the preform is different from Figure 7.31(a) predicted by the reverse 
sim ulation, a  com plete die filling product has been predicted as shown in Figure 
7.33(d). From Figures 7.33(b) and (c), it can be seen th a t there is a potential 
risk to form a fold near the flash in the  second stage . This could be caused by 
the excess flash in the preform, and m ay be avoided by increasing the height of 
the billet.
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7.4.3 Velocity Field
The velocity field predicted by the first stage reverse simulation shows that the 
speed of the material flow in the top cavity is relatively high at the end of the 
process (Figure 7.34(a)). However, in the rest of the reverse increments, the 
velocity in the same area is relatively small (Figures 7.34(b), (c) and (d)). This 
result may explain a rapid increase of forging load in Figure 7.38 because a higher 
velocity field requires more plastic deformation power at the end of the process. 
A similar phenomenon also exists in the second stage reverse simulation as shown 
in Figures 7.35 and 7.39.
In the early deformation of the preforming stage, velocity fields shown in Figure 
7.35, predicted by the reverse simulation, are slightly different from those shown 
in Figure 7.36, predicted by the forward simulation. This could be caused by 
different contact conditions. As the top die approaches the finish position, flow 
patterns are similar in both simulations (see Figures 7.35(a) and 7.36(d)). In the 
final stage, velocity fields in the reverse simulation (Figure 7.34) are generally in 
accord with those in the forward simulation (Figure 7.37), although the reverse 
simulation predicts a smaller value in the top cavity in comparison with the same 
deforming region in the forward simulation.
The contact conditions and the velocity at the interface between the workpiece 
and the die are used to determine the boundary conditions for predicting the 
velocity field of the deforming workpiece which represents the minimum energy 
dissipation required for the forging process. The energy dissipation may be ex­
pressed in terms of force, i.e. forging load, according to the known velocity of the 
die. A higher value of the velocity field represents a higher energy dissipation, 
and therefore a higher forging load is required.
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7.4.4 Forging Load
Forging loads predicted by the reverse simulations are generally higher than those 
predicted by the forward simulations according to the results shown in Figures 
7.38 and 7.39. In comparison with the maximum forging load, the reverse simu­
lations clearly predict higher values in both stages, especially in the preforming 
stage, Figure 7.39. An unfilled area in the top cavity shown in Figure 7.32(d) 
could be the reason for the significant difference of the maximum load. Further­
more, in Figure 7.38, a kink of forging load at the flash height of around 5.5 mm 
may be caused by the situation that the flash of the preform contacts the top die 
in a small area at the early stage of the deformation as shown in Figure 7.33(a).
Forging loads resulting from plastic deformation and friction in reverse simula­
tions are presented in Figures 7.40 and 7.41. As the top die moves upwards, 
the contact area between dies and the workpiece decreases, during the reverse 
simulation. Friction effects and forging load resulting from friction thus gradu­
ally reduce as the flash height increases as shown in Figure 7.40. However, in 
the second stage reverse simulation, friction does not make a significant effect on 
forging load as shown in Figure 7.41 although the contact area is also large in 
early deformation. This result may be due to the magnitude of the tangential 
velocity along the die surface being small in most of the deformation in the pre­
forming process, especially at the bottom-right corner as shown in Figures 7.35 
and 7.36.
7.4.5 Possibility o f Using One-stage Forging
To investigate the possibility of using one-stage forging process to produce the 
desired product in Case Study 2, three different billets were simulated by the
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commercial package FORGE2. The sizes of the billets and the results of the 
sim ulations are shown in Table 7.4 and Figure 7.42, respectively. It can be seen 
th a t Case 2A in Figure 7.42 is not com pletely filled. Case 2B and Case 2C 
however fulfil the requirem ent of the com plete die filling as shown in Figures 
7.42(f) and (i). Figure 7.43 shows th a t the m axim um  forging load is close to 20 
(kN /m m ) in both Case 2B and Case 2C. The unit of forging load is force per 
length because of the condition of plane strain. The to ta l dissipation energy of 
Case 2B is 43.82 (J /m m ) and lower than  52.77 (J /m m ) of Case 2C. Case 2B with 
com plete filling and a lower to tal energy dissipation was therefore com pared with 
the two-stage forging process predicted by the reverse sim ulation. Figure 7.44 
shows th a t the m axim um  forging load is close to 20 (kN /m m ) in both cases. The 
to tal dissipation energy of the two-stage process 47.89 (J /m m ) is however slightly 
higher than  th a t of the one-stage forging 43.82 (J /m m ). This could be due to the 
fact th a t the flash formed in Figure 7.32(d) increases th e  required forging load.
From the results of this case study, the reverse sim ulation could predict preforms 
which m ight not be required. This issue which involves the  reversibility of m etal 
flow, the numerical issues on element type and the releasing node strategy, may 
need further study and investigation by means of experim ents.
Table 7.4: Variation of billet sizes for one-stage forging in Case Study 2
Test Billet size Results Com plete die filling
(w idth x height) Figure 7.42
Case 2A 12.00 x 15.27 (a)-(c) NO
Case 2B 10.00 x 18.32 (d)-(f) YES
Case 2C 8.00 x 22.90 (g)-(i) YES
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Target shape
(a) h = 2.00
(c) h = 5.48 (d) Modified preform
Figure 7.30: F irst stage reverse sim ulation of Case Study 2.
(b) h = 4.00
Target shape
(a) h = 2.00
(c) h = 5.00 
Figure 7.31: Second stage
Predicted billet.
Size(width x height) 
13.15 x 14.06 mm.
(d) h = 7.15
reverse simulation of Case Study 2.
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(a) h = 9.78 (b) h = 4.88
(c) h = 3.76 
Figure 7.32: F irst stage forward
(a) h = 7.45
(d) h = 2.00 
sim ulation of Case Study
(b) h = 5.05
2 .
(c) h = 3.45 (d) h = 2.00
Figure 7.33: Second stage forward simulation of Case Study 2.
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y.s.
(a) h = 2.20 (b) h = 4.00
1 mm/sec : —
o.v
(c) h = 5.00 (d) h = 5.48
Figure 7.34: Velocity fields in the first stage reverse sim ulation of Case Study 2.
(b) h = 4.00(a) h = 2.20 
1 mm/sec :
(c) h = 5.00 (d) h = 7.15
Figure 7.35: Velocity fields in the second stage reverse simulation of Case Study
2.
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(a) h = 9.78 
23 mm/sec
(b) h = 4.88 
21 mm/sec
(c) h = 3.76 
21 mm/sec
(d) h = 2.00 
50 mm/sec
Figure 7.36: Velocity fields in the first stage forward sim ulation of Case Study 2.
(a) h = 7.45
21 mm/sec
(b) h = 5.05 
28 mm/sec
(c) h = 3.45 
29 mm/sec : 56 mm/sec :
Figure 7.37: Velocity fields in the second stage forward simulation of Case Study
2.
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Flash height h (mm)
Figure 7.38: Forward and reverse load predictions for the first stage of Case Study 
2 .
35





Flash height h (mm)
Figure 7.39: Forward and reverse load predictions for the second stage of Case
Study 2.









  Total forging load
Load caused by plastic deformation 
 Load resulting from friction_______
t _
~ l  -  :--------   I -
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Flash height h (mm)
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Figure 7.40: Load predictions for the first stage reverse sim ulation of Case Study 
2 .
35
  Total forging load
Load caused by plastic deformation 




9 101 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Flash height h (mm)
Figure 7.41: Load predictions for the second stage reverse simulation of Case
Study 2.
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Case 2A (a) h=  11.27 (b)h = 7.19
Billet size (width x height)
= 12.00 x 15.27 mm
(c) h = 2.00
Case 2 B  (d) h = 14.32 (e) h = 7.28
Billet size (width x height)
= 10.00 x 18.32 mm
(f) h = 2.00
Case 2C (g )h=  18.90 (h)h = 7.46
Billet size (width x height)
= 8.00 x 22.90 mm
(i) h = 2.00
Figure 7.42: Forward simulations by using one-stage forging with different billet
sizes for Case Study 2.
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35
-  -  Case 2A (12.00x15.27 mm)
  Case 2B (10.00 x 18.32 mm)
Case 2C ( 8.00 x 22.90 mm)
Note:
Total energy dissipation (J/mm) 
Case 2A: 39.42 
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Height of centre position H (mm)
Figure 7.43: Forward load predictions for the one-stage forging sim ulation using 














—  Preform stage of two-stage forging
 Final stage of two-stage forging
  One-stage forging (Case 2B)
Max. load 
^  Two-stage forging
One-stage forging
Note:
Total energy dissipation (J/mm) 
Two-stage forging: 47.89 
One-stage forging: 43.82
8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Height of centre position H (mm)
Figure 7.44: Load predictions for the one-stage and two-stage forward simulations
of Case Study 2.
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7.5 Case Study 3: T hree-cavity Forging
7.5.1 F in ished  P rod uct D im ensions and D a ta  for Sim ula­
tion s
T he th ird  case study is a three-cavity forging shown in Figure 7.45. The m aterial 
models and the process conditions for this case study shown in Table 7.5 were 
the same as those used in Case Study 2. The m aterial of the dies was assumed 
to be rigid in both reverse and forward simulations.
Table 7.5: M aterial models and process conditions for the  reverse and forward 
sim ulations of Case Study 3
Simulation Workpiece Flow stress Tresca friction Die velocity
type m aterial (M Pa) factor (m m /sec)






7.5 .2  D eform ation  Trend
The reverse sim ulation started  from the finished shape shown in Figure 7.47(a) 
until the bottom  die nearly separated from the workpiece. T he predicted shape 
Figure 7.47(c) was still complex and a further reverse sim ulation was therefore 
needed. A sm oothed preform shown in Figure 7.47(d) was determ ined m anually 
using AutoCAD, and was used to design a new set of die profiles for the second 
stage reverse sim ulation shown in Figure 7.48. The predicted preform  was still
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Figure 7.45: Dimensions of Case Study 3.
complex after two reverse simulations and a sim ilar procedure including sm ooth­
ing boundaries and determ ining new dies was carried out for the th ird  stage of the 
reverse sim ulation. The predicted deform ation is shown in Figure 7.49. Finally 
the  reverse sim ulation predicted a simple shape close to a rectangle regarded as 
the billet when the top die nearly separated from the workpiece.
Figures 7.47, 7.48 and 7.49 show th a t the m aterial flows gradually towards the 
target shape as the dies move backwards in the reverse sim ulations. This move­
m ent can also be verified in term s of the decreasing com plexity of the shape, 
shown in Figure 7.46. However, the predicted deform ation has concave profiles 
on free surface instead of convex profiles which are expected in practical forg­
ing processes. The forging process might not be traced in reverse although the 
backwards tracing scheme has been used in the modelling. The issue of the re­
versibility should be investigated in future studies, especially for more complex 
cases. As in Case Study 2, smooth boundaries of the workpiece are difficult to 
predict. A higher order interpolation of the velocity field, such as using 6-noded 
elem ents, may predict smoother boundaries of the workpiece.
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0.3
  Reverse stage 1
 Reverse stage 2
Reverse stage 3
0.25
O u t s i d e  a r e a
T a r g e t  s h a p e
td 0.15
9-0.05
Flash height h (mm)
Figure 7.46: Com plexity of workpiece during the reverse sim ulation of Case Study 
3.
The first stage forward simulation started  from the predicted billet shown in 
Figure 7.50(a) and finished at a preform shown in Figure 7.50(d). This preform 
was then  taken to run the second stage simulation and the second preform, shown 
in Figure 7.51(d), was obtained. An unfilled area in the top-right cavity occurs 
and a potential fold m ay develop in this area at this stage. T he following stage, 
the th ird  stage, forward simulation finally finished w ith the result of complete 
die filling (Figure 7.52(d)). The predicted results, Figures 7.52(b), (c) and (d), 
show th a t potential folds may develop in the right cavity and th e  flash area. This 
could be caused by the concave profiles predicted in preform.
7.5 .3  V elocity  Field
The velocity of m aterial flows gradually decreases from the beginning to the 
end of the  forging process, i.e. from Figure 7.53(a) to  Figure 7.53(d), in the first
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stage reverse simulation. This phenomenon has also been found in the second and 
third stage reverse simulations, and is consistent with the results of the forward 
simulations shown in Figures 7.56, 7.57 and 7.58. The predicted velocity field also 
corresponds to forging process. Since the die velocity is constant, the velocity 
of material flow increases as the amount of free surface or flash area decreases. 
Moreover, the results of the reverse simulations reveal some deformed zones with 
low velocity and are generally in accord with those of the forward simulations.
7.5.4 Forging Load
Forging loads shown in Figures 7.59, 7.60 and 7.61 decrease as the respective 
flash heights increase in both reverse and forward simulations. This phenomenon 
corresponds to the required power of the deformation in the velocity fields from 
a high value of flow speed to a low value. In comparison with the maximum 
forging load, the reverse simulations predict higher values in all stages, especially 
in the second stage shown in Figure 7.60. An unfilled area in the top-right cavity 
shown in Figure 7.51(d) could be the reason for the significant difference of the 
maximum load. Moreover, the maximum forging load predicted by the second 
stage reverse simulation is higher than that predicted by the first stage. As the 
dies gradually separate from the workpiece, the contact area between the dies and 
the workpiece reduces, and thus friction effects decrease. This can be seen from 
Figures 7.62 and 7.63 in which forging load caused by friction gradually decreases. 
In the third stage of the reverse simulation, the magnitude of tangential velocity 
along the die surfaces is small and thus the forging load caused by friction is not 
significant. This is shown in Figure 7.64.
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7.5.5 Possibility o f Using One-stage Forging
Three different billets listed in Table 7.6 were used to investigate whether there 
are possibilities of forming the desired shape of Case Study 3 by using a one-stage 
forging process. The predicted results in Figure 7.65 show that complete die filling 
can be achieved if the billet size is carefully selected, e.g. Case 3B and 3C. The 
required forging load and the total dissipation energy are presented in Figure 
7.66. Case 3B with a complete die filling and a lower total dissipation energy 
was therefore compared with the forward simulation of the three-stage forging 
process which was derived from the predicted preforms of the reverse simulation. 
Figure 7.67 shows that the maximum forging load is close to 27 (kN/mm) but 
the one-stage case has a slightly higher value. However, the three-stage forging 
process consumes more energy than the one-stage forging. Moreover, a simulation 
starting from the second stage preform was also carried out. The results shown 
in Figure 7.68 reveal that it is possible to achieve complete die filling.
The above results could imply that (1) the reverse simulation may not predict the 
optimal preforms under the consideration of minimum total dissipation energy; 
and (2) the required number of the preforms could be less than that predicted 
by the reverse simulation in which the achievement of complete die filling is the 
objective. The releasing node scheme, which assumes the detachment of the 
furthest node on a die surface to the target shape, may not result in the optimal 
boundary conditions to achieve the minimum dissipation energy or the shortest
Table 7.6: Variation of billet sizes for one-stage forging in Case Study 3
Test Billet size Results Complete die filling
(width x height) Figure 7.65
Case 3A 14.00 x 16.94 (a)-(c) NO
Case 3B 12.00 x 19.77 (d)-(f) YES
Case 3C 10.00 x 23.72 (g)-(i) YES
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path of the deformation from the billet to the desired shape. Moreover, the 
rectangular target shape, i.e. the simplest shape, could be too different from the 
deformed workpiece which is a more complex shape. Image metamorphosis, or 
image morphing [125, 126, 127, 128] , which is a technique for creating a smooth 
transition between two images, could be used to define a non-rectangular target 
shape as shown in Figure 7.69. The shape could be an intermediate shape (or 
image) with a level of complexity closer to the deformed workpiece, such as the 
80% difference shown in Figure 7.69(c). This is one of the tasks in future studies 
to improve the accuracy of the reverse simulation.
7.6 Summary
Studies including both practical experiments and numerical simulations have been 
carried out to evaluate the proposed preform design approach which uses the re­
verse simulation with the proposed contact releasing method. During the reverse 
simulations, material flows gradually move into the target shape and the shape of 
the workpiece varying accordingly from “complex” to “simple” , and the preforms 
are finally predicted.
Case Study 1 shows that the modelling of forging process using the upper bound 
based reverse simulation with finite element procedure is able to predict the 
billet for this one-stage forging. The trend of the deformation is close to that of 
the experiments although some areas of the predicted deformation are different. 
The forward simulations carried out by the commercial package, FORGE2, also 
predict sensible results in comparison with the experiments. The forging load 
predicted by both types of the simulations, especially that predicted by the reverse 
simulation, is generally higher than that acquired from the experiments.
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Case Studies 2 and 3, the multi-cavity forgings, demonstrate that the proposed 
design approach is able to achieve the requirement of complete die filling. The 
case studies also reveal the possibility of reducing the number of preforms pre­
dicted by the reverse simulation. The deformation trend of the reverse simulation 
is similar to that of forward simulation although smoother boundaries of the work­
piece are predicted by the latter. Moreover, the forging load estimated by the 
reverse simulation is higher that calculated by forward simulation.
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(a) h = 2.00
m m
Target shape
(b) h = 4.25
(d) Modified preform(c) h = 5.83
Figure 7.47: F irst stage reverse sim ulation of Case Study 3.
(c) h = 6.20 (d) Modified preform
Figure 7.48: Second stage reverse simulation of Case Study 3.
1.6 Summary
Target shape
(a) h = 1.20 ' (b) h = 1.40
Predicted billet.
Size(width x height) 
= 14.74 x 16.13 mm.
(c) h = 2.40 (d) h = 3.40
Figure 7.49: Third stage reverse sim ulation of Case Study 3.
(a) h = 7.28 (b) h = 2.27
(c)h= 1.43 (d) h=1.20
Figure 7.50: First stage forward simulation of Case Study 3.
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(a) h = 6.05
HfK
(b) h = 4.53
(c) h = 2.05 (d) h=1.20
Figure 7.51: Second stage forward sim ulation of Case Study 3.
(c) h = 3.92 (d) h=2.00
Figure 7.52: Third stage forward simulation of Case Study 3.
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(a) h = 2.25 
1 mm/sec
(b) h = 4.25
(c) h = 5.25
Figure 7.53: Velocity fields in the first stage reverse sim ulation of Case Study 3.
'm
( a ) h =  1.45 
1 mm/sec :
(b) h = 4.20
(c) h = 5.20 (d) h= 6.20
Figure 7.54: Velocity fields in the second stage reverse simulation of Case Study
3.
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(a )h= 1.30 (b) h = 1.40
1 mm/sec : ~
(c) h = 2.40 (d) h = 3.40
Figure 7.55: Velocity fields in the th ird  stage reverse sim ulation of Case Study 3.




(a) h = 7.28 
21.7 mm/sec :
(c) h = 1.43
43.63 mm/sec :
Figure 7.56: Velocity fields in the first stage forward simulation of Case Study 3.
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(a) h = 6.05 (b) h = 4.53
14.73 mm/sec : -----  21.12 mm/sec :
(c) h = 2.05 (d) h=1.20
22.82 mm/sec : -----  71.31 mm/sec :
Figure 7.57: Velocity fields in the second stage forward sim ulation of Case Study 
3.
(a) h = 7.19 (b) h = 4.49
14.60 mm/sec :   26.13 mm/sec :
V'J
(c) h = 3.92 (d) h=2.00
41.95 mm/sec : -----  200.10 mm/sec :
Figure 7.58: Velocity fields in the third stage forward simulation of Case Study
3.
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Figure 7.59: Forward and reverse load predictions for the  first stage of Case Study 
3.
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Figure 7.61: Forward and reverse load predictions for th e  th ird  stage of Case 
S tudy 3.
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Figure 7.63: Load predictions for the second stage reverse sim ulation of Case 
S tudy 3.
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Figure 7.64: Load predictions for the third stage reverse simulation of Case Study
3.
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(c) h = 2.00C a s e  3 A (a) h = 13.90 (b) h = 6.87
Billet size (width x height)
= 14.00 x 16.94 mm
C a s e  3 B  (d) h = 16.74 (e) h = 6.68
Billet size (width x height)
= 12.00 x 19.77 mm
(f) h = 2.00
MSSiS
C a s e  3 C  (g) h = 20.68 (h) h = 6.62
Billet size (width x height)
= 10.00 x 23.72 mm
(i) h = 2.00
Figure 7.65: Forward simulations using one-stage forging with different billet
sizes for Case Study 3.
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Case 3A (14.00 x 16.94 mm)
  Case 3B (12.00 x 19.77 mm)
 Case 3C (10.00 x 23.72 mm)
Note:
Total energy dissipation (J/mm) 
Case 3A: 60.83 







Figure 7.66: Forward load predictions for the one-stage forging sim ulation using 
different billet sizes for Case Study 3.
First stage of three-stage forging 
—  Second stage of three-stage forging
 Third stage of three-stage forging
  One-stage forging (Case 3B)______
30
Note:
Total energy dissipation (J/mm) 




0 20 255 10 15
Height H (mm)
Figure 7.67: Load predictions for the one-stage and three-stage forward simula­
tions of Case Study 3.
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(a) h =  16.25 (b) h = 7.20 ( c ) h = 1 . 2
Billet size (width x height)
= 10.00 x 23.97mm
Figure 7.68: Forward sim ulation using a billet for the second stage preform of 
Case Study 3.
0% 50% 80% 100%
(a) Imagined metamorphism from the deformed workpiece to a rectangular target 
shape and the degree o f the difference compared with the deformed workpiece
Target shape
(c) Target shape determined 
by the shape with 80% 
difference
(b) Target shape determined by the 
simplest shape, i.e. the shape 
with 100% difference
Figure 7.69: Imagined m etam orphism  of the deformed workpiece and the shapes 
for determ ining the target shapes in the reverse sim ulation.
Chapter 8
C onclusions
A preform design approach for forging has been developed using reverse simula­
tion starting from a finished shape to the billet or a preform in which multi-stage 
forging is needed. The simulation is based on the upper bound theory with 
the finite element formulation and solves a velocity field which represents the 
minimum dissipation energy of the forging process subject to the boundary con­
ditions. The developed design approach has been evaluated by experiments and 
numerical simulations for two-dimensional plane strain cases. Assessment has 
shown a potential for the forging industry. Directions for future work have also 
been revealed, especially the determination of the target shape during the reverse 
simulation.
M odelling of Forging Process Using the Upper Bound Theorem with 
the FEM
The modelling of the forging process was continued from previous work which 
was carried out by Joe Pitt-Francis whose work was concentrated on forward 
simulation. The formulation of the upper bound with the finite element proce­
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dure, including the friction and incompressibility terms, has been summarised 
and checked with the computer code of TEUBA. A new version of the user and 
developer manual is also being written, which includes the proposed reverse sim­
ulation approach for forging preform design.
A reducing time step technique has been invented and implemented into the code 
to improve the guess of the velocity field for the Newton-Raphson solver in the 
second and sequential increments. This technique reduces the difference between 
two increments and increases the possibility of success in solving the velocity field 
by using a previous solution to set an initial guess for the current increment.
It has been found that some velocity components of finite element nodes approach 
zero during the simulation. This situation causes the denominator of the system 
equations to approach zero and thus leads to a numerical problem. The problem 
is solved by assigning a small value to these velocity components and therefore 
the simulation can be continued smoothly afterwards.
A penalty factor which affects the incompressibility of the plastic deformation and 
the stability of the simulation has been investigated. An appropriate value has 
been selected for the simulation. Moreover, the effect of the number of elements 
on the modelling becomes more significant as the value of the friction factor 
increases.
According to the assessment carried out in this thesis and by Joe Pitt-Francis, the 
upper bound theory with the finite element is a rapid and approximate approach 
for modelling forging process. The modelling is also able to respond to the effect 
of friction in terms of a Tresca friction model with a constant factor.
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Reverse Simulation for Preform Design
A preform design using the reverse simulation approach has been developed. The 
simulation employs the upper bound theory and the backwards tracing scheme 
to search a reverse path of the deformation from a finished product.
A measure of material distribution formulated by the second moment of area has 
been developed to set a rectangular shape which is assumed as the simplest and 
closest target shape to the reversed workpiece of two-dimensional plane strain 
cases. The contact region, which is located outside and has the furthest distance 
to the boundary of the target shape, is regarded as the most complex region 
and should be released first. New boundary conditions are then formed and a 
reversed shape is thus predicted. A measurement of complexity has been proposed 
to compare and select one from two shapes resulting from the current contact 
conditions and new formed contact conditions which are determined by the target 
shape and the detachment of the contact region. The reverse simulation finally 
reduces the complexity of the workpiece and is thus able to predict a preform or 
a shape close to a rectangle.
Experiments and numerical simulations including the reverse approach using 
TEUBA and the forward prediction using F0RGE2 have been studied for the 
one-cavity forging. The material and the friction factor were also measured for 
the aluminium alloy BS6063. The results show that reverse simulation is able 
to predict a billet which corresponds to the preform for the one-stage forging 
process. By using the predicted billet, nearly complete die filling is achieved ac­
cording to the products produced by the experiments and the results predicted 
by the forward simulation. The assessment has also shown that the trends of 
the deformation predicted by both reverse and forward simulations are generally 
similar to the experiments. Moreover, the predicted forging load is higher than
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the load measured in the experiments. This situation is particularly obvious in 
the prediction of the reverse simulation. In comparison with the macrostructure 
of the experimental products, the simulation has shown the ability to predict 
a velocity field which is useful to understand the material flow during forging 
process.
Multi-stage forgings including the two-cavity and three-cavity products have been 
studied using numerical simulation. The proposed reverse simulations have pre­
dicted preforms and billets. These shapes were then evaluated by the forward 
simulations. The assessment has shown that the predicted preforms and billets 
can successfully achieve the requirement of complete die filling although some 
cavities of the preforming stages are not completely filled. The deformation pre­
dicted by the reverse simulation is generally in accord with that predicted by 
the forward simulation. Moreover, the reverse simulation predicts higher forging 
loads for most forming stages in comparison with those predicted by the forward 
simulation. The velocity field is also generally similar in both types of simulations 
of multi-stage forging.
Recommendation of Future Work
The formulation of the dissipation energy of plastic deformation is derived by 
the finite element procedure using triangle elements to linearly interpolate the 
velocity field between nodes. This linear formulation provides an approximate 
and rapid simulation for forging process. However, the numerical experiments 
have shown a non-linear formulation may provide a better solution with smoother 
boundary of the deformed workpiece as shown in the results predicted by FORGE2 
which uses six-noded triangle elements. Moreover, triangle elements might not be 
a good choice to formulate the problem of incompressibility in which a technique 
of reducing integration points may be needed [129]. Four-noded rectangle or six-
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noded triangle elements could be investigated in future studies of formulation.
The determination of the new boundary conditions is the main difficulty in run­
ning the reverse simulation for preform design. To solve this difficulty, this thesis 
has proposed a new concept of controlling the distribution of material to set the 
target shape and thus determine new boundary conditions. The difference be­
tween the target shape and the deforming workpiece might be too great and thus 
possibly affect the prediction of preforms. Image metamorphosis that creates a 
smooth transition between two images could be used to develop a more rigorous 
strategy for determining the target shape for reverse simulation.
The proposed concept of preform design is based on reducing the complexity of 
the workpiece by means of controlling the distribution of material, and is mainly 
investigated using plane strain forging cases. The extension of the proposed 
concept to axisymmetric and three-dimensional forging problems would be one 
of the future studies in the modelling of forging process, especially for preform 
design using a reverse simulation approach.
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A ppendix
A -l Derivatives o f Shape Functions
The derivatives of the linear shape functions for a three-noded element can be 
calculated by a matrix operation [130] described as follows.
Consider a triangle element which has three nodes with coordinates 
where {x\^x\) are the coordinates of node k (1 <  k <  3). The shape function f t  
(1 < j  < 3) is
f t  =  a30 +  a{x i +  a32x 2 (A-l)
where aJQ, a{ and a2 are constants. The function f t  has the value 1 at j-th. node 
and zero at the other nodes. The equations for shape function f t  can be expressed 






x\ x \ 1 < a\ ► = i 0
x \ x \ 1 aj 0
(A-2)
Therefore, the equations for all shape functions in a triangle element are
x\ x \  1 a\ a\ a\ ’  1 0 0 '
x \ x \  1 a2 a2 a2 — 0 1 0
x 2 1 7ao ao ao 0 0 1
(A-3)
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A A _1 =  I (A-5)






The derivatives of shape functions in x\ and X2 directions at each node can be 
written in the m atrix form as
d<t>1 84>2 8<t>3 ' a\ a i a fdx\ dx  i 3x i
d4>1 8<t>2 8<t>3 _ a\ a\
2
al8x2 dx 2 dx 2
• • • a o a o a0
(A-7)
Finally, from equations (A-4), (A-5) and (A-7), it can be found that A 1 is the 
derivatives of shape function (j>k with respect to X{ (1 <  * <  2).
A-2 Tool D etails for Experim ents
Tool details for the one-stage forging experiment are given in Figures A .l, A.2 
and A.3.
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1. BLOCKER
C3
3 AISI H 13 TOP DIE
2 AISI H 1 3 BOTTOM DIE
1 AISI H 1 3 BLOCKER
Ref. Material Descrip t ion
University of Bath ONE-STAGE FORGING 
EXPERIMENTUnits MM Drawn C. C. CHANG
Scale 1:2 Date 04 JAN 1999 Drg. No. P H D -E X P T -0 1
Figure A.l: Details of dies — Assembly and blocker.








Ref. Materia l Descrip t ion
Univers ity  of Bath ONE-STAGE FORGING 
EXPERIMENTUnits MM Drawn C. C. CHANG
04  JAN 1999 Drg. No. P H D -E X P T -0 2Scale Date
Figure A.2: Details of bottom die.









3 AISI H 1 3 TOP DIE
Ref. Materia l Description
University of Bath ONE-STAGE FORGING 
EXPERIMENTUnits MM Drawn C. C. CHANG
Scale 1:2 Date 04 JAN 1999 Drg. No. P H D -E X P T -0 3
Figure A.3: Details of top die.
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A -3 K ey C om puter R outines D evelop ed  and Im ­
plem ented  into T E U B A
A -3.1  K ey  R ou tin es for R everse S im ulation
/  4c *  *  *  *  *  *  * * *  *  * * *  *  *  *  * *  * * * * * * * * * * *  *  *  *  *  * * *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  * *  *  *  *  *  * * * * * * * * * *  *
* Reverse Tracing Scheme
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
void
solve_reverse_tracing_scheme(struct mesh *a_mesh)





printf("\tThere are currently '/,i nodes attached. \n", a_mesh->nodes_hit);
/ * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = * /
/♦No node released case ♦/ 
printf("\t==========\n");
printf("\tExperiment: Reverse Tracing Scheme Method\n");
normal_result_case_l=iterative_reverse_tracing_scheme(a_mesh, NULL );
/ * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = * /
/♦ Other cases Furthest-node-detachment method */
set_up_furthest_node(a_mesh);
printf("\t==========\n");
printf("\tExperiment: Reverse Tracing Scheme Method\n");
/* Check the contact node inside the rectangle. ♦/
/* All contact nodes are inside the rectabgle, ♦/
/* furthest_nodel_index was set to -1. ♦/
if(a_mesh->furthest_nodel_index < 0){
printf("\tAll contact nodes are inside the rectangle An"); 







/ * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = * /
/♦ Compare the results ♦/
if((normal_result_case_l==l && normal_result_case_2==l)
II (normal_result_case_l==0 && normal_result_case_2==0)){
if(a_mesh->shape_function_case_l < a_mesh->shape_function_case_2H 











else if(normal_result_case_l==-l && normal_result_case_2==-l){
printf("PRPBLEM: Both cases encountered a problem in the first 
calculation!\n");
printf(" or no-node released encountered a problem in
the first calculation\n");
printf(" as all contact nodes inside the rectangle.\n");
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cerror("PROBELM in Reverse Tracing Scheme !!");
>
else if(normal_result_case_l > normal_result_case_2){
/* one_release encountered a problem in first iteration */




else /* so use the other case, i.e. one release */
{ /* no_release encountered a problem in first iteration */





/* Clean the spare_reverse_case_l_2 */ 
remove_spare_reverse_case_l_2(a_mesh);
/* Move mesh and top die upwards */





/ * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = * /
printf ("\t-----------------------------\n");
printf ("\tBest shape function was '/,.5e.\n", best_function); 
if (node_to_be_released>0){printf("\tNode released = */,i.\n", 
a_node->marker);
>
else {printf("YtNo nodes were released.\n");
>
/♦Reverse data dump*/ 
if (node_to_be_released>0){





/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
int









/* normal<=0, for the calculation encounter a problem. */
/* normal=0, after firt calculation encounters a problem, */
/* use the solution so fax  for new reversed shape */
/* normal=-l, first calculation encounters a problem, */
/* no new reversed shape. */
real shape_function;
real ctime=a_mesh->invstep;
/* RECORD X */
copy.to.spare.reverseCa.mesh); 
copy_to_spare_hit_list(a_mesh);
/* Check no node release */ 
if(a_node != NULL){
printf ("\tRelease node = '/,i.\n", a_node->marker); 
release_node(a_node);
/* Remove the node from hit_list for correct_hit_nodes, */
/* therefore, correct_hit_nodes() will work correctly. */ 
for(i=l;i<=a_mesh->nodes_hit;i++){
if(a_node->marker == a_mesh->hit_list [i]->marker){











/* Solve FORWARD */ 
if (solve_squash(a_mesh)H
/* To form a new reversed shape XI */ 
move_point_for_RTS(a_mesh, -ctime);














/* Solve FORWARD New XI -> X0_new*/ 
if (solve_squash(a_mesh)){
move_point_for_RTS(a_mesh, +ctime);




printf("\t Problem_RTS. normal=0\n"); 
normal=0;
}
/* Compare Xl=XO_new */
if( shape_error >= shape_convergence ){
/* YES */
++num_iteration;
if( num_iteration <= max_num_iteration){
/* XO_new=XO_old; * /











/♦ NO */ 
else{




/* correct_hit_nodes(a_mesh); * /
/ *  update_matrix_unknowns(a_mesh); */
>
>
if(normal>=0){ /* unussal case */
/* the other case normal=-l,
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which no any calculation obtained 
so that there is no reversed shape */
/♦normal=0 has a problem after the first calculation, 
also recored the result ♦/ 
shape_function=do_shape_function(a_mesh);
/♦ Record the results; ♦/ 
if(a_node != NULL){
















* Solve a fixed distance for different Boundary Conditions
* and return a shape function.
* "a_node" is going to be released.
* If a_node == NULL, no node will be released.
*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  ♦ ♦  /
real








int encounter.problem = 0;
/♦ A flag to show the slover encounters a problem before 





/♦ Check no node release */ 
if(a.node !=NULL){
printf ("YtTEST : Node '/,i released. \n" , a_node->marker);
release_node(a_node);
/* Remove the node from hit.list for correct_hit_nodes */
/* therefore, correct_hit_nodes() will work correctly */
/* copy_to_spare_hit_list() wil put it back */
for(i=l; i<=a_mesh->nodes_hit; i++H

















printf ("\tlnside step = '/,i has finished.\n", step.inside); 
adjust_time_for_reverse_moment(a_mesh, a_mesh->step_done_distance); 
correct_hit_nodes(a_mesh);
/* Update the matrix index of unknowns and other information */ 
update_matrix_unknowns(a_mesh); 
moved_die=l;
a_mesh->step_done_distance = a_mesh->done_distance - 
previous_done_distance; 
die_moved_dist += a_mesh->ctime;
while((a_mesh->step_done_distance < a_mesh->invstep) &&





/* Update the matrix index of unknowns and other information */ 
update_matrix_unknowns(a_mesh);




printf ("\tInside step = '/,i has finished.\n", step_inside); 
printf("\tMove mesh to finsh the rest increment distance!!\n");
>
else {
/* Couldn’t solve the system - Covergence problem 
it’s not good */ 




/* Check if the step.indide in this increment has
* reached the step_inside_max.
* If it has reached, the mesh is moved by the velocity solved
* so far to finish the rest of the increment,
* in order to save the CPU time.
* /
if(step.inside >= step_inside_max){
/ * * * ♦
printf("\tWarning : Step inside has reached step_inside_max = 
'/,i.\n", step_inside_max);
printf("\t Solve the system so far.\n");
printf("\t Move mesh to finsh the rest increment
distance.\n");
♦ * * * /
printf("\tEnforce: Move mesh to finsh the rest distance 
for this step!!\n");
a_mesh->ctime=a_mesh->invstep - a_mesh->step_done_distance; 
die_moved_dist += a_mesh->ctime; 
move_mesh(a_mesh); /* including move die */ 
correct.hit.nodes(a.mesh);
/* Calculate the done.distance */
/* Not needed in this function */





}/* if */ 
else {
/* Couldn’t solve the system - it’s not good */ 
encounter.problem = 1;
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moved_die=0;
>
/♦ Get the shape function, the system can solve so far. ♦/ 
if(encount er_problem){
/♦Couldn’t solve the system - it’s not good+/
printf ("\tEncounter a convergence problem during calculationAn"); 






/♦ Get die back ♦/
if (moved_die) mov9_die_by(&a_mesh->top_die, -die_moved_dist);
/♦ Get back the information for the next go+/ 
retrieve_spare_reverse(a_mesh); 
retrieve_spare_hit_list(a.mesh);
/♦ Remove the spare
♦ This part has written inside retrieve_spare()
♦ remove_spare(a_mesh) is not necessary.
♦/
/♦ Check the system index again because in some case
♦ the index and contact-flash condition is destoried.
♦ e.g. Couldn’t solve the system then "break" in while loop,
♦ in this case mark_interior()...three functions have to run once.






♦ Solve a reverse simulation in a fixed distance
♦ after the BCs has been given.
♦
♦ This fuction is similar to the function
♦ solve.reverse.in_fixed.distance.BCsQ.
♦ The difference is that there is no copy_spare()
♦ and retrieve() functions in this function.
♦ It is possible to combine these two function into one.
♦ However, it will be better to seperate during the development.
♦ The fix-distance increment is set by a_mesh->invstep.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
void
solve.reverse.in_fixed.distance(struct mesh ♦a.mesh, struct node ♦a.nodeH 
real previous_done_distance=a_mesh->done_distance;





printf("\tDo the best Experiment again.\n"); 
printf ("\t--------- \n");
/♦ Check no node release ♦/ 
if (a.node != NULLH
printf ("\tRelease node = XiAn", a_node->marker); 
release.node(a.node);
/♦ Remove the node from hit.list for correct.hit.nodes, ♦/
/♦ therefore, correct_hit_nodes() will work correctly. ♦/ 
for(i=l;i<=a_mesh->nodes_hit;i++){
if(a_node->marker == a_mesh->hit_list[i]->markerH 
remove.node_from_hit.list(a.mesh,i);













print!("\tInside step = '/,i has finished.\n", step_inside); 
adjust_time_for_reverse_moment(a_mesh, a_mesh->step_done_distance); 
correct_hit_nodes(a_mesh);
/* Update the matrix index of unknowns and other information */ 
update_matrix_unknowns(a_mesh);
a_mesh->step_done_distance = a_mesh->done_distance - 
previous_done_distance;
while( a_mesh->step_done_distance < a_mesh->invstep kk  
(step_inside < step_inside_max)){ 
if (solve_squash(a_mesh)H 
++step_inside;
printf ("Ytlnside step = '/,i has finished.\nH, step_inside); 
printf("\tMove mesh to finsh the rest increment distance!!\n"); 
adj ust_t ime_f or_revers e_moment(a_mesh, 
a_mesh->step_done_distance); 
correct_hit_nodes(a_mesh);
/* Update the matrix index of unknowns and other information */ 
update_matrix_unknowns(a_mesh);




/* Encounter a problem. Solve the system so far.*/
printf("\tEncounter a convergence problem AFTER
the 1st calculation.\n");
printf("\tSolve the system so far.\nH);
break;
>
> /* while */
/* Check if the step_indide in this increment
* has reached the max. = 20
* If it has reached, the mesh is moved by the velocity
* solved so far to finish the rest of the increment,




printf("\tWeirning : Step inside has reached step_inside_max =
'/,i. \n", step_inside_max );
printf("\t Solve the system so far.\nH);
printf("\t Move mesh to finsh the rest increment
distance.\n");***♦/
printf("\tEnforce: Move mesh to finsh the rest distance 
for this step!!\nH);
a_mesh->ctime=a_mesh->invstep - a_mesh->step_done_distance; 
move_mesh(a_mesh); /* including move die */ 
correct_hit_nodes(a_mesh);
/* Calculate the done_distance */







/* Couldn’t solve system in the first calculation,
* then enforce mesh to move a small distance (time)
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* At the moment, a_mesh->step_done_distance=0,
* adjust_time_for_reverse_moment() will enforce a small distance.
*/
printf("\tEncounter a convergence IN the 1st calculation.\n"); 
printf("\tMove the mesh by using current velocity fieldAn"); 
adjust_time_for_reverse_moment(a_mesh, a_mesh->step_done_distance);
/* Enforce to move the mesh by current velocity field.
* a_mesh->ctime=a_mesh->invstep;
* adjust_time_for_reverse_moment(a_mesh, a_mesh->step_done_distance); 
*/
>
/* Correct the hit nodes on the die.
* Update the matrix index of unknowns and other information.
* These two functions are performed for providing a correct






* This function looks for the furthest node.
*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  4c *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  /
void
set_up_furthest_node(struct mesh *a_mesh){ 
int i, j;
int furthest_node_index;
/* the position of the hit-list-vectory, a_mesh->hit_list[furthest_node] */ 
real distance, furthest_distance; 
real a_nx, a_ny;
real x_right, x_left, y_bot, y_top;
/* rectangle boundary at the same centre with the mesh */
/* struct node *a_n; */ 
real centre[KDIM]; 
furthest_node_index=-l;
/* -1 means all contact nodes are inside the rectangle */
furthest_distance=0.0;
distance=0.0;
/* Caculate the 2nd moment of the area */ 
moment_x_y(a_mesh);
/* Find the centre of gravity of the mesh.
* This part has caculated in function:moment_x_y().
* assign to centre[j].
* For the symmetry on x=0, the centre[0]=0.
*/
for(j=0;j<KDIM;j++) centre[j]=a_mesh->centre[j];
/* do function, because return a value */
/* set up rectangle_width and rectangle_height */ 
if(rectangle_min_distance(a_mesh)) 
x_right=centre[0] + a_mesh->rectangle_width/2.0; 
x_left =centre[0] - a_mesh->rectangle_width/2.0; 
y_top =centre[l] + a_mesh->rectangle_height/2.0; 




/* consider where is the location of the node */ 
if ( a_nx > x_right && (a_ny > y_bot && a_ny < y_top) ){ 
distance=a nx-x_right;
>
else if(a_nx > x_right && a_ny > y_top){
distzmce=sqrt( (a_nx-x_right)*(a_nx-x_right) 
+(a_ny-y_top)*(a_ny-y_top));
else if ( (a_nx < x_right && a_nx >x_left) && (a_ny > y_top)H 
distance=a_ny-y_top;
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>




else if ( a_nx < x_left && (a_ny > y_bot && a_ny < y_top) ){ 
distance=x_left-a_nx;
>




else if( (a_nx < x_right && a_nx >x_left) && (a_ny < y_bot)){ 
distance=y_bot-a_ny;
>




else {distance = 0.0;> / *  the node inside the rectangle */
/* Check the furthest node */
/* First Check special case for Horizontal line */ 
if(fabs(distance - furthest_distance) < 0.000001H  /* very close */ 
/* If the distance is very close,
* then select the point with larger x-coordinate.
*/
if(furthest_node_index > -1){
/* mode -1 : without furthest_node_index*/
if( a_nx > a_mesh->hit_list[furthest_node_index]->point[0]H  





/* Check normal case */ 
else if(distance > furthest_distance){ 
furthest_distance = distance; 
furthest_node index = i;
>
>








struct node *a = &a_mesh->nodev_spare_reverse[i] ; 
struct node *b = &a_mesh->nodev[i]; 
for(j=0; j<KDIM;++j){





printf ("\tshape.error='/,.8f\n" ,e_norm); 
return e_norm;
void
resurae_point_from_spare_reverse(struct mesh *a_mesh){ 
int i, j;
for (i=l;i<=a_mesh->num_node;i++){
struct node *a = &a_mesh->nodev_spare_reverse[i]; 
struct node *b = &a_mesh->nodev[i]; 
for(j=0; j<KDIM;++j){






* A value returned from distance indicates
* that the node is at the shortest distance to
* a shell (Prependicular).
* If the node is a prependicular case,
* the loot point on the plane is stored in pt[].
* Otherwise, the node closest distance is returned.
I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * : * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
real
shortest_distance_node_shell(struct node *a_node, struct shell 
*a_shell, real pt[KDIM])
{
/* real pt[KDIM]; Point found on the plane Ax+By+Cz+D=0 */ 
real coeff[KDIM+l];
/* Coefficients A, B, C and D for plane Ax+By+Cz+D=0 */
real dist;
/* Prependicular Distance from the node to the foot point */ 
real area_foot_pt;
/* Area constructed by the point found and the shell's vertex */ 
real m; /* Calcutation Coefficient */
real temp; 
int i,j,k;
/* Initialize(assign) cs_simplex[i][j] = l, at i=j, =0.0 at i<=>j*/
/* use 3*3 materix, cs_simples[][] was defined in mesh.h */ 
for (i=0; i<3; i++){ 
for(j=0;j<3;j++){
if(i==j) {cs_simplex[j + l][i+l]=l.0;} 
else {cs_simplex[j + l] [i+l]=0.0;>
>
>
/* Calculate the coefficients for the plane Ax+By+Cz+D=0 */ 
for(k=0;k<=KDIM;k++){
/* assign cs_simplex[] [] form a shell */ 
for(i=0;i<KDIM;i++){
for (j=0; j<KDIM;j++){
cs_simplex[i+l] [j + 1] =a_shell->vertex[i]->point [j] ;
>
>
if (k<KDIM){ /* as k=KDIM, we don’t need to change */ 
for (j=0; j<KDIM;j++){





coeff[KDIM]=-coeff[KDIM]; /* Coefficients D, for plane Ax+By+Cz+D=0 */
/* The foot point pt[] of the perpendicular from the node */
temp=0.0;
m=0.0;
for(i=0;i<KDIM;i++){ temp += coeff[i]*coeff [i];> 
for(i=0; i<KDIM; i++K m += coeff [i]*a_node->point [i] ;> 
m += coeff [KDIM]; 
m /= -temp;
for(i=0;i<KDIM;i++) pt [i]=m*coeff[i]+a_node->point[i] ;
/* Check the point found is on the plane(inside the plane
* Using the area construct by the foot point fount to check




/* For 2D, check length */ 
for(k=0;k<KDIM;k++){
/* Find the vector between the points */
for(i=0;i<KDIM;i++){ cs_rhs[i+1] =pt[i]-a_shell->vertex[k]->point[i];>
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/* cs_rhs[] was defined in mesh.h */
temp=0.0;
for(i=l;i<=KDIM;i++){ temp += (cs_rhs[i]*cs_rhs[i] );} 





/* Make simplex of positional vectors for cross product*/ 
/* Determinant */
for(j=l;j<=KDIM;j++) cs_simplex[1][j]=1.0 ;









/* Get determinant of the simplex */
/* Then get the one area of the three triangles which 
* constructed by the foot oint 
*/




* This function calculates the moment of a mesh, Ix and Iy,
* at the gravity centre.






struct element *an_el; 
real m_x, m_y;
/* real centre_x_el, centre_y_el; */ 
real centre [KDIM]; 
real x[3] , y[3] ; 
int i, j;
real symmetry_factor=l.0;
/* Symmetry x=0 */ 
if (a_mesh->symmetry_x) symmetry_factor*=2.0;
/* Symmetry y=0 */
/* if (a_mesh->symmetry_x) symmetry_factor*=2.0; */
m_x=0.0; 
m_y=0.0;
/♦Find the centre of gravity of the mesh*/ 




for(j =0;j<KDIM;j ++) centre[j]/=a_mesh->num_node;
/* Symmetry x - 0  */
if (a_mesh->symmetry_x) centre[0]=0.0;








for (j=0; j<KDIMP; j++){ /*j is node niimber*/
/*
centre_x_el += an_el->vertex[j]->point [0];
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centre_y_el += an_el->vertex[j]->point[1];
*/
/* The node coordinates based on the centre [j] */ 
x[j]=an_el->vertex[j]->point [0] - centre [0] ; 
y[j]=an_el->vertex[j]->point[1] - centred];
>
/* Gauss Quadrature. */
/* The moment of the section area, about the x- and the y-axis */
m_x=m_x +( (y [0]+y [l]+4.0*y [2] )*(y[0]+y[l]+4.0*y [2] )
+ (y [2] +y [0] +4. 0*y [1] )*(y [2] +y [0] +4.0*y [1] )
+ (y [1] +y [2] +4. 0*y [0] )*(y [1] +y [2] +4. 0*y [0] )
)*(1.0/36.0)*2.0*an_el->volume/6.0; 
m_y=m_y +( (x[0]+x[l]+4.0*x[2] )*(x[0]+x[l]+4.0*x[2] )
+ (x[2]+x[0]+4.0*x[l] )*(x[2] +x[0] +4.0*x[1] )







* Test a point p inside which block
4c 4c * * 4c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
int
point_in_which_block( real p[2], real right, real left, real top, real bot) 
int in_side=0;





if (pCO] <= right && p[0] >= left && p [1] <= top && p[l] >= bot)
{ return in_side; > /* including on the bundary */
else if (p[1] >= top)
{ return in_top;> 
else if (p[0] <= left )
{ return in_left;} 
else if (p[1] <= bot)
{ return in_bot;} 
else /* if (p[0] >= right) */
{ return in_right;>
>
/4c 4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4<4c ** ***********
* Return the x-coordinate on intersection of rectangle
4c4‘4‘* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 4 ‘* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
real
intersection_top_or_bot(real y, real x.right, real x_left, 
real pc[2], real pp[2])
{
/* pc: point current, pp:point previous */
/* Deal with a special case --  Horizontial line*/
if (fabs(pc[1]-pp [1]) <= EPSILON){
if(pc[0] >=x_right II pp[0] >= x_right){ 
return x_right;
>




/* pc and pp are on the top or bot line of inside rectangle */
/* this case is unlikely to happen */ 
return pc[0]; /* pc for current point */
>
>
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/* return x-xoordinate */
return (pc[0] + (y-pc[l])*( (pp[0]-pc[0] )/(pp[l]-pc[l] )));
>
/*****************************************************************
* Return the y-coordinate on intersection of rectangle
4c * * * *  *  * * *  *  *  *  * *  *  *  *  * *  *  *  *  4c * * * *  *  *  *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * *  * * * * * *  *  *  *  * * *  *  /
real
intersection_right_or_left(real x, real y_top, real y_bot, 
real pc[2], real pp[2])
{
/* pc: point current, pp:point previous */
/* Deal with a special case --  Vertical line*/
if (fabs(pc[0]-pp[0]) <= EPSILQN){
if(pc[l] >=y_top I I pptl] >= y_top){ 
return y_top;
>




/* pc and pp are on the right or left line of inside rectangle */ 
/* this case is unlikely to happen */
return pc[l]; /* pc for current point */
>
>
/* return y-xoordinate */
return (pc[l] + (x-pc[0])*( (pp[l]-pc[l] )/(pp[0]-pc[0] )));
>
/**************************************************************




rectangle_area_difference(struct mesh *a_mesh){ 
int i, j;
real centre [KDIM]; /* centre of the rectangle */ 
real x_right, x_left, y_bot, y_top;
/* rectangle boundary at the same centre with the mesh */ 
real b_p[1000] [2] ;
/* Store the coordinate x and y for bounding points*/ 
int flag [1000];
/* Maximun number of bounding shells is 999 */
int total_bounding_point=0;
struct node *c_node; /* connecting node */
real p[MAX_PolygonPoints][2]; 
int n;
real pp[2] , pc[2];
/* pp: point previous, pc: point current */ 
int pp_pos, pc_pos;











/* Calculate the nearest rectangle */
/* Caculate the 2nd moment of the area */ 
moment_x_y(a_mesh);
/* Find the centre of gravity of the mesh.
* This part has caculated in function:moment_x_y().
* assign to centre [j].
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* For the symmetry on x=0, the centre [0]=0.
*/
for(j=0;j<KDIM;j++) centre[j]=a_mesh->centre[j];
/* set up rectangle_width and rectangle_height */ 
if(rectangle_min_distance(a_mesh))
/* do if function, because it returns a value */ 
x_right=centre[0] + a_mesh->rectangle_width/2.0; 
x_left =centre[0] - a_mesh->rectangle_width/2.0; 
y_top =centre[l] + a_mesh->rectangle_height/2.0; 
y_bot =centre[l] - a_mesh->rectangle_height/2.0;
/* printf ("Right-L-T-B '/, f */,f '/,f */,f \n", 
x_right, x_left, y_top, y_bot);*/ 




/* Get the boundary points and put into array bound_point [] */
/* flag[i]=l means the shell has been marked */
/* Index starts from 1, not 0 */
for(i=0;i <= a_mesh->num_bshell; i++) flag[i]=0;
/* Dealing with the first bounding shell */ 
total_bounding_point=0; 
for (i=0; i<2; i++H
c_node=a_mesh->bshellv[l].vertex[i] ;
/♦Write down the points*/ 
total_bounding_point++;
b_p[total_bounding_point] [0] =c_node->point [0] ; 
b_p[total_bounding_point] [1] =c_node->point [1] ;
f lag[l] =1;
/* Dealing with the resmainders */ 
while (total_bounding_point < a_mesh->num_bshell){ 
for (i=2; i <= a_mesh->num_bshell; i++){ 
if (flagti] ! = 1){
struct node *a_node=a_mesh->bshellv[i].vertex [0]; 
struct node *b_node=a_mesh->bshellv[i].vertex[1];
/* for 2D only , 2 nodes formed a shell */ 
if (c_node == a_node) { 
c_node = b_node; 
flag[i]=l; /* mark it */ 
i=a_mesh->num_bshell+l; /* end of loop */
>
else if (c_node == b_node) { 
c_node = a_node; 
flag[i]=l; /* mark it */ 









/* Make polygons which are outside the rectangle. */
/* Also calculate the sub-area and total outside area */
outside_area=0.0;
n=0; /* reset number of points of th epolygon */ 
for(i=l; i<=total_bounding_point; i++){
/* Make a polygon */
/* p CD CD index starts from 0 for 1st point of the polygon */




pp_pos=point_in_which_block(pp, x_right ,x_left ,y_top,y_bot);
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>
else if (i==total_bounding_point){ 
pp [0] =b_p[l] [0] ; 
ppCl] =b_p[l] [1] ;
pp_pos=point_in_which_block(pp, x.right,x_left,y.top,y.bot);
pc[0] =b_p[i] [0] ; 
pc[l]=b_p[i] [1] ;
pc_pos=point_in_which_block(pc, x.right,x_left,y.top,y.bot);
/***♦ pc inside ***♦/ 
if(pc_pos == in_side K  
/* test extra point */
if(pp_pos== in.topH /* from top to inside */
p_temp[0]=intersection_top_or_bot(y.top, x_right, 
x_left, pc, pp); 
if(p_temp[0] < x_left){ 












p[n] [0]=p_temp[0] ; 




else if(pp_pos== in_bot){ /* from bot to inside */ 
p_temp[0]=intersection_top_or_bot(y.bot, x.right, 
x.left, pc, pp); 













p[n] [0] =p_temp [0] ; 
p[n] [1] =y_bot; 
n++;
else if(pp_pos== in.leftH /* from left to inside */ 











/* normal inside case */ 
p Cn] [0] =pc [0] ; 
p[n] [l]=pc[l] ; 
n++;
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>
/♦*** pC in_top ***♦/ 
else if(pc_pos== in_top){
if(pp_pos==in_side){ /* from inside to top */
p_temp[0]=intersection_top_or_bot (y.top, x_right, 
x_left, pc, pp);









else if(p_temp[0] > x.rightH /* inside —  right —  top */ 
pCn] [0]=x_right;
pin][l]=intersection_right_or_left(x_right, y_top, 
y_bot, pc, pp); 
n++;
p[n][0]=x_right; 
p[n] [1] =y_top; 
n++;
>
else{ /* between left and right */ 





else if(pp_pos== in.leftM /*from left to top * /
p_temp[0]=intersection_top_or_bot (y_top, x.right, 
x.left, pc, pp);
if(p_temp[0] < x.left){ / *  left —  top */ 




else{ / *  left —  inside —  top */
p[n] [0] =x_left;
p[n][l]=intersection_right_or_left(x.left, y.top, 
y.bot, pc, pp); 
n++;




/* other case > x.right is unlikely to happen */
>
else if(pp_pos== in.rightH /* from right to top */ 
p_temp[0]=intersection_top_or_bot (y.top, x.right, 
x.left, pc, pp);





else{ /* right —  inside —  top */
p[n][0]=x_right;
p[n][1]=intersection_right_or_left(x.right, y.top, 
y.bot, pc, pp); 
n++;




/* other case < x.left is unlikely to happen */
>
/* othercase pp== in.bot is unlikely */
>
/***♦ pC in.bot ***♦/
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else if(pc_pos== in.botH
if(pp_pos==in_side){ /* inside —  bot */
p_temp[0]=intersection_top_or_bot (y_bot, x.right, 
x.left, pc, pp);
if (p_temp[0] < x_left){ /* inside —  left —  bot */
pCn] [0]=x_left;
p[n][1]=intersection_right_or_left(x.left, y.top, 
y.bot, pc, pp); 
n++;




else if(p_temp[0] > x.rightX / *  inside —  right —  bot */ 
p[n] [0]=x_right;
p[n][1]=intersection.right.or.left(x.right, y.top, 






else{ /* between left and right */ 






p_temp[0]=intersection_top_or.bot (y.bot, x.right, 
x.left, pc, pp);
if(p_temp[0] <= x.leftX  / *  left —  bot */ 




else{ /* left —  inside —  bot */








/* other case > x.right is unlikely to happen */
>
else if(pp_pos== in_right){
p_temp[0]=intersection_top_or.bot (y.bot, x.right, 
x.left, pc, pp);
if(p_temp[0] >= x.right){ /* right —  bot */




else{ /* right —  inside —  bot */
p[n] [0] =x_right;
pCn][1]=intersection_right_or_left(x.right, y.top, 
y.bot, pc, pp); 
n++;
pCn] [0] =p_temp[0] ; 
p[n] [1] =y_bot; 
n++;
>
/* other case < x.left is unlikely to happen */
>
/* othercase pp== in.bot is unlikely */
>
/**** pC in.left ***♦/ 
else if(pc_pos== in.left){
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if(pp_pos==in_side){ /* inside —  left */
p[n] [0]=x_left;
p[n][l]=intersection_right_or_left(x.left, y_top, 




p_temp[0]=intersection_top_or_bot (y.top, x_right, 
x.left, pc, pp);
if(p_temp[0] <= x.leftK /* top —  left */
p[n] [0] =x_lef t ; 
p[n] [1] =y_top; 
n++;
>
else{ /* top —  inside —  left * /





y.bot, pc, pp); 
n++;
>
/* other case > x.right is unlikely to happen */
else if(pp_pos==in_bot){
p_temp[0]=intersection_top_or.bot (y.bot, x.right, 
x.left, pc, pp);
if(p_temp[0] <= x.left){/* bot —  left */ 
pCn] [0] =x_left; 
p[n] [1] =y_bot; 
n++;
>
else{ /* bot —  inside —  left */





y.bot, pc, pp); 
n++;
>
/* other case > x.right is unlikely to happen */
>
/**** pC in.right ***♦/ 
else if(pc_pos==in_right){
if(pp_pos==in_sideH / *  form inside to right */
p[n] [0]=x_right;
p[n][1]=intersection_right_or_left(x.right, y.top, 
y.bot, pc, pp); 
n++;
>
else if(pp_pos==in_top){ /* from top to right */
p_temp[0]=intersection_top_or.bot (y.top, x.right, 
x.left, pc, pp);
if(p_temp[0] >= x.right){ /* top ---- right */
p[n][0]=x_right; 
p[n] [1] =y_top; 
n++;
>
else{ /* top —  inside —  right */








/ *  other case < x.left is unlikely to happen */
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>
else if (pp_pos==in_botH /♦ from bot to right ♦/
p_temp[0]=intersection_top_or_bot (y_bot, x_right 
x.left, pc, pp);
if(p_terap[0] >= x.right){ /♦ right—  right ♦/ 
p[n] [0] =x_right; 
p[n] [1] =y_bot; 
n++;
>
else{ /♦ bot —  inside —  right
p[n] [0] =p_temp [0] ; 




y.bot, pc, pp); 
n++;
>
/♦ other case x< left is unlikely to happen ♦/
>
>




/♦ for(i=0; i<n; i++){
printf ("pnt t*/,i */,f '/.f \n", i, p[i] [0] , p[i][l]);
>
♦/
/♦ p G  □  index start from 0 ♦/
/♦ We add n++ more than one, so the valid index in pCD [] is ] 
/♦ However PolygonArea(p, n), n is for number of points. 
/♦So that the n is the same required number. 




♦ Correct the hit nodes position which are away from the die.
♦ Work out the shortest distance to the die, then
♦ change the coordinates of the node to the point on the
♦ die shell, and change the attached node->hit to the new
♦ shell if it is necessary.
******************♦********♦***♦*♦**♦*♦****♦*♦*****♦♦♦**♦♦♦♦♦♦/
void
correct_hit_nodes(struct mesh ♦a.mesh) 
struct node +a_node;





/♦ 1 for top die, 2 for bot die ♦/
int i, j, k, n;
int not_on_sym_axis=l;
/♦ mode 0 for the node on symmetric axis ♦/ 
int num_hit_top=0;
/♦ Calculate the number of nodes hit the top and bottom die ♦ 
int num_hit_bot=0;
/♦Check only the nodes hit the dies ♦/
/♦ a_mesh->hit_list ♦/
for (i=l; i<=a_mesh->nodes_hit; i++H
min_distance=BIG; 
not_on_sym_axis=l;
/♦ Reset flag for testing whether the node on the sym. axis ♦ 
a_node=a_mesh->hit_list[i]; 
for(n=0; n< KDIM; n++){
if(a_node->index[n] == -3) not_on_sym.axis=0;
♦/
top,
L - l  -  ♦ /  
♦ /  
♦/
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>
if(not_on_sym_axis){ /* Ignore the node on symmetric axis for 2D only ♦/ 
/♦Test against top die+/
for (j = l; j<=a_mesh->top_die .num_shell; j++){
struct shell ♦a_shell=&(a_mesh->top_die.shellv[j]); 
temp=shortest_distance_node_shell(a_node, a_shell, temp_pt); 
if (temp >= 0.0 && temp < min.distance ){ 
min_distance=temp;
f or(k=0;k<KDIM; k++){new.pt[k]=t emp_pt[k];> 
new_hit_shell=a_shell; 
hit_top_or_bot=l; /♦ 1 for top die ♦/
>
>
/♦Test against bottom die+/
for (j=l;j<=a_mesh->bot_die.num_shell;j++){
struct shell ♦a_shell=&(a_mesh->bot_die.shellv[j]); 
temp=shortest_distance_node_shell(a_node, a_shell, temp.pt); 




hit_top_or_bot=2; /♦ 2 for bottom die ♦/
>
>
/♦ Correct the node by using the new coordinate and hit.shell ♦/ 
if (min_distance>=BIG){
cerror("ERROR:correct_hit_nodes(): Correct the node position.");
>
for(j=0; j< KDIM; j++) a_node->point[j]=new_pt[ j ] ;
/♦ See if the matrix must be changed,
♦ the node contacts the different shell.
♦/
if (a_node->hit != new_hit_shell){
a_node->hit=new_hit_shell; /♦ change the hit shell ♦/ 
for(i=0;i<KDIM;i++){
if (a_node->index[n] != -3){ 
a node->index[i]=0;
>
/♦ Allow make.interiorQ to allocate a new index 




/♦ Chang, 20_Aug_1997 ♦/









index.node(a.mesh, a.node); /♦ This function is necessary ?? ♦/
>
>
/♦ Special check for nodes on symmetric lines
♦ Only consider for 2D cases
♦ Because this function is only called by
♦ reverse functions in 2D version 
♦/
for (i=l;i<=a_mesh->num_node;i++){
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/* Assign the number of hit nodes to a_mesh.
* These two values are used to end the simulation. 
♦/
a_mesh->num_nodes_hit_top = num_hit_top; 
a_mesh->num_nodes_hit_bot = num_hit_bot;
A -3 .2 K ey  R ou tin es for Im provem ent on T E U B A
/  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* Reduce Time Step for a better guess of velocity.
* The CTIME may be too large, which may case the
* guess of the velocity from the previous increment
* is too far for the current increment.
* This function is used to deal with this situation. *****************************************************/
void
reduce_time_step(struct mesh *a_mesh, int reduce_inc){
int i; 
real d=1.0;
/* Recover the old position and velocity */ 
retrieve_spare(a_mesh);
copy.to.spare(a.mesh); /* for next time use*/
for (i=l; i<=reduce_inc; i++X 
d *= 0.5;
>
a_mesh->ctime = (1.0 - d) * (-a_mesh->ctime_record); 
printf (M\tCTIME_record= '/.f\nM, a_mesh->ctime_record); 





/* a_mesh->ctime is negative now. done.distance move back*/
/  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* Update the system matrix index of unknowns.
* The index of matrix and contact conditions
* are possibly changed, therefor it is necessary




/* Check the zero velocity zone flage index mode == -6.
* Resume the zero velocity zone and allow sin index






/* the following four functions also inside
* resume_zero_velocity_zone().*
* For running simulations with Shape function >= 3,
* the contact condition does not be changed
* if there is no detachment.
*/
if (! (a_mesh->reverse & a_mesh->shape_function >= 3)){ 
connect.mesh(a.mesh, a_mesh->ctime);
/*Some things have gone missing from the matrices - so renumber */ 
mark.interior(a.mesh); 
a_mesh->matband=bandwidth(a.mesh);
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if (!(a_mesh->sticking_friction)){
/* After move mesh, the node contacting






* This function is called to deal with the zero
* energy element in the workpiece.
* The function checks the energy of each element




zero_energy_element(struct mesh *a_mesh){ 
int i, a, b;
real small_energy_value = 1.0E-4;
/* Is the value small enough? */ 
int check_matrix_index=0; 
a_mesh->zero_velocity_zone_exist=0;
for(i=l; i<= a_mesh->num_elem; i++){
struct element *an_el= &a_mesh->elementv[i];
real energy=an_el->energy;
if( energy <= small.energy.valueH
/* Mark components of nodes with zero energy and




if ((an_el->vert ex [b]-> index[a]) >0 H
/ *  Only check and mark a normal component,
* except that the node has a special index
* such as -1, -2 = fix by die
* -3 is restricted by symmetry.
* -6 is for zero_velocity_zone() to
* identofy where will be resumed.
*/
an_el->vertex[b]->index[a]=-6;
/* zero energy component */
an_el->vertex [b]->velocity [a] =0.0;
/* fix the velocity */ 
check_matrix_index=l;
/* If the node index is changed,
* it is needed to change the matrix index









/* Flag for existing zero_velocity_zone.
* This assignment is possible repeated,







* Contact Tolerance Calculation
* The tolerance depends on the dimension of the mesh model
* For a small size mesh, the contact.tolerance is
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* set as a smaller value.
* The function uses the first elemnet nodel and node2
* to calculate the tolerance of contact for setting the




struct node ♦a_node=a_mesh->elementv[1].vertex[0] ; 
struct node ♦b_node=a_mesh->elementv[1].vertex[1] ; 
real pi [KDIM] , p2[KDIM]; 
int i;
real sq_distance=0.0;




/♦Square of distance ♦/ 
for(i=0; i< KDIM; ++i){
sq.distance += (p2[i]-pl [i] ) + (p2[i]-pl[i] );
>
/* Set contact tolerance ♦/
a_mesh->contact_tolerance = sqrt(sq_distance) ♦ 1.0e-2;
>
//**************************************************************
// Calculate the target shape for Openlnventor model
//**************************************************************
void
caculate_closest_rectangle(struct mesh ♦a.meshH 
real x_right, x.left, y.bot, y.top;




// In the function moment.x.y(a.mesh), Centre is caculated 
/♦Find the centre of gravity of the mesh+/ 
for(j=0;j<KDIM;j++) centre[j]=a_mesh->centre[j];
/♦ do function, because return a value ♦/
/♦ set up rectangle.width and rectangle.height ♦/ 
if(rectangle.min.distance(a.mesh))





x.left =centre[0] - a_mesh->rectangle_width/2.0;
>
y.top =centre[l] + a_mesh->rectangle_height/2.0; 






a_mesh->closest_rectangle.cornv [3].point[1]= y.bot; 


























a_mesh->root_rectangle = new SoSeparator; 
root->addChild(a_mesh->root.rectangle);
//static long nnmvertices[l]={KDIM>; 
int i;






for(i=l;i<=a_mesh->closest _rect angle. num_shell;i++H 
SoSeparator ♦ sl^new SoSeparator; 
sh->addChild(rectangle_stuff);










// Calculate velocity for Openlnventor model
/  /  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
void




vt[2]=0.0; // special for 2D case
// for the first point of the vecolity vector
for (i=0;i<KDIM;i++){
vt[i] = a_node->point [i] ;
>
a_node->velocities->point.setValues(0, 1, (SbVec3f+) vt);
// for the second point of the vecolity vector 
for (i=0; iCKDIM; i++H
vt[i] = a_node->point [i] + shrink+a_node->velocity[i];
>
a_node->velocities->point.setValues(l, 1, (SbVec3f+) vt);
//**************************************♦*******♦♦♦♦*♦**********
// Draw velocity field//***************************************************************
void
draw_velocities(struct mesh ♦a.mesh, SoSeparator ♦root, float shrink)
{
int i;
/♦ static long numvertices[1]=2; ♦/ /♦ For a line, two points sore enough ♦/ 
f or(i=1;i<=a_mesh->num_node;i++){
struct node ♦a_node=&(a_mesh->nodev[i]);
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a_node->vel=new SoSeparator; 
a_node->vel->addChild(red_stuff);











*** * ************* * * *** * * * *** * * * * * * * * * * * **** * ** * ***** * * ****** * /
int
velocity_write(struct mesh ♦a.mesh)
int i, j; 
int type; 
real ♦vel;
/♦ struct element ♦an.el; ♦/
FILE *outfile;
char filename [Max_filename.length]; 
char name[Max_filename_length]; 
if (KDIM==2) type=7; 
else if (KDIM==3) type=3;
else cerror("meshwrite: What dimension are you working in?");
sprintf (name, M'/,s", a_mesh->filename ); 
sprintf (filename, "*/,s. inc'/,03iv" , name, a_mesh->step); 
if ((outfile=fopen(filename, "w"))==NULL){
printf ("Can’t open file '/,s.\n", filename); 
return(O);
>
/♦Write down the filename^/ 
f printf (outf ile, " lC'/,s\n", name);
/♦Write down the node velocity data+/ 
fprintf(outfile, " 2C\nM);
for(i=l;i<=a_mesh->num_node;i++H 
/♦Number of node+/ 
fprintf(outfile, " -l'/,5i", i);
/♦Velocity of node+/ 
vel=a_mesh->nodev[i].velocity; 
for(j=0;j<KDIM;j++){
/♦fegs_form(outfile, pt CjD);♦/ 
fprintf (outf ile, "*/,12.5E" , vel[j]);
>




/♦Write down the element data+/ 
fprintf(outfile, " 3C\n");
/♦Finish up+/




♦ Export bouding shells to a file ♦.bsh*
♦ Example:
♦ A triangle with three points, (i.e. three bounding shells)
♦ pl=(0,0) p2=(2,0) p3=(2,1) is save as following structure.
♦ The first part before "2C" is for point data,
♦ and the following part befor "3C" is for line elements.
♦ Note: 2C and 3C are flags for separating points and lines.♦
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♦ 1 o.o o.o
*  2 2 . 0  0 . 0
* 3 2.0 1.0
* 2C
*  1 1 2
* 2 2 3
* 3 3 1
* 3C*************************************************************/
int
bounding_shells_write_2D (struct mesh *a_mesh){
FILE ♦outfile;
char fullname[Max_filename_length] ;
int flag[1000]; /♦ Maximun number of bounding shells is 999 ♦/ 
int i;
int points_foud;
struct node *c_node; /♦ connecting node ♦/ 
sprintf (fullname, "*/,s .bsh" ,a_mesh->f ilename); 
if ((outfile=fopen(fullname, "w"))==NULL){
printf("Can’t open file */,s.\n", a_mesh->filename); 
return(O);
>
/♦ flag[i]=l meains the shell has been marked ♦/ 
for(i=0;i <= a_mesh->num_bshell; i++) flag[i]=0; 
points_foud=0;
/♦ Dealing with the first bounding shell ♦/ 
for (i=0; i<2; i++H
c_node=a_mesh->bshellv[l].vertex[i]; 
points_foud++;
/♦Write down the points^/ 
fprintf(outfile,
"'/,i '/,e ’/,e\n", point s_foud,c_node->po int [0] ,c_node->point [1] );
>
f lag[l] =1;
/♦ Dealing with the resmainders ♦/ 
while (points_foud < a_mesh->num_bshellK 
for (i=2; i <= a_mesh->num_bshell; i++){ 
if (flag[i] ! = 1){
struct node ♦a_node=a_mesh->bshellv[i].vertex[0]; 
struct node ♦b_node=a_mesh->bshellv[i].vertex [1] ;
/♦ for 2D only , 2 nodes formed a shell ♦/ 
if (c_node == a_node) { 
c_node = b_node; 
flag[i]=l; /♦ mark it ♦/ 
i=a_mesh->num_bshell+l; /♦ end of loop ♦/
>
else if (c_node == b_node) { 
c_node = a_node; 
flag[i]=l; /♦ mark it ♦/ 





/♦Write down the points^/ 
fprintf(outfile,
"*/,i '/,e */,e\n",points_foud,c_node->point[0] , c_node->point [1] );
>
/♦Write down the flag for ending points^/ 
fprintf(outfile, " 2C\n");
/♦Write down the bounding shells (lines) ♦/ 
for(i=l; i< a_mesh->num_bshell; i++K
fprintf (outf ile, "'/,i '/,i '/,i\n",i , i, i+1);
>
/♦ the final shell ♦/ 
fprintf(outfile,
"*/,i */,i */,i\n" ,a_mesh->niun_bshell , a_mesh->niun_bshell, 1); 
/♦Finish up+/ 
fprintf(outfile, " 3C\nM);





#Program:-LoadBSH --  a CADfix (FAM) toolbox script.
# (BSH stands for Bounding SHells)
#Purpose: Import a file which contains bounding shells
# information of the workpiece.
#Filename extensions:
# "bsh" for the imported file
# (bsh stands for Bounding SHells)
#
#Example: A three bounding shells *.bsh file structure
# This example has three points (0,0) (10,0) (5,7)
# and are named point 1, 2 and 3
# Line 1 is constructed by point 1 and 2.
# Line 2 is constructed by point 2 point 3 ...etc.
# "2C" is a flag for ending the points data
# "3C" is for ending the lines data
#(Start the *.bsh file)
#1 0.0 0.0 
#2 10.0 0.0 
#3 5.0 7.0
#2C 
# 1 1 2  
#2 2 3 
#3 3 1 
#3C #----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
#Get information from FAM 
global env famFrame_priv
set modname $famFrame_priv(model) 
set ext 01
set exportname [list $modname$ext] 
fwDialogueBox .myDialogue -title {TEUBA 2D Mesh} 
fwForm .myDialogue.myForm
.myDialogue.myForm add {{Name of billet set} STRING}
.myDialogue.myForm add {{Name of TEUBA mesh Import file *.bsh} STRING} 
.myDialogue.myForm set [list {die SET BILL}\
\ [concat {Root STRING} $modname ]]\ 
pack .myDialogue.myForm 
.myDialogue action OK {myDialogue:OK}
.myDialogue action Quit {destroy .myDialogue}
.myDialogue map
proc myDialogue:OK {} {
set result [.myDialogue.myForm check] 
if {$result!=0} {
#Get parameters
set parameters [.myDialogue.myForm get] 
set billset [lindex $parameters 0] 
set rootnamein [lindex $parameters 1] 
set rootnameout [lindex $parameters 2]
#
# It is necessary put something here to check
# the parameters which are not empity
#
#Get information from FAM 
global env famFrame_priv
set fname $famFrame_priv(modelrootname).fbm 
set dirname $famFrame_priv(dir) 
set modname $famFrame_priv(model)
#
#open file to inport the bounding shells 
#
set fileOl [open $dirname/$rootnamein.bsh r]
#read and plot points of bounding shells 
set pointmarker 1
#Note 2C for end of points 
while {$pointmarker != "2C" } { 
gets $file01 data 
set pointmarker [lindex $data 0]
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set pointx [lindex $data 1] 
set pointy [lindex $data 2] 
if {$pointmarker != "2C" > {
PNT Q$pointmarker $pointx $pointy
>
>
#read and plot lines of bounding shells 
set linemarker 1
#Note 3C for end of lines 
while {$linemarker != "3C" > { 
gets $file01 data 
set linemarker [lindex $data 0] 
set pointl [lindex $data 1] 
set point2 [lindex $data 2] 
if {$linemarker \ - "3C" > {
LINE U$linemarker Q$pointl Q$point2
>
>









set shapepointOl [lindex $data 0] 
set plx [lindex $data 1] 
set ply [lindex $data 2]
# 2nd point
gets SfileOl data
set shapepoint02 [lindex $data 0] 
set p2x [lindex $data 1] 
set p2y [lindex $data 2] 
set tl [expr $plx-$p2x] 
set t2 [expr $ply-$p2y]
if { $tl == 0} {
set sloped [expr $bigvalue]
} else ■(
set slopeOl [expr $t2/$tl]
>
#Look for the 3rd point 
while {$ok3rdpoint != 1 > { 
gets $filed data 
set pointmarker [lindex $data 0] 
set p3x [lindex $data 1] 
set p3y [lindex $data 2] 
set t3 [expr $plx-$p3x] 
set t4 [expr $ply-$p3y]
if { $t3 == 0} {
set slope02 [expr $bigvalue]
> else ■(
set slope02 [expr $t4/$t3]
>
set test [expr $sloped-$slope02] 
if {$test >0.01 || -$test > 0.01> { 






SHPE XI Q$shapepoint01 Q$shapepoint02 Q$shapepoint03 
SET0 $billset 
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ELTY $billset TR3
#Lock the mesh 





#Program: REMESH2D --  a CADfix (FAM) toolbox program.
#Purpose: Import a file which contains bounding shells information
# of the workpiece, then re-mesh and save as a new file. 
#Filename extensions:
# "bsh" for the imported file (bsh stands for bounding shells)
# "mesh" for the exported file (frl file)
#
#Example: A three bounding shells *.bsh file structure
# This example has three points (0,0) (10,0) (5,7)
# and are named point 1, 2 and 3
# Line 1 is constructed by point 1 and 2.
# Line 2 is constructed by point 2 point 3 ...etc.
# "2C" is a flag for ending the points data
# "3C" is for ending the lines data
#(Start the *.bsh file)
#1 0.0 0.0 
#2  1 0 . 0  0 . 0  
#3 5.0 7.0
#2C 
#1 1 2 
#2 2 3 
#3 3 1 
#3C #--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
#Get information from FAM 
global env famFrame_priv 
set modname $famFrame_priv(model) 
set ext 01
set exportname [list $modname$ext] 
fwDialogueBox .myDialogue -title {TEUBA 2D Mesh} 
fwForm .myDialogue.myForm
.myDialogue.myForm add {{Name of billet set} STRING}
.myDialogue.myForm add {{Name of TEUBA mesh Import file *.bsh} STRING}
.myDialogue.myForm add {{Name of TEUBA mesh Export file *.mesh} STRING}
.myDialogue.myForm set [list {die SET BILL}\
\ [concat {Root STRING} $modname ]\
\ [concat {Root STRING} $exportname ]]\
pack .myDialogue.myForm
checkbutton .myDialogue.myCheck \
-text "Run FAMnum" \
.myDialogue.myCheck select 
pack .myDialogue.myCheck
.myDialogue action OK {myDialogue:OK $myCheck}
.myDialogue action Quit {destroy .myDialogue}
.myDialogue map
proc myDialogue:OK FAMnum {
set result [.myDialogue.myForm check] 
if {$result!=0} {
#Get parameters
set parameters [.myDialogue.myForm get] 
set billset [lindex $parameters 0] 
set rootnamein [lindex $parameters 1] 
set rootnameout [lindex $parameters 2]
#
# It is necessary put something here to check
# the parameters which are not empity
#
#Get information from FAM 
global env famFrame_priv
set fname $famFrame_priv(modelrootname).fbm 
set dirname $famFrame_priv(dir) 
set modname $famFrame_priv(model)
#
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#open file to inport the bounding shells 
#
set fileOl [open $dirname/$rootnamein.bsh r] 
#read and plot points of bounding shells 
set pointmarker 1
#Note 2C for end of points 
while {$pointmarker != "2C" > { 
gets $file01 data 
set pointmarker [lindex $data 0] 
set pointx [lindex $data 1] 
set pointy [lindex $data 2] 
if {$poiritmarker != M2C" > {
PNT Q$pointmarker $pointx $pointy
>
>
#read and plot lines of bounding shells 
set linemarker 1
#Note 3C for end of lines 
while {$linemarker != "3C" > { 
gets $file01 data 
set linemarker [lindex $data 0] 
set point 1 [lindex $data 1] 
set point2 [lindex $data 2] 
if {$linemarker != M3C" > {
LINE U$linemarker Q$pointl Q$point2









set shapepointOl [lindex $data 0] 
set plx [lindex $data 1] 
set ply [lindex $data 2]
# 2nd point
gets SfileOl data
set shapepoint02 [lindex $data 0] 
set p2x [lindex $data 1] 
set p2y [lindex $data 2] 
set tl [expr $plx-$p2x] 
set t2 [expr $ply-$p2y]
if { $tl == 0} {
set slopeOl bigvalue 
} else
set slopeOl [expr $t2/$tl]
>
#Look for the 3rd point 
while {$ok3rdpoint != 1 > { 
gets $file01 data 
set pointmarker [lindex $data 0] 
set p3x [lindex $data 1] 
set p3y [lindex $data 2] 
set t3 [expr $plx-$p3x] 
set t4 [expr $ply-$p3y]
if { $t3 == 0} {
set slope02 bigvalue
> else {
set slope02 [expr $t4/$t3]
>
set test [expr $slope01-$slope02] 
if {$test > 0.01 |I -$test > 0.01} { 
set shapepoint03 $pointmarker 
set ok3rdpoint 1
}




SHPE XI Q$shapepoint01 Q$shapepoint02 Q$shapepoint03 
SETO $billset 
BUILD S ALL XI 
SETC $billset
#Re-mesh 
DIV $billset 1 
PROC MSTY DELM 









# Save the PX flags
set shmid $env(PX_SHMID) 
set msqid $env(PX_MSQID) 
set cphnd $env(PX_CPHND)
# make sure the PX flags are cleax 
catch {unset env(PX_SHMID)> 
catch {unset env(PX_MSQID)> 
catch {unset env(PX_CPHND)>
###################
#Do things with FAMnum
#set inpipe [open I/d2/pd/execs/cadfix200/bin/famnum w+]













# Reset the PX flags 
set env(PX_SHMID) $shmid 
set env(PX_MSQID) $msqid 
set env(PX.CPHND) $cphnd 
###################
QUIT
#Pick up the result of FAMnum 
famFrame:openDatabase $fname
>
#Save as a FR1 file after re-mesh
SEND all frl \"$dirname/$rootnameout.mesh\"
#Lock the mesh 
#PR0C lock on 
destroy .myDialogue
>
> # End
